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*?is also very pleasant feo observe how
tenderly he 1 and all hie? brethren voyage-
writers lament the miserable confinement of
the Turkish ladies, who are perhaps more free
than any ladies in the universe, and are the
only women in the world that lead a life of
uninterrupted pleasure exempt from cares;
their whole time being spent in visiting,
bathing, or the agreeable amusement of spend¬
ing money, and inventing new fashions. A
husband would be thought aiad that exacted
any degree of economy from his wife, whose
expenses are no way limited but by her own
fancy. 'Tie his business to get money, and
hers to spend it: and this noble prerogative
extends itself to the very meanest of the sex.
Here is a fellow that carries embroidered
handkerchiefs upon his ack to sell. And as
miserable a figure as you may suppose such a
mean dealer, yet I'll assure you hie wife
scorns to wear anything less than cloth of
gold; has her ermine furs and a very hand¬
some set of Jewels for her head. 'Tis true
they have no places but the bagnios, and these
can only be seen by their own sex; however
that is a diversion they take great pleasure
in. 2
1. Aaron Hill travelled to Constantinople at the
age of fifteen and was received with kindness
by his relative. Lord Paget, at that time the
British Ambassador to the Port. He returned
to lingland in 1703 in the suite and soon af¬
terwards published his Account of Turkey in
folio, a very crude and Juvenile performance.
He lived, however, to write Tara and Nerope.
tragedies, which had considerable success on
the English stage.
2 • The Letters ano .orks of Aady .;ar.y ... art ley
«onta;:u. .dited by Her Great brands un, Lord
wharncliffe. Her letter to the Countess of
Bristol, Vol. II, p. 45.
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Upon the whole 1 look upon the Turkish
women as the only free people in the empire:
the very divan pays respect to them; and the
Grand-Signior himself, when a pasha is exe¬
cuted, never violates the privileges of the
harem (or women's apartment), which remains
unaearched and entire to the widow. They
are queens of their slaves, whom the husband
has no permission so much as to look upon, ex¬
cept it be an old woman or two that his lady
chooses. 1 Tis true their law pemits them
four wives; but there is no instance of a
man of quality that makes use of this liberty,
or of a woman of rank that would suffer it.
»»hen a husband happens to be inconstant (as
those things will happen), he keeps his mis¬
tress in a house apart, and visits her as
privately as he can; jjust as it is with
you. Amongst all the great men here, I
only know the Tefterdar (i.e. treasurer)
that keeps a number of she slaves for his own
use (that is, on his own side of the house
for a slave once given to serve a lauy is en¬
tirely at her disposal), and he is spoken of
as a libertine, or what we should call a rake,
and hie wife won't see him, though she con¬
tinues to live in his house. 1
1 know you'll expect I should say some¬
thing particular of the slaves; and you will
imagine me half a Turk when I don't speak of
it with the same horror other Christians have
done before me. But I cannot forbear ap¬
plauding the humanity of the Turks to these
creatures; they are never ill used; and
their slavery is, in my opinion, no worse
than servitude all over the world. 'Tis
true they have no wages; but they give them
yearly clothes to a higher value than our
!• Ibid., Her letter to the Countess of dar,
Adrianople (fidirne), 1717. Vol, I, p. 374.
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salaries to our ordinary servants. But you'll
object, that men buy women with an eye to evil.
In my opinion they are bought and sold as pub¬
licly and as infamously in all our Christian
great cities. 1
^
These are reflections written by George
Eliot's ancestor, the body Mary .ortley Montagu,
wife of the British Ambassador to Turkey in 1717,
about a hundred years before George Eliot was born.
To the ..estern mind, they appear like an extract
from some fantastic fairy tale, but 1, who have
heard very similar accounts from my grandmother,
when a small child, accounts which resembled the
3
Arabian Mights which Lady Mary also mentions, " can
confirm their closeness to the actual truth. .«y
grandaother would compare this "golden time" as she
colled it, in a tone of reproachful regret, with
the conditions of women in modern Turkey. She was
truly appalled at the "westernization" of the mod¬
ern Turkish women. Those changes in our status
which go by the name of emancipation she described
as, under the name of modern civilization, 'turning
!• Ibid.. Her letter to the Countess of Bristol
Vol. II, p. 41.
2• Ibid.. Vol. II, p. 27.
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women Into aen, and depriving them of all their
natural status which adds to their femininity'.
Her criticism of westernization recalls
to mind Huseyin Rah.al, a Turkish novelist of the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, who
in many ways stands on an equal footing with George
Eliot. his contribution to women's emancipation
is no less than hers, and was made in a similar
manner, that of teaching through characterisation,
in a scries of novels exceeding seventy in number.
Both, also, drew their material from life as they
saw it, in a society which each knew thoroughly,
litiseyin dahmi, however, is writing of a society
different in its culture, traditions and customs
from that of George Eliot. His ardent patriotism
makes him part company with her in his ridicule of
westernization and his condemnation of what he calls
the "aping of the Westerner". To make the effect
stronger he emphasizes the characteristics of his
own people, which he vindicates in contrast with
the sickly imitation of foreign customs, and shows
clearly the harm caused by this blind and slavish
imitation. But while George Eliot's role in the
emancipation of women is the continuation of a slow
5
and protracted contribution by men of letters such
n 0 3 4
as Steele, Addison,*"' Swift,0 then Richardson,
and Johnson, and scholars such as More, Erasmus
1. In "The Tatler", chiefly In the delightful pa¬
pers where Mrs. Jenny Distaff, Bickerstaff'e
half-sister, is the editor, Steele began by at¬
tacking the hypocrisy, the frivolity, the idle¬
ness and immorality of the modish life of the
day ana placed before his readers the example
of the virtuous, sincere, home-keeping woman.
2. Addison took up the tale as part of his policy
to "bring philosophy out of closets and libra¬
ries, schools and colleges; to dwell in clubs
and assemblies, at tea-tables and in coffee¬
houses". "The Spectator", X.
3. Swift deplored the vanity, the lack of educa¬
tion in women. "It is a little hard that not
one gentleman's daughter in a thousand should
be brought up to read or understand her own na¬
tional tongue or judge of the easiest books
that are written in it." Jonathan Swift,
norks, (1885 edition), Vol. I, p. 233.
4. Richardson was a much no re thorough champion of
the education of women than any of his prede¬
cessors. He, also, did not forget that the
virtuous woman "seeketh wool and flax and work-
eth willingly with her hands", but he was a
more ardent supporter than the previous writer's
of the systematic education of the sex. He
wrote to Mrs. Chapone letting her know how ea¬
ger he was to "whet", to "stimulate ladies, to
show what they are able to do and how fit they
are to be intellectual as well as domestic com¬
panions to men of the best sense. The men
are hastening apace, dwindling into index, in¬
to commonplace, into dictionary learning. The
ladies in time will tell them what is in the
works themselves - only taking care, as I
hope, not to neglect their domestic duties...."
Samuel Richardson, Letters. ed, Barbiuld (1804),
Vol. VI, p. 122.
5. Johnsonian Miscellanies, ed. G,Blrbeck Hill,
1897.
6. William Boyd, History of v»estern Education,
"The Broadening of Humanism".
6
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and Vivee, Hueeyin Rahml's work, arising from the
sudden, quick and great transition in the status of
women in Turkey is amongst the first which contribu¬
ted to this subject in Turkish letters. His con¬
cept of emancipation, therefore, differs in its de¬
tails from that of George Kliot, but both agree on
the necessity for social, educational and economic
emancipation.
Accordingly, I intend to treat this study
from four standpointss
(a) That of George Kliot herself, her views and
beliefs about women, their uuty and position in the
society in which they live, as it is reflected in
her novels;
(b) That of George Eliot's contemporary Turkish
woman, of which my own grandmother may be taken as
a fairly good representative, as she might have
viewed George Kliotfs female characters;
(c) That of Huseyin ftahrai, a man of letters
from a country which, as reflected in hie novels,
was completely different from that of George Eliot;
(d) Lastly, that of the writer, whose ovm im¬
pressions are those of a Turkish woman of the mid-
twentieth century, brought up in modern Turkey,
1. Ibid.
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which, while retaining many of its traditions and
customs, is mainly European in outlook and way of
life.
The analysis thus provided by these vary¬
ing shades of opinion would help towards a clearer
perception of the nineteenth century English woman,
as portrayed in the novels of George Eliot and as




QBORQB ELIO? Ilf HFR PERIOD.
The period of George Eliot's life (1819-
1880; forms one of the most interesting studies in
the history of the emancipation of women in England.
A great many changes, political, religious and above
all economic, affecting as they did, every aspect
of life in the period - and not least the status
of women - made this period particularly remark¬
able.
There can be no serious doubt that these
changes had their origin in the historical forces
which were beginning to operate at the beginning of
the century and which we can venture to isolate.
Of integral Importance is the French Re¬
volution which chiefly expressed its ideals in nine¬
teenth century England by means of much "propagan¬
dist" literature and by the formation of many so¬
cieties, literary, political, philosophical and so
on, remarkable for their energy and ag ressiveness.
Following on the French Revolution came the conser¬
vative reaction in England, a movement which led to
9
the imposition of censorship and to pressure over
free opinion. Again, there is the religious move¬
ment, the Evangelical Revival,1 and, not least,
the Industrial Revolution itself, bringing mechani¬
zation of industry, more rapid means of communica¬
tion, and rapid enrichment to certain classes as
well as poverty to others.
These forces, then, set up a "chain of
reactions" which extended throughout nineteenth cen¬
tury English society. The first link in the chain,
the first "reactor", is undoubtedly the triumph of
the middle classes whose firmly held standards and
ideals provided the basic material for the preoccu¬
pation of the intellects of the age.
It is little wonder, therefore, that we
find writers, economists, educationalists and socio¬
logists absorbed by the problems attached to the
2
status of middle-class women# Autobiographies,w
% a a
biographies, memoirs, journals and books
1. See C.S.Dudley, An Analysis of the System of
the BibleSociety.
2. Elizabeth Seweli, Autobiography. Annie Besant,
Autobiography.
3. C.A. Smith, Life of Florence Nightingale.
4. J.E.Butler, Memoir of John Greg.
5. C. J.Cunnington, Feminine Attitudes in the nine-
teenth Century. Thomas Gisborne, Duties of
the Female Sex. C.S.Peel, A Hundred wonder¬
ful Years. 1820-192Q. "" "
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written on the subject ive us revealing accounts
of the unsatisfactory position held by women then,
A few extracts from various Impressions of the sta¬
tus of the 'lady' of the time, and from demands for
a reform in the status, may help towards a better
understanding of the position women were in.
A lady, to be such, must be a mere
lady, and nothing else;
wrote Margaretta Greg in her diary, in 1853.
She must not work for profit, or engage
in any occupation that money can command, lest
she invade the rights of the working classes,
who live by their labour. Men in want of
employment have pressed their way into nearly
all the shopping and retail business ^hat in
my early years were managed in whole, or in
part, by women. The conventional barrier
that pronounces it ungenteel to be behind a
counter, or nerving the public in any mer¬
cantile capacity, is gr atly extended. The
same in household economy. Servants must
be up to their offices, which is very well,
but ladies, dismissed from the dairy; the
confectionary, the store room, the still room,
the poultry yard, the kitchen garden, and the
orchard, have hardly yet found themselves a
sphere equally useful and important in the
pursuits of trade and art to which to apply
their too abundant leisure. 1
1. J.S.Butler, Op. cit.. p. 326.
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The demand for a higher education as a basis for
economic independence is expressed in the following
extract.
It is only necessary to contrast the
vigorous life of the eighteenth century busi¬
ness woman, travelling about the country in
her own interests, with the sheltered exis¬
tence of the Victorian woman, to realise
how much the latter had lost in initiative
and independence by being protected from all
real contact with life. To contemporaries,
however, the new independence of working
women was an even more striking contrast.
Individual women among the middle classes
were awakening to a consciousness of their
position, and the Importance of the economic
emancipation of working women was at once
manifested in its influence on better class
women and their demands for a wider sphere
and the right to individual independence.....
With the desire on their part for
social and economic freedom came first, in the
mid-nineteenth century, the demand for higher
education and training, and secondly, the agi¬
tation for the re-admission of women to indus¬
try and the professions. 1
Again,
A demand for employment has led natu¬
rally to a demand for improved education
fitting women for employment, and that again
has led naturally also to a demand on the
part of many thoughtful women for a share in
making those laws and those social regulations
which have, while made exclusively by men,
1. I. Pinchbeck, ..oraen ..orkers and the Industrial
devolution, pp. 315-316.~~
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resulted in leaving women at a disadvantage
at every turn. 1
John Stuart Mill, one of the advocates of women's
suffrage expressed hie views on the subject thus:
"Hardly any decent educated occupation, save one,
is open to then. They are either governesses or
p
nothing." Later one comes across J,w.Adamson
who tells us that:
The demand for a great advance in the
education of women, which was so marked in
the 'seventies' and early 'eighties' was a
phase of the question then known as 'Women's
Rights'. This feminist movement began in
the United States of America and spread to
this country about 1840, but it made little
progress here until the extension of the Par¬
liamentary franchise was mooted. In origin
the Knglish movement was economic. The die-
parity in the numbers of the two sexes and
the instability of fortune experienced by
many families during the- first half of the
century caused an increase in the number of
women who were in whole or in part self-
supporting. This state of things was in
contradiction of middle class tradition and
sentiment; but economic facts could not be
gainsaid. Out of a total population of
eighteen millions in 1851 three and a half
millions of women were working for a subsis¬
tence, of whom five-sevenths were unmarried.
Within the next ten years the number of self-
supporting women exceeded 20 per cent of the
1. C.Kingsley, ..omen anci Politics, reprinted,
1869, from "Macrnillari1's' Magazine", by the
London National Society for vvoman Suffrage.
S. John Stuart Mill, speech in the House of
Commons, May 20, 1867.
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total population, which numbered twenty mil¬
lions, The middle class prejudice against
the paid employment of women, their inferior
education and the disabilities under which
they suffered before the law, all tended to
lower the rate of remuneration for women's
work. In the language of a contemporary
pamphlet, women had 'the hardest drudgery
and scanty pay'. The remedy proposed was
better education, the vote and equality
before the law, 1
This emphasis on education could also be
heard from Rosalie Glynn Grylls, who says:
It was the Restoration which lowered
the standard and it was difficult to raise
it again in spite of the protests of advanced
thinkers like Defoe or of Steele and Addison
and the pretensions of the 'blue-stockings',
though Mrs, Montagu must be given the credit
for having in 1775 proposed to found and en¬
dow a college for women but let the project
drop when Mrs. Barbauld, a 'best-selling'
novelist of reactionary opinions, refused
the post of superintendent...,,
The tremendous upheaval of the French
Revolution which raised this question of
women's, with other rights delayed reform in
the event for the reaction against its doc¬
trines and the depression following the Na¬
poleonic ware played into the hands of the
reactionaries in every field. This is not
to say that there were not during these peri¬
ods women of high intellectual attainments,
force of character, and creative genius, who
were independent of them; women like Mliza-
befch Fry; Hannah More; Harriet Martineau,
for instance, or the writers Fanny Burney,
Jane Austen, and the Brontes,
1, J,h.Adamson, hn rlish education. 1769-1908,
pp. 323, 324.
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There were some good schools and
there were some good governesses..... as .ary
v»o liestonecraft But Mary hollestone-
craft and school teachers like the Brontes
or, later, Maurice's own sisters, were ex¬
ceptions as they would have been exceptions
in any profession at any time: it is by the
general standard, that we must judge. 1
Through these various extracts one is able to form
a vivid picture of the status of middle-class women,
especially when one knows that until the Act of Car¬
ried Women's Property ^ in 1870, women before and
after their marriage were completely dependent on
men. To this elasB George Hot herself belonged;
yet she was radically diff rent in her outlook, her
religious and social behaviour* from the majority
who so strictly and faithfully tried to confine
themselves to the artificial social laws and limita¬
tions set around them under such terns as "sense of
propriety",5 "feminine virtue",4 "modesty",5 and
"ladylike
1. Rosalie Glynn Qrylls, ue-'n'n Colle.g- . 1848-
1948. "Existing Education for omen , "pp.
11-12.
2. Public General statutes. 1870, vie. 33 and
34. ^fhe Act of .arried ..omen's Property".
3. Maria gdgeworth, Practical .ducation.
4. Ibid.
5. Hannah -.lore, Coelebs in Gearch of a life.
6. C.Vi, Cunnington, "op. cit.
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Her rebellious attitude towards the re¬
ligion of her father and her rejection of the doc¬
trines of Christianity may surprise us when we go
through her novels and find how she appreciates
>
the importance of religion in human life, and how
Christianity gives her the basic inspiration direct¬
ing all her works, and leads her to make of her
hovels a plea for human solidarity. The explana¬
tion comes when we remember the ethical idealism
Christianity taught her in her Anglican home at
2
Griff, at the Evangelical scnool of ..ise ..ailing-
3
tan, and at the strongly Oalvinistic institution
4
of the Misses Franklin at Coventry. The profound
influence of this early religious education never
left her subconscious mind despite her later out¬
ward break with her religion. Her eager response
to the view that good works are the sign of a vivid
faith may be learned from this extract which, at
1. "Religion in the Hovels of George Eliot''.
Journal of English and Germanic . hllolo
Vol. 53, ly54.
2. Ibid.
6. Joan Bennett, George Eliot. Her Mine: and vrt,
p. 5.
4. Rosalie Glynn Grylls, op. cit., p. 11.
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the same time, shows her affectionate and ardent
disposition.
Miss Lewis's evangelical views demanded
action. Before the age of twelve, Mary Anne
was teaching a Sunday school class; a little
later she was devoting herself to clothing
societies and other relief work organisation. 1
At the same time she was beginning to make the ac¬
quaintance of those great classics of Christian
literature, to the indelible effects of which her
2
novels, letters and journals bear testimony.
Her intensely serious intellectual mind,
her relish for literary and philosophical studies,
together with her love for learning led her to agree
to carry on Sara Sophia Hennell*s translation of
Strauss'a creed-wrecking Life of Jesus, although,
if we are to judge from her letters to Sara (Jan.
1844-1846), she had been suffering throughout this
period from a continuous headache, which impeded
her heavily in her arduous struggle with derman and
Greek grammar. Sara's letter to Mr. Charles
1. Blanche Oolton illiame, George Eliot. p. 52.
2. "Religion in the Novels of George Eliot",
Journal of English and Germanic hilology, Vo1.
55, 1954.
5. Gordon 8. Height, ed., The George Eliot Letters,
Vol. I. ""
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Christian Henna11 is evidence of thf high reputa¬
tion for efficiency which George Hot enjoyed even
then. iiara says:
Your proposition to deliver up the
wtrauss to Mary Anne has been very cordially
received, and I am euro will be a great bene¬
fit. I think she will do it admirably
I have been very much pleased with some speci¬
mens she has shown me. 1
By the publication of Charles Hennell's
Inquir.y Concerning the Ori in of Christianity.
George Hliat was led to abandon her early vangeli-
caliem. But it was not till after a few years
that her scepticism became pronounced, and a period
of active denial followed a period of uncertainty.
The process which was started by the Heanells and
Brays, was completed when her religious scepticism
and scientific rationalism brought her into contact
with George Henry Lewes and Herbert Spencer. How¬
ever, judging from the various characters in her
novels, we find her presenting every manifestation
of Christianity which sets its ethics in a favour¬
able light, as she herself owed her own ethics
Ibid., p. 171. Sara's letter to Mrs. Charles
Christian liennell, Jan. 1844.
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to Christianity and knew that she did. * Together
with this ethical sympathy, her marked, tendency to
cherish the past and hallow it in memory makes her
hold fast to Christianity, as is suggested by the
following quotation:
All the great religions of the world,
historically considered, ore rightly the ob¬
jects of deep reverence and sympathy - they
are the record of spiritual struggles, which
are the types of our own. This is to me pre¬
eminently true of Hebrewism and Christianity,
on which my own youth was nourished, mod in
this sense, 1 have no antagonisms towards any
religious belief, but a strong outflow of sym¬
pathy. Every community met to worship the
Highest Good (-which is understood to be ex¬
pressed by God) carries me along in its main
current; and if there were not reasons
against my following such an inclination I
should go to church or chapel constantly for
the sake of the delightful emotions of fellow¬
ship which come over me in religious assemb¬
lies - the very nature of such assemblies
being the recognition of a binding belief or
spiritual law, which is to lift us into will¬
ing obedience and save us from the slavery of
unregulated passion or impulse. 8
1. fwiy soul heartily responds to your rejoicing
that society is attaining a aiore perfect idea
and exhibition of Paul's exhortation - 'Let
the same mind be in you which was also in
Christ Jesus'." J. .Cross, George Eliot*s Life
as Related in Her Letters and Journals. Vol, I,
p. 118; quoted from Journal of rt ;lir-h and.
Germanic rhilolo .?;y, Vol, '"b'S'i" "I954.
2. Ibid.. Vol. Ill, pp. 155-156; quoted from
Journal of English and Germanic hilology. Vol.
55, 1954, "Religion in the Novels of George
Eliot".
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Therefore she believes that
The beet minds that accept Chidstiani ty
as a divinely inspired system, believe that
the great end of the Gospel is not merely the
saving but the educating of men's souls, the
creating within them of holy dispositions, the
subduing of egoistical pretensions, and the
perpetual enhancing of the desire that the
will of God - a will synonymous with good¬
ness and truth - may be done on earth. 1
Another point to wonder at is George
Eliot's disregard in her private life of the tradi¬
tional laws of marriage, while her .journals and her
novels maintain the sanctity of the marital union.
After the death of her father (May 31, 1849) she
went on a journey to Geneva. George Eliot had ac¬
quired a somewhat larger view of life than the con¬
ventional one. She was no longer satisfied with
the quite intelligent, though rather limited circle
at Coventry where she used to pay occasional visits
to her friends the Brays, who showed, her warn wel¬
come and even wanted her to live with them for a
considerable period. Ker desire to break forth
into the larger world now she had no domestic duties
to restrain her, made her decide to move permanent¬
ly to London. Che got in touch with the editor
1. George Eliot, saoys and Leaves from a Note-
Book:. p. 151.
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of the "i.eefeainster Review", i$r. Chapman, who had
pub1inbed her Strauss, and inquired about the board¬
ing house kept by dr. and :rs. Chapman in the
Strand. This event could be considered ar a turn¬
ing-point in her life because, while living in this
house, she not only concentrated on writing her re¬
views and articles for the "Westminster Review" and
helping Mr. Chapman in the publication of a cata¬
logue raieonnfe of philosophic literature, but she
also met the intellectual circle which had a per¬
manent influence on her thoughts and life. Chap¬
man's house in the Strand became famous as the cen¬
tre of a Literary cdfccrie. Here there came from
time to time Thackeray, dickens, Carlyle, Lewes,
Thornton Hunt, Spencer, Francis Newman, Proude,
Emerson, Harriet dartineau, Mrs. Gaskell, Sir davia
Brewster, A. R.Greg, Forster and Louis Blanc - a
galaxy of mid-Victorian talent. George Eliot ul¬
timately mingled with this literary world, discard¬
ing the old conventionalities of rural and provin¬
cial town life just as she had discarded the reli¬
gious views which now seemed to her effete. As
her encounter and friendship with this literary
1. Elizabeth S.Haldane, George Eliot ana her
Times, p. 69.
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circle brought her into even closer contact with
the free opinions and philosophy of these thinkers,
so also it influenced her behaviour in her private
life. Her friendship with George Henry Lewes,
starting with mutual intellectual admiration,
brought them closer to each other and hence also to
mutual liking and understanding. Her translation
of Peuerbach'a hose.nee of dhrintianjty at this peri¬
od brought her nearer to Lewes. When he fell ill,
she undertook some of his work and this led to a
still closer relationship with him, Since Lewes
was already married but living with his three chil¬
dren in separation from hie wife, they were not
able to marry. This situation would have been
easily solved today by his divorcing his wife. But
it was not until 1868 that in. England marriage could
be dissolved without a special Act of Parliament.
A husband petitioning for such an Act
was required first to sue for a separation,
and to bring an action for damages against
the seducer of his wife. 1
Therefore divorce was only possible for the rich.
Ibid.. p. 93.
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When the law war changed, Lewes had put himself out
of court by his union with another, and at this
time it was impossible for him to face the neces¬
sary steps. However as there was no objection on
either side to this full independence of social be¬
haviour, it was only conventional society which
looked at it with horror, considering it wholly
wrong to defy the law of the land as well as of the
church. This reaction of society certainly was,
to the last, a real trial to George Kliot. ven
her Coventry associates interpreted her action as
a gross violation of social morality. To one with
a sensitive nature such as here, one who valued so
highly the confidence of her fx*ienuR, this exclusion
must have been a serious cross. Yet her course of
aetion was efcerained entirely by her own deliberate
choice ana, far from being embittered by its results,
she was inspired by her own action, fully convinced
of its Tightness. Her marriage was a true one in
all but legal form. She was faithful to all its
social obligations, and there is abundant evidence
in her letters and her biographies that she was a
most faithful ?,lfe to Lewes, and a devoted mother
to the three children of hia previous marriage.
as
Long afterwards, a second carriage giving her a
legal name was performed in the most orthodox and
conventional manner possible. Throughout her
works George Allot never scorns marriage. On the
contrary, she roieee it to the exalted, position of
the most sacred of ail human relationships, a sac¬
rament, not of the church, but of the sublime fel¬
lowship of humanity. In all her books it is re¬
flected as a holy, pure, binding tie, and a sacred
obligation,
>,i th these sad experiences lying in the
background of her life, she found it only natural
to build around the characters of her heroines
stories reflecting her own childhood and young wo¬
manhood. Each heroine reflects some facet of the
author's many-sided personality, when we study
the heroines of her major novels, Adam Bade. The
*.111 on the Floss and fiddlecaaroh, we realise in
each, the similarities of character and situation
to those of their author. This similarity at the
same time supports her belief that
art is the nearest thing to life,
it is a mode of amplifying experience and
extending our contact with our fellow men
24
beyond tins bounds of our personal lot. All
the uore sacred Is the task of the artist
wrien he attempts to portray the life of the
people. Falsification here is more pernici¬
ous than in the more artificial aspects of
life. It is not so serious that we should
have false ideas about evanescent fashions -
about manners and conversations of beaux and
duchesses; but it is serious that our sym¬
pathy with the perennial joys and struggles,
the toil, the tragedy, and the humour of the
life of our more heavily-laden fellow men
should be perverted and turned toward a false
object instead of a true one. 1
If 'art is the nearest thing to life",
what is the purpose then in the art of prose or fic¬
tion'? Her answer to this question could be found
in her heaves from a Mote-Book, under the heading
of "Authorship". Here she says:
But the caan or woman who publishes wri¬
tings inevitably assumes the office of teach¬
er or influencer of public opinion. Let him
protest, as he will that he seeks only to amuse,
and has no intention to do more than while a-
way an hour of leisure or weariness - * the
idle singer of an idle hour' - he can no
more escape influencing the moral taste and
with it the action of the intelligence, than
a setter of fashions of furniture anci dress
can fill the shops with his designs and leave
the garniture of the persons and houses un¬
affected by his industry,
'fhen to teach is the paramount purpose in author-
1. George Kliot, article in the ,e3 trains ter Re
view on "Natural History of German Life:
Aeihl", 1856.
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ship. There is no place for art for art's sake
or for the passing of a leisure hour, in George
Eliot's sober theory,* Her didactic purpose in
fact showed itself long before she had started writ¬
ing fiction. In a letter to . nra Hsnnell she says,
I believe 'Live and teach' should be a
proverb as well as 'Live and learn'. e
must teach either for ood or evil: and if
we use our inward light as the .uaker tells
us, always takin ; care to feed and trim it
well, our teaching in the end must be for
...ood. 2
Her emphasis on teaching could also be seen twenty
years later in her letter to Frederic Harrison,
written when her fame as a novelist had. been estab¬
lished:
1 think aesthetic teaching is the high¬
est form of all teaching, because it deals
with life in its highest complexity. But if
it ceases to be purely aesthetic - if it
lapses anywhere fro a the picture to the dia¬
gram - it becomes the most offensive thing
of all teaching. 3
1. "The .urpose in George Eliot's Art", Anglia.
Vol. 54, 1930. ""
2. Gordon 3, Height, op. cit.. George Eliot's
to Lara Hennell, Nov. 27, 1847, Vol. I, d. 242.
2, uoted fro.ii ''The ■ nrgosc in ikor-y Kliot s
Art", An :11a. Vol. 64, 1930.
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bo she wished to instruct and be of bene¬
fit to others. She found a fulfilment of this
wish in writing novels, supported and encouraged by
her husband, Lewes, who always insisted that she
possessed
"wit, description arid philosophy ; but
doubted her dramatic ability until his read¬
ing of the death scene of Milly in The dad
Fortunes of the Reverend Amos Barton when he
became convinced that she had this qualifica¬
tion too. 1
Her method, in carrying out this teaching
of the truth about life was achieved firstly
throu h the general truth or truths embodied in the
theme of the story itself, secondly throu h the
more specific truths or moral teachings or philoso¬
phical digressions which are thrown into the narra-
p
tive as 'asides'. Her characters are her main
means of ensuring the inevitable action and conse¬
quently of teaching the power of deeds for good or
for evilj and the characters are inextricably in¬
terwoven with the plots to accomplish her didactic
1. J.Vii.Croee, Oreorge £1io t's Life, ed. Harper,Vol.
I, p. 896; quoted from Journal of English and
Germanic Philology. Vol. 53, 1954,
2. "The Purpose in George Kliot's Art", Anglia.
Vol. 54, 1930.
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purpose. All these fundamental traits of her art
co-operated to secure a success for her first story
- a success that encouraged her the more to pro¬
duce later her major novels based on stories from
her own life. She realized rightly that through
novels she could appeal to a much wider public than
by erudite articles in magazines. One finds,
therefore, especially in her next three novels,
Adam Bede. The ijll on the Floss and Hldulemarch.
that George Eliot has a tremendous eagerness to
teach and influence public opinion by drawing on
her own sometimes bitter experience and revealing
the suffering of intellectually and spiritually
aspiring women. It is as if, in doing so, she
were vindicating her conduct with all the troubles
J
it brought her through the collision of her princi¬
ples and Ideas with those conventionally accepted
by the majority. However, one realizes that in
her later novels, though the didactic purpose is
still there, she is not concentrating on the die-
advantageous social position of women as before.
This may have been due to the development of her
own life. She had now settled to a more stable
life and the question of the 'emancipation of
28
women' was taking stronger and more serious shape
among other thinkers, educationalists, economists
and sociologists alike.
Furthermore, each of her novels is per¬
meated with the historical changes which were tak¬
ing place in the particular period it describes
and which affected the whole life of the nation.
The life of the characters is almost always influen¬
ced by the impact of these changes on the current
of their lives, no matter how slowly, indirectly
and in unexpected ways. This evolution again jus¬
tifies George Eliot's belief that fiction must in¬
flect the "nearest truth to life". Janet's Repen¬
tance delineates the gradual permeation of rural
life by Evangelicalism, one instance of a general
social change; The .Mill on the Floss is backed
with the expanding prosperity and material progress
of the whole nation: Silas Jarner reflects the in¬
fluence of the Industrial Revolution manifested in
the factories taking the place of hand-industry:
Felix Holt shows how personal experience is deter¬
mined by the Reform Bills and by the slow shift of
population from agriculture to industry.
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However, with these general points in
tnind, let us first examine how George Eliot uses
the female characters of the novels, th ir out¬
standing social behaviour and their mental and
spiritual struggles, to fulfil her aim of appeal¬
ing for intellectual, social, economic and educa¬
tional emancipation, and so to prove her point of
view. Then let ua seek the reaction of her con¬
temporary Turkish woman, as embodied in ray grand¬
mother, and see how she interprets the behaviour
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At first glance, it may be wondered why
we did not start oar study of George Eliot's female
characters in relation to her purpose and teaching
with her first novel, t-cen.ee of Clerical Life.
Our choice may seem the more strange in view of the
fame, popularity and self-confidence which this
work brought its author and the help it gave her in
producing her major works later. Moreover, as
Lewes said, the fundamental traits of her art are
perceptible even in this early novel. The explana¬
tion is, however, that George iiot's attitude in
this work is not altogether the same as in her fol¬
lowing novels because, as she has recorded, in this
first attempt in art 'her hand' was still inexperi¬
enced. She has admitted that she did not then
know how to manipulate her material.
Our author first appears as an observer,
noting her impressions of the humble world which was
her chosen subject. The outstanding characteria-
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tics of this novel are the great sympathy that she
poure forth for humble life and her belief, which
recurs in her later novels as well, that woman's
natural and true place is in the home, looking af¬
ter her huebanci, her children and her household.
It will be vain to look for the philosophical teach¬
ings which permeate her later novels. For this
reaspn we proceed to her great creation, A.dare Bede,
her first full-length novel, studying the female
characters for the understanding they may bring of
George idiot's teaching.
We can easily perceive how Adam Rede as a
whole is permeated with a strong religious faith
combined with earnest moral teaching, and how these
are successfully shown through two main female char¬
acters who are completely contrasted: Dinah Morris
and Hetty Sorrel, George Eliot reveals these, not
by their actions only, but by what was then a new
approach, that of uncovering their inmost secrets,
ana by analysing the motives and thoughts that at
times trouble their lives.
Dinah Morris, the central character, is
1. See B. Dobree, The Victorians and After, p. 91.
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introduced bo us as a deeply religious Methodist
preacher. She is a true example of simplicity,
beauty and nobility of soul and absolute truth to
nature. After the early loss of her parents she
had already as a child become acquainted with all
sorts of misery, both bodily and mental, and her
innate love for the sufferin ; part of mankind in¬
creased daily. Her happiness is the happiness of
those around her. To her there was no half-way
house: men were lost or saved, and she set herself
to save the sinner. The beauty of her sermon
preached on the Village Green, at the beginning of
the book, can never be forgotten. It forms, in
fact, a preluae to the high religious life, devo¬
tional and practical, whicn she exemplifies in the
rest of the novel. in this sermon Dinah presents
the theology of the Incarnation by uaing such words
as the villagers can take to their hearts. It be¬
comes an Inspiration both to them and to herself.
This beautiful, poetic sermon was written with the
heart'e-blood of Dinah's creator, '' with hot




Deai' friends, brothers and sisters,
whom I love as those for whom my Lord has
died, believe me, I know what this great
blessedness is; and because I know it I
want you to have it too. I am poor, like
you: I have to get my living with «ny hands;
but no lord nor lady can be so happy as me,
if they haven't got the love of God in
their souls, 1
forma one of the finest specimens of pleading path¬
os and yearning compassion to be found in litera¬
ture.
In Dinah one also finds George Eliot's
most exquisite tribute to the value of the religion
she herself could not accept but which had retained
a strong hold on her iaeals, her imagination, and
her affections. A close, indeed a very close re¬
lation between ooetrine and deed is seen in Dinah.
This trait in her is rather unusual, for the bene¬
volent feelings in George Eliot's other religious
2
characters are felt to be prior to and superior
to the creed. Dinah throughout her actions shows
this relationship in a clearer way.
Regarding herself as called by God to
1. George Eliot, Adam Bede, Vol. I, p. 45.
2, As it is with Mr. Irwine (in Adam Bede), ill*.
Gilfill (in Seencs of Clerical Life), Mr.
Parebrother (in didalemarch) and eo on.
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minister to others, to have neither joys nor sorrows
of her own, Dinah refuses Seth Bede's proposal of
carriage. And thus, proving the altruist of her
soul and her renunciation of the pleasures of this
world, she answers him:
Beth Be tie, I thank you for your .Love
towards me, and if I could think of any man
as more than a Christian brother, I think it
would be you. But my heart is not free to
marry. That is good for other women, and
it is a great and a blessed thing to be a
wife and mother: but 'as God has distributed
to every man, as the Lord hath called every
man, so let him walk*. God has called me
to minister to others, not to have any joys
or sorrows of my own, but to rejoice with
them that do rejoice and to weep with those
that weep, 1
Then she continues:
I seem to have no room in my soul
for wants and fears of my own, it has
pleased God to fill my heart so full with
the wants and sufferings of his people. 2
This unselfishness together with her natural incli¬
nation, her kindly disposition to all, and willing¬
ness to help anyone in need makes her the first
person to whom everyone turns for help. I hen
1. George Eliot, Adam Bede, Vol. I, p. 48.
2. Ibid. , p. 49.
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Ada.ii's father is dro ned, she is the angel" who
runs to console the idowed mother with the tender
words which win her' over, jealous and critical
though she is of younger women. When Dinah says:
I love the Stonyehire side; I shouldn't
like to set my face towards the countries where
the 're rich in corn and cattle, and the ground
so lev 1 and easy to tread; and to turn my
back on the hills where the poor people have to
live such a hard life, and the men spend their
days in the .mines away from the sunlight. It's
very blessed on a bleak cold day, when the sky
is hanging dark over the hill, to feel the love
of God in one's soul, and carry it to the lone¬
ly, bare, stone houses where there is nothing
else to give comfort, 1
her aim in life is perceived.
.hen disaster overtakes Hetty, she con¬
soles her aunt, ire. Payeer, with the same effect
as she had upon Lisbeth Bede, By her frequent
visits to the sick and so row-stricken she has
gained so good an experience in the treatment of
affected souls that even minds very ardened and
shrivelled throu ;h want, ignorance and guilt, can¬
not resist her. Her creator tells us that,
From her i rlhood upwards she had had
1. ibid., p. 178.
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expc rlence among the ick and the mourning.
.....and bad gained the subtlest perception
of the mode in which they could best be touch¬
ed, and softened into willingness to receive
words of spiritual consolation or warning.
As Dinah expressed it, 'She was never left
to herself, but it was always given her when
to keep silence and when to speakf, 1
This is especially seen in her attitude towards her
cousin, Hetty Sorrel, who has murdered her child
and, thou h facts speak strongly against her, de¬
nies it. Dinah's gentle and prudent 'words, over¬
flowing with love and tenderness, become the key
to the unhappy girl's heart.
Hetty, you are shutting up your soul
against him, by trying to hide the truth.
God's love and mercy can overcome all things
- our ignorance, ana weakness, and all the
burthen of our past wickedness - all things
but our wilful ein; sin that we cling to,
and will not give up. You believe in my
love and pity for you, Hetty; but if you haa
not let me cone near you, if you wouldn't
have looked at rae or spoken to me, you'd have
shut me out from helping you: I couldn't have
made you feel ay love; 1 couldn't have told
you what I have felt for you. Don't shut
God's love out in that way, by clinging to
sin,.... He can't bless you while you have
one falsehood in your soul; his pardoning
mercy can't reach you until you open your heart
to him, and say, '1 have done this great
wickedness; 0 God, save me, make me
1. Ibid.. p, 168.
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pure from sin ' 1
Hetty pours forth the confession of her
crime, "I did do it, Dinah ... I buried it in
the wood . . .the little baby - and it cried
I heard it cry . . .ever such a way off . . .all
2
night " and Dinah pacifies her bewildered
mind and directs her thoughts towards mod. Dinah
is deeply and thoroughly convinced and has a full
assurance that all is not lost even if Hetty must
suffer the extreme punishment. This assurance is
so sublimely strong that she feels capable of con¬
veying it to the poor, miserable girl herself. Sin
is worse than death, love is stronger than either,
is the divine teaching of every word and action of
hers, from the moment she appears at the prison
door until the terrible hour when she clasps Hetty
in her arms within sight of the scaffold.
So far Dinah has known only charitable
love, that kind of love which is hardly to be dis¬
tinguished from religious feeling. But gradually
she cartes to know also human love towards a man,
1. Ibid., Vol. II, p. S .4.
2. Ibid. , Vol. II, p. 217.
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and hence a hard struggle between inclination and
duty, or what she considers to be her duty. "It
is a temptation that I must resist," she thinks,
"lest the love of the creatures should become like
a mist in my soul, shutting out the heavenly light."
Yet Boon she becomes aware of her error.
It is the Divine '.ill. My soul is so
knit to yours that it is but a divided life I
live without you. And this moment, now you
are with me, and I feel that our hearts are
filled with the same love, I have a fulness of
strength to hear and do our heavenly Father's
Kill, that I had loot before. 1
She becomes Adam's wife and spreads over the circle
of his family that pure joy and happiness which can
sprin forth only from unselfishness of soul.
In this marriage one may perceive George
Eliot's strong conviction that a single woman could
not find satisfaction in her solitary life, and
that she felt bound to find a husband for one who
had renounced the world as truly as any nun. Vihen
she says:
What greater thing is there for two
human souls, than to feel that they are join¬
ed for life - to strengthen each other in
!• Ibid.. Vol. II, p. 369
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all labour, to minister to each other in all
pain, to be one with each other in silent un¬
speakable memories at the moment of the last
partingV
she gives, indeed, most vivid evidence of her strong¬
ly elevated conception of the sacred word "marriage".
Yet for all George Eliot's skill in de¬
lineating this fine and admirable woman - "too
good and too holy", as ..eth Bede puts it, for this
world - there is a greater purpose behind it, ',\e
have evidence enough from George Eliot's own life
of her strong belief that, so long as a woman's vo¬
cation -was a true one, suited to her own nature, she
might pursue it on an equal footing with a man,
Dinah's success and influence in the villages where
she preached, in face of so much opposition to Meth¬
odist women preachers, is an expression of George
Eliot's belief in woman's ability and right to per¬
form any kind of task, not least those which call
for sympathy and insight into the things of the spi¬
rit. Having proved this through the character of
dinah, George Eliot goes on to show that for all
this, woman's natural place is in the home as a
wife and mother. It is thus, to make Dinah's life
perfect, that she finally bestows upon her the love
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of a husband and family, by her marriage to Adam,
A last word to be said for Dinah is that
she embodies Jeorge Eliot's conviction that a pure
woman, living in true and simple relationship to sur¬
rounding persons or things is free of fashion and
stands above the stupid, inelastic; laws of conven¬
tionalism.
On the whole, the .estern world regarded
this noble, kind-hearted, altruistic and self-confi¬
dent young dethodist preacher with appreciation and
admiration for her devoted performance of these hu¬
mane actions which her strong religious faith in¬
spired. But the reaction of the contemporary Turk¬
ish world would have been nothing short of shocked
bewilderment at those 'unladylike' and possibly 'un¬
godly* actions of Dinah. In that society, woman
had come to acquire the status of the "Queen of the
House". within the four walls of the house, her
word was law to the servants and other members of
the family including the husband, who was often dub¬
bed 'henpecked' in view of his almost servile sub¬
mission to the dictates of his wife. Her pleasant¬
ly exercised and lovingly accepted supremacy was
complete. Strangely enough, these accusations of
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male submiaaiveness came entirely from the female
members of the family, thus indicating the limits to
which the contemporary Turkish ladies were willing
to allow freedom of social action to their sex. In
view of the peculiar nature of the female role in
life, and the scores of odd chores closely related
to the vitally important functions associated with
the propagation of the human species, the h; astern
wisdom, by way of a fair division of labour between
man and woman, allocated the home and its manage¬
ment to the woman. Einstein - an intellectual
giant of the twentieth century whose contribution to
science marks a new era in the advancement of human
progress - did not hesitate to endorse the wisdom
of the East when he observed that a woman's true
place was the home ana a wife with outside interests,
even though scientific, was bound to be a failure.1
The contemporary Turkish woman seemed to take this
piece of solid wisdom to heart, especially when her
religion also endorsed it. Ho wonder, therefore,
that she found all new ideas that were extraneous to
the sacred domain of the four walls of the home re¬
pugnant and sacrilegious. She found complete con-
1. See Ela Sen, Ives of Famous hen.
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tentment and a deep happiness in the performance of
homely chores and in bringing up as many children as
possible. Her home meant to her every thin ; that
life could promise and the familiar curse in the East,
'May your home be broken and wrecked', ie probably
the worst and the most horrible curse ever invoked
by an Eastern tongue. She had become so used to
her traditional ways of living that the 'new ap¬
proach', which necessitated her coming out of the
four -walls of the house, was indeed a threat to the
security and happiness implicit in the word "home5'.
Bearing this in mind, let us see how my
grandmother, representing the contemporary Turkish
woman, would react to Dinah's behaviour.
"It is indeed a great comfort to see that
there ©till exist women devoted to their religion,
who will undertake the holy duty of teaching it in
1. "They have a notion, that whenever a woman
leaves off bringing forth children, it is be¬
cause she is too old for that business, what¬
ever her face says to the contrary. .... with¬
out exaggeration all the women of ray acquain¬
tance have twelve or thirteen children; and
the old ones boast of having had five-and-
twenty or thirty a-piece, and are respected ac¬
cording to the number they have produced."
The betters and v.orks of Eaciv Jary ortley
dontagu; letter to dr. This tie tiiwayte, Pera
of Constantinople, Vol. II, p. 14, Jan. 4,
Q.S., 1716*16.
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all its details, especially such pretty women as
this, with her soothing and peace-inspiring face.
The story she tells Mr. Irwlne of how she began to
preach 1 is touching and praisevrorthy. Yet I can¬
not understand - indeed, I am almost terrified at -
her daring in travelling about, without chaperon or
attendants! Can she have thought seriously of the
dangers a v^oman is exposed to when travelling aloneV
Can she have considered propriety so little? More¬
over, a devout and good person, as she certainly is,
should not have violated the established codes of
modesty and decency. 1 can't see why Dinah didn't
marry Seth Bade and have a family, and later on,
when she was forty or forty-five, take up the oecu-
pation of a Mo11a. " It was her aunt's duty to see
1. George Eliot, op. cit.. Vol, I, pp. 132-133,
2. In the old Turkey, girls did not attend school.
It was considered sufficient for them to know the
Koran well enough for the purposes of prayer. So
the daughters of a fatally were put, according to
their social status, under the charge of the fam-
ily Molla. a middle-aged woman who taught them a
few pages of Koran each day. She received no
salary or tuition fee, but was sent products of
the farms and gardens belonging to the family.
Consequently her position was economically depen¬
dent on that of the family to which she was at¬
tached. Once she decided that her pupil had
reached a standard of perfection in reading the
Koran, the family would hold a series of parties
and invite their female relatives, friends and ac¬
quaintances to the ceremony of 'Khatim Al-Koran*.
something like the graduation ceremony of a girl
finishing her studies nowadays.
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that she hid so, instead of allowing her to be the
object of so much rumour and gossip by travelling
from village to village to do her preaching, injur¬
ing the reputation of a good family like theirs.
Ah,* I know Mrs. Poyeer tried hard to persuade
Dinah to live with them, but she should have used
her husband's influence. No girl could ever oppose
P
the head of the family. He, in his turn, instead
of stopping her from preaching, encourages her to
go on with It. ° Also what I fail to understand Is
why, of all people, a young girl with a sweet face
and a persuasive voice should have undertaken this
mission. Was there no man left in the land, or
was it that she knew more than the learned clergy?
And she travelled alone from place to placet May
God have mercy on usi This girl must have been
either mad or completely brainless to have gone for¬
ward in the wide world and exposed herself to the
innumerable and unmentionable dangersI If she
1. George Eliot, op. clt.. Vol. I, p. 112 and
Vol. II, P. 883.
8. In the old days in Turkey, whereas in all mat¬
ters concerning household management the con¬
trol was exercised by the Mother, the Father
was the ultimate authority in weighty matters
of far-reaching importance, such as family
name or reputation.
3. George Eliot, op. elt.. Vol. II, p. 291.
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were my daughter I would sooner see her dead, than
doing this type of 'noble work' under such 'noble
conditions* in such a 'noble way*. All the same,
I'm glad she came to her senses at last, and gave
up preaching and got married. I sincerely hope she
returned to the teaching of her religion as a proper
Molla when she reached the proper age, under proper
condi tions. "
A complete contrast to the altruistic
Dinah, who suppresses all claims of self-gratifica¬
tion, and devotes herself entirely to the welfare of
others, is her cousin, Hetty Sorrel.
Hetty is a true picture of e-oiera. Yet
her selfishness is delineated with a remarkable, lof¬
ty toleration. Perhaps the author's personal ex¬
perience of human misery and suffering had taught
her this lesson of life. Therefore ehe contem¬
plates the faults of men with kindness and her con¬
demnation of evil is tempered by the consciousness
of her own frailty.
George Eliot introduces the beautiful
little sinner, Hetty, to us with a relentless yet
sympathetic touch. It seems that she herself, like
Mrs, Poyser, though perfectly aware of all the shal-
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lowness of Hetty's nature, cannot help continually
taking sidelong glances at the girl's charms and
being fascinated, by then in spite of herself. Hav¬
ing secured our sympathy for the lovely girl, George
Kliot begins to develop her character, sure that,
once in love with her minor heroine, we shall never
judge her too harshly. Such a preparation Is ne¬
cessary, for Hetty is an egoist in the strictest
sense of the word. She has no evil intentions,
she bears malice against no one, and has no apparent
leaning towards what is depraved and vicious. Yet
she loves only herself, Hetty Sorrel, very well in¬
deed, and knows only one law, the gratification of
her vanity and pleasure-craving nature. She be¬
longs to those
plants that have hardly any roots! you
may tear them frota their native nook of rock
or wall, and just lay them over your ornamen¬
tal flowerpot, and they blossom none the worse.
Hetty could have cast all her past life be¬
hind her, and never cared to be reminded of
It again. 1
Her pleasures are worldly, and her fondness of the
fineries of this world is infinite.
1. George Eliot, op. clt., Vol. I, p. 830.
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Hetty*a dreams were all luxuries: to
sit In a carpeted parlour, and always wear
white stockings; to have some large beautiful
earrings such as were all the fashion; to
have Nottingham lace round the top of her gown,
and something to make her handkerchief smell
nice, like Miss Ly&la Qonnlthorne*s when she
drew it out at church; and not to be obliged
to get up early or be scolded by anybody* 1
Hetty had a limited appreciation of any other motive
for action than the pleasure of Hetty Sorrel.
It was wonderful how little she seemed
to care about waiting on her uncle, who had
been a good father to her: she hardly ever re¬
membered to reach him his pipe at the right
time without being told, unless a visitor hap¬
pened to be there, who would have a better op¬
portunity of seeing her as she walked across
the hearth* Hetty did not understand how any¬
body could be very fond of middle-aged people.
And as for those tiresome children, Marty and
Tommy and Tatty, they had been the very nuis¬
ance of her life - as bad as bussing- insects
that will come teasing you on a hot day when
you want to be quiet. 2
3he refuses to -ae any distinction between right
and wrong except as they visibly affect the present
enjoyment of Betty Sorrel. She intends just to
please herself and not to mind what anyone else says.
She is, indeed, a great contrast to Dinah, especial¬
ly '&hen we see each girl in her bedroom; Hetty in
1. Ibid,. p. 147.
2, I bid*, p. 231.
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all her finery before her looking-glass, Dinah pray¬
ing and meditating; and also when the latter goes
to Hetty's room before going to bed. The author
commente:
What a strange oontreat the two fig¬
ures made' Visible enough that in that ming¬
led twilight and moonlight. Hetty, hex" cheeks
flushed and her eyea glistening from her ima¬
ginary drama, her beautiful neck and arms bare,
her hair hanging in a curly tangle down her
back, and the baubles in her ears. Dinah
covered with her long white dress, her pale
face full of subdued emotion, almost like a
lovely corpse into which the soul has return¬
ed charged with sublimer secrete and a sublim-
er love. 1
Dinah, trying to be helpful as usual, tells Hetty
with her sweet kindness to come to her in time of
trouble. Hetty avoids any unwelcome thoughts and
says, "Don't talk to me so, Dinah. Why do you
come to frighten me? I've never done anything to
O
you. Why can't you let me be?" J Indeed no evil
consequences of her action ever occur to her when
she reads Arthur's letter telling her about his de¬
parture. She is only sorry.
For her poisonous delights had spoiled
!• ibid.. p. 238,
2. Ibid., p. 241
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for ever all the little joys that had once
made the sweetness of her life - the new
frock ready for Tre&dleeton fair, the party
at Mr. Britton'e at Braxtcn wake, the beaux
that she would aay 'Mo' to for a Ion- while,
and the prospect of the wedding that was to
come at. last when she would have a silk gown
ana a great many clothes all at once. These
things were all flat and dreary to her now;
everything would be weariness and she would
carry about for ever a hopeless thirst and
longing, 1
This poor little creature breaks the great dumb
rules of Nature, which give no kindly warnings when
one is breaking them. She doe© not realize that
retribution will fall like an avalanche on her and
crush her utterly, until it is too late to do any¬
thing about it. Can we look at this feeble crea¬
ture wandering in search of her betrayer without
sympathising with her1? There was only one way for
this tragic object to go; all her little vanities
and egotism had disappeared and she was a rudder-
leas barque in a cold, cruel eea.
Poor wandering Hetty, with the round¬
ed childish face, and the hard unloving des¬
pairing soul looking out of it - with the
narrow heart and narrow thoughts, no room in
them for any sorrows but her own, and tasting
that sorrow with the more intense bifcternessl
My heart bleeds for her as I see her tolling
along on her weary feet, or seated in a cart,
1. Ibid., Vol. II, p. G9
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with her eyes fixed vacantly on the road be¬
fore her, never thinking or caring whither
it tends, till hunger comee and makes her
desire that a village may be near.
.hot will be the endV - the end of
her objectless wandering, apart from all love,
caring for human beings only through her pride,
clinging to life only as the hunted wounded
brute clings to itV 1
Yet as if ail the miseries she has been through in
her remorse and lonely wandering are not enough for
her as a punishment, she strives to destroy the un¬
foreseen consequences of first fault by a second.
She looks back at the temptation and finds it insuf¬
ficient, not worth its results. The selfish indul¬
gence which brought her to this position makes her
keenly miserable in it. She wants to ce comfort¬
able; she wants to be well thought of; she wants
to be narried to a man who is fona of her; she
wants, in fact, good things which she can only got
from other people, and whose price she has already
squandered. She would conceal her fault if ehe
coula, even now, at the cost of murder, and go on
cheating her friends with false coin after the real
is spent.
But here again, she cannot succeed. bhe
1. Ibid.. p. 153.
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is weak, she has no raor strength or self-restraint
in times of danger than in times of delight: she
is weaving the web of fate more closely about her
stumbling feet. The misfortune of this bewildered,
most pathetic figure in prison, no Ion ;er the bright
girl we used to see, calls back our sympathy for her.
v.'e wish to be able to say some kind words to the
miserable, unhappy girl who is going to begin a new
life in exile, a dreary and joyless life, haunted
by the remembrance of a stain that cannot be washed
away. hen she is tried and the judge utters the
verdict, "Hetty orrel and then to be hanged by
the neck till you be dead", one cannot but wish
that something could stop this heavy punishment of
her sin.
It is interesting and enlightening to
study the punishment of Hetty in the light of
George Eliot's teaching. Until the worst of the
tragedy is over, Hetty's inevitable punishment is
not influenced at nil by the artificial laws of
society. She is not driven to her great sin be¬
cause she is cast away by her friends. They are
still ignorant of her first fault when she commits
the second. It is the inexorable and merciless
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laws of Nature that capture and give her what she de¬
serves. She has not resigned herself to the priva¬
tion of a system of nature where personal happiness
is subordinate and accidental.
Hetty Is a reminder of deorge liot'e ev¬
er present sense of morality, of the ultimate conse¬
quences of wickedness, which no sinner can ever es¬
cape. On the other band, her story shows us the
author's strong belief in the desirability of female
education with a view to enabling women, among other
things, to find work and be able to earn their own
living in case they should for any reason be branded
outcasts. If such an alternative had been open to
Hetty, she would in all likelihood never have murder¬
ed her child, never have been sent to prison or sen¬
tenced to death. The sub-conscious realisation
that all the doors of the v^orld were shut in her
face was the motive force which drove her to the des¬
pair in which she committed her crime. With fuller
education, she wold have far earlier realized the
consequence of her sin in a world which had set for
itself certain codes of moral action.
Had Hetty lived in Turkey at that time,
her end would have been rather different. As I
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recall froai my grandmother, pretty girls like Hetty
used to be chosen to attend the wives of pashas and
Sultans and be put in the hare a. * But in a case
of seduction she would be sent away to a remote vil¬
lage, where no one knew who she was, under the pro¬
tection of a few chosen people. She would stay
there until the birth of her child and then be
brou ht back to the harem. If her relatives by
any chance learned of her shame, the nearest male
relative revenged himself on the seducer before kill-
2
lng the girl herself. One reads accounts of this
sort of thing in the letters of Lady Mary Montagu.3
My grandmother would certainly have laid the blame
for this degrading and shameful situation on the
European system of associated living, with oppor¬
tunities for men and women to see each other at any
time without the privacy of harem and eelamlik
(men's apartment).
On the other hand, while criticising and
disapproving of many of Dinah's actions and of Het¬
ty's looseness, my grandmother might look at ..Irs.
I» Ercuraent ISkrem, Diinden Hatlralar. Memories of
Yesterday. "The Marriage-Broker",
2, Yenl Mectaua. New Magazine. Refik Ahmed, 13th
October, 1918, No. 65, p. 262.
3. Op. cit.. Vol. II, p. 48.
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Poyser with admiration and appreciation. Her re¬
flections might be in this tone. "I feel so very
relieved and happy to see Are. Foyser performing all
that is required fro a a woman. How gratifying it
is to look at such a proud, well established, self-
respecting family as the oysero. Their surround¬
ings, their working day, their home life, their re¬
ligious observance, and the neighbours* opinion of
then, combined with their conservatism in matters
of convention, propriety and tradition, all these
are undoubtedly fundamentals in the structure of
family life. Yet it is ..ire. 'oyeer's character that
provides their foundation. I admire her interest
not only in the behaviour of her own children, but
also in that of the servant, lolly, whom she repri¬
mands for her impropriety in sitting chatting with
half a dozen men,1 After all, lolly's behaviour
might injure the reputation of her respectable
family",
"Mrs, Poyser is an excellent aunt both
to her own niece, Dinah, and to her husband's niece,
2
Hetty. She does well in trying to persuade
1. George liot, op. cit.. Vol. I, o. 1)8.
2. Ibid., p. 114.
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Dinah to give up her preaching.1 dhe has my whole¬
hearted support in that, I can only wish that she
had insisted further, and consequently been more
successful, I also like her for her way with Hetty,
but unfor'unately that wanton girl returns all her
kindness and goodness by bringing undying shame on
her family. '
"Mrs. loyser reminds me of the farmers'
wives on the outskirts of our Turkish cities, in her
attention to her daily work, and her early rising in
oraer to fulfil its tasks. How wise she is, and
how ri ht, to excuse herself from Arthur Donnithorne's
twenty-first birthday party, on the grounds that,
g
unlike her surprised host, old .,r. Donnithorne,
and other gentlefolks, she must be prepared for an
early start to her daily work in the dairy. Her ex¬
pression of disapproval, on the way home, of such
pleasures, dancing and drinking, is Just and pro¬
per. "
"In spite of her Interference in her hue-
4
band s affairs and her ready answers to the squire,
1* I 01 f P. lid,
2. Ibid., Vol. II, p. 457.
3, Ibid.
4» Ibid., pp. 68-DO.
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which are hardly proper in a woman, I cannot help
esteeming her the more highly the more I know of
her."
These reflections serve to recall Milly
Barton of Scenes of Clerical Life. My grandmother
would certainly be as favourably impressed by her
as by Mrs. Poyser, She might begin by exclaiming,
"..hat a fortunate woman Mrs. Barton must be to have
six children and another coming! ^ I admire her
in every way, especially in her manner of looking
after her children and managing her household on
2
the little money available to her. Her love for
3
everybody, which is compared to a fountain, fas¬
cinates me! It is precisely what a true wife and
mother should have. Some .nay object to her shyness
4
and. quietness, especially after her marriage, but
I personally think her coyness would considerably
add to her charm and beauty, although I think she
ought to lose some of her bashfulnees with marriage.
Yet one cannot but admire her conscientiousness in
conducting her household affairs, and her rising up
1. George iliot, Scenes of Clerical Life, p. 8.
2. Ibid. . p. 16. : ~
d. I bi d.., p. 50.
4. i!bid. , p. 24.
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early in the corning to enable her to carry out her
duties? better, and sooner than was usual.3* All the
same, X feel constrained, to blame her husband for
not getting another maid besides the Nanny, to help
her in her household management and in caring for
the children. In his position, he should have suf¬
ficient authority and influence on those around him
to obtain some help from his neighbours or parishion¬
ers. whenever any of our friends is without a maid¬
servant, we should send one of our own to help her."
"The more 1 learn about Silly Barton, the
more I like her. She is undoubtedly right 'when she
assures Mrs. Hackit that she is well fed and has
p
plenty of everything. In face of her great pover¬
ty she does her best, so that the world may think
highly of her husband, and of the care and attention
which he pays to her and her children."
Here we may ask my grandmother:
« Vould you not call this attitude 'pretence'
or 'hypocrisy', then?
Certainly noti 'i'his is the most praise¬
worthy action taken by a devoted wife,
would you like her to condemn her husband
1. Ibid.. p. 31.
2. Ibid., p. 70.
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and. put him to shame in the eyes t the
world for their little income# and conse¬
quently for their low standard of living?
But surely there is no need to seek for
what does not exist. Or assume things
which could easily be overlooked without
mention. Mrs, Barton needn't have pre¬
tended for the sake of something that
wasn't there.
Yes, but that woman# Mrs. Hackit, with her
questioning made Milly answer in that way.
And after all what harm could be done by
making one's husband respectable and highly-
thought of in the eyes of the world.?
We can only observe silence when we see
that this whole idea is to maintain an outward show
of respectability to the world. For when my grand¬
mother learns that that unwanted guest, the Countess,
arrives, putting so much additional expense on poor
Milly, who is struggling to make both ends meet,1
we find my grandmother admiring her all the more for
her patience and her endeavours to be the perfect
hostess, ..e may blame hilly for not being frank in
explaining the real financial situation when the
Countess's stay extends to six months, whereas ori¬
ginally it was meant to be a week or two. Yet ray
grandmother, in shocked and horrified tone, would
oay, "hat a dreadful thoughtI I have never heard
1. Ibid.. p. 29.
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in my life such a great insult! Milly to go and
drive her guest out - God forbid! I couldn't
think of anything worse than pushing a guest out of
the house. One must never show or in any way con¬
vey to a guest that he is unwanted. one must of¬
fer food or drink to one's guest even though there
is nothing left for oneself. There should be no
shortage for guests even though it may spell star¬
vation for the family."
To convey the idea of plenty at the cost
of personal suffering is the essence of eastern
hospitality and generosity. To the matter-of-fact
vsestern mind such generosity is nothing short of
lunacy and any argument supporting such a sacrifice
i
which would result in the economic ruin and suffer¬
ing of a family in a vain struggle to maintain a
false sense of prestige, would be sheer hypocrisy,
•which punishes the hypocrite from the moment he in¬
dulges in it. But my grandmother would shake her
head disdainfully and say, !My dear child, there
wouldn't be much difference between human beings
and beasts if the human beings degraded themselves
through selfishness to a level where they grabbed
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and quarrelled in their struggle for existence in¬
stead of offering help and co-operating with one
another towards a better, happier, and contented
life. Your modern civilization has its roots
firmly planted in selfishness. Friendships exist
on a comaereial basis rather than on love and re¬
gard. This commercialisation of human relations
has reduced the modern man to the level of an auto¬
maton devoid of the finer feelings of love and sac¬
rifice - the essence of all that is noble and




THE MILL ON THE FLOSS,
My grandmother's merciless criticism of
Hetty and her qualif'i d approval of Dinah's behavi¬
our in Adam fiede naturally makes one pause and wond¬
er as to what would be her judgment about Maggie
Tulliver in The Mill on the Floss. This query is
due particularly to the fact that this very novel
is universally accepted as the most autobiographical
of George Eliot's novels. ..1th only a few slight
variations one can almost see, in Maggie Tulliver,
George Eliot herself. In Maggie's sensitiveness,
her yearning for knowledge, her aspirations, the
sufferings, physical and mental, which result from
the clash of her imaginative and poetic soul with
her dull prosaic environment, one can see the re¬
flections of her creator's character. Therefore,
my grandmother's judgment of Maggie is at the same
time a judgment of George Eliot. whereas from our
point, the study of her enables us better to know
and understand the acceptance of George Eliot by
public opinion, in spite of her many departures
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from conventionally approved behaviour. Thus by
influencing public opinion through showing the im¬
portance of women a® individuals, she made a contri¬
bution no less than that of mry Voile e tonecraft
P
or Hannah More. "
It is precisely for this reason that a
study and assessment of Maggie's character, which
so effectively portrays the teachings of George
Eliot, is suggested. A comparative study of the
contemporary Turkish women's reaction and those of
the nineteenth century English women as portrayed by
George Eliot, would greatly help to establish a re¬
lationship between the trends of development of the
feminine thought that determined the place of woman
in the social set up at that time in the two coun¬
tries* In the light of the above study it should
be possible to pin down with a reasonable degree of
accuracy the salient features of an essentially evo¬
lutionary social change in the history of modern
civilisation.
Maggie Tulilver is the only daughter of
the owner of uorlcote Mill. Her emotional dioposi-
1. Mary dolleatoneoraft, The Rights of.Women.
2. dm. Roberts, Memoirs of the Life and Corres-
dence of liann'o&''''MoreV'''
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tlon with its strong feelings and its great suscep¬
tibility is exceptional. Her Intellectual endow¬
ments are quite in keeping with it. Mr. Tulliver
gives the first hint of her cleverness when she is
still a nine-year-old girl. He says, 'The little
one takes after my side, now* she's twice as "cute
as Tom. Too 'cute for a woman." * This clever¬
ness combined with earnest yearning for knowledge is
satisfied by her rent delight: books. Her father,
though proud of his daughter's great fondness for
reading, thinks that this should not be her business.
dhe understands what one's talking
about so as never was. And you should
hear her read - straight off, as if ahe
knowed it all beforehand. And allys at
her book.' But it's bad - it's bad.'
a woman's no business wi' being so cleverj
it'll turn to trouble, 1 doubt. 2
Her attempt to snatch at any floating scraps of
learning that may enable her intellectual "wings to
expand" is perceivable as early as wh n she visits
Tom in his school. She is more attentive to what
Mr. 3telling says than Tom himself, who is consider¬
ably lees inclined towards book learning than his
1. Jeorge Eliot, The ill on the Floss. Vol. I,
p. 11.
2. Ibi o.. p. 80.
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Bister. Seeing the book-cases in the study, Mag¬
gie cannot help exclaiming, "Oh, what books I How
I should like to have as many books as that."
Then we hear the sister and brother arguing.
"Why you couldn't read one of 'em,"
said Tom, triumphantly. "They're all Latin."
"No. They aren't," said Maggie. "I
can read the back of this History of the
Decline and Pall of the Roman Empire."
"Well, what does that mean? You don't
know," said Tom, wagging his head.
"But I could soon find out," said Mag¬
gie scornfully.
"Why, how?"
"I should look inside, and see what it
was about." 1
Maggie's short stay in a boarding-school
increases her desire for knowledge. Yet her fa¬
ther's bankruptcy deprives her of all means of ex¬
tending her studies. Only Tom's school-books are
left, but Maggie does not mind their dealing with
subjects quite foreign to her. She fills "her va¬
cant hours with Latin, geometry, and the forms of
the syllogism,.... feeling a gleam of triumph now and
then that her understanding was quite equal to these
Q
peculiarly masculine studies". She tries to draw
!• Ibiu., p. 225.
2. Ibid. . Vol. II, p. 29.
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honey from Latin grammar, Euclid and Aldrlche, and
when she reads Defoe's History of the Devil, her
3oy is beyond description.
The key-note in Maggie's character is a
strong desire to love and to be loved, Hence her
continual craving for somebody who should be all to
her and to whom she should be everything likewise.
Her father and brother are the first persons on
whom she concentrates her ardent love. She is her
father's favourite; he always takes her side at
times when everyone else criticizes her behaviour
and even her physical appearance. Tom, however,
more practical and realistic, never allows his feel¬
ing© to rule him. He believes that "he would pun¬
ish everybody who deserved it: why, he wouldn't
have minded being punished himself, If he deserved
it; but then, he never did deserve It," 1 Her
need of love is "the strongest need in poor Maggie's
nature".2 Therefore, Tom's idea of punishment, to
ignore his sister, is the hardest form of suffering
which he can inflict upon her, ./hen she forgets
!• Ibid., Vol. I, p. 55.
Xbl"d., p. 53,
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to Teed hip rabbits and thr\y all die, his answer is
to ignore her, Maggie's misery is infinite. She
cries and asks Tom for forgiveness and love. '0
Tom, please forgive me - X can't bear it - I
will always be good - always remember things -
%
do love me - please, dear TomJ"
Her vivid imagination and craving to be
loved do not help to make her life happier or easi¬
er for her. Again after one of those severe argu¬
ments with Torn, Maggie bursts into tears.
They were very bitter tears: every¬
body in the world seemed so hard and unkind
to Maggie: there was no indulgence, no fond¬
ness, such as she imagined when she fashioned
the world afresh in her own thoughts. In
books there were people who were always agree¬
able or tender, and delighted to do thinge-
that made one happy, and who did not show
their kindness by finding fault. The world
outside the books was not a happy one, Maggie
felt: it seemed to be a world where people
behaved the best to those they did not pre¬
tend to love, and that did not belong to them.
And if life had no love in it, what else was
there for MaggieV 2
Her inward soul is in constant conflict with her
outward life and she alone has to bear the conae-




Maggie.••.. was a creature full of
eager passionate longings for all that was
beautiful ana glad; thirsty for all know¬
ledge, with an ear straining after dreamy
music that died away and would not come
near to her; with a blind, unconscious
yearning for something that would link to¬
gether the wonderful impressions of this
mysterious life, arid give her soul a sense
of home in it.
Ho wonder then, when there is this
contrast between the outward and the inward,
that painful collisions come of it. 1
The disasters that befall her rise from
this trait in her character. Her scientific mind
is set to work by her surroundings.
She wanted some explanation of this
hard, real life: the unhappy-looking father,
seated at the dull breakfast-table, the child¬
ish, bewildered mother, the little sordid tasks
that filled the hours, or the more oppressive
emptiness of weary, Joyless leisure; the need
of some tender, demonstrative love; the cruel
sense that Tom didn't mind what she thought or
felt, and that they 'were no longer playfellows
together; the privation of all pleasant things
that had come to her more than to others: she
wanted some key that would enable her to under¬
stand, and, in understanding, endure, the heavy
weight that had fallen on her young heart. If
she had been tau ;ht 'real learning and wisdom,
such as great men knew,' she thought she should
• Xbi, p. 66 u
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have hf Id the secrete of life; if she had
only books, that she :ti ;ht learn for herself
what wise men knew J 1
When with advancing years these idols of
her life - her father and her brother - saddened
and embittered, fail to meet her need for love, she,
who cannot live without loving, gives her affections
to Philip Wakeui, a highly gifted but deformed young
man. Philip's father, as the Tullivere think, is
the man behind all the miseries they go through.
Therefore haggle's friendship with Philip takes its
deep and ntron form in secret. After Tom discov¬
ers the friendship, with his usual domination he
makes Maggie promise not to see or write to Philip
without Tom's knowledge. Poor aggieJ Life be¬
comes more and more difficult for her.
With her independent mind, she refuses to
live with her aunt Pullet after her father dies.
She'd rather get a situation in a school than be de¬
pendent on her wealthy relatives. Even Tom re¬
proaches her for taking a situation instead of de¬
pending on him. He says:
l» ibid. . Vol. II, p. 28.
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Now listen to me, Ma* ie you know
I didn't wish you to take a situation. My
aunt Pullet was willing to give you a good
home, and you might have lived respectably
amongst your relations, until I could have
provided a home for you with my mother. And
that is what X should like to go. I wished
my sister to be a lady, and I would always
have taken care of you, as my father desired,
until you were well married. But your ideas
ana mine never accord, and you will not give
way. 1
Maggie herself at one time tells -hilip, "X can't
live in dependence - X can't live with my brother
- though he is very good to me. He would like
to provide for me; but that would be intolerable
o
to me". Tom, in fact, pours out what were the
conventional and accepted rules of those days. But
Maggie, like her creator, was far ahead of her time.
Hence trie continuous mis understandings and difficul¬
ties aroused,
Maggie's poetic soul has a large place
for music. Yet even this art brings her closer to
her fate. It is through her great susceptibility
to i t that she is drawn to Stephen duest, to whom
her cousin Lucy is en 'aged. She tries hard to ig¬
nore Stephen's advances for the sake of her prin-
Ibid.. p. 195.
2. Ibid.. p. 228.
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eiples, her attachment to Lucy and to Philip. Yet
once again her impulsive disposition comes into play.
This impulsiveness provokes many headstrong actions,
but when the deed is done, she sees not only the
consequences of her imprudence, but also what would
have happened had she acted differently, when she
was a small girl, she showed this by cutting her
hair in revenge for the cruel remarks of her aunts,
or by running to the gipsies because Tom was angry
with her. But now the situation is far too serious
for the consequences to be forgiven, more especially
at that period with its high, though artificial,
moral codes,
Stephen, however, succeeds in persuading
Maggie to go rowing with him. 'without realizing
how far away the river is carrying them, they have
passed beyond the possibility of returning free
from blame. Their return will not help to make
them blameless in the eyes of society. It is here
that the real spiritual struggle, for ag ie, be¬
gins. Stephen's plan is to go further away and
get married, while Maggie, with her reverence for
human bonds and abhorrence of a self-pleasin f choice
against a dutiful loyalty, insists on oing back to
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her family and friends. Her guilty conscience
haunts her.
She had rent fch ties that had given
meaning to duty, and had made herself an out¬
lawed soul, with no guide but the wayward
choice of her own passion. And where would
that lead herV - where had it led her now';
She had said she would rather die than fall
into that temptation. She felt it now -
now that the consequences of such a fall had
come before the outward act was completed.
There was at least this fruit from all her
years of striving after the highest and best
- that her soul, though betrayed, beguiled,
ensnared, could never deliberately consent to
a choice of joy, of conscious cruelty and
hardness; for could she ever cease to see
before her Lucy and Philip, with their mur¬
dered trust and hopeeV Her life with Step¬
hen could have no sacredness: she must for
ever sink; and wander vaguely, driven by un¬
certain impulse; for she had let go of the
clue of life - that clue which once in the
far-off years her young need had clutched so
strongly. She had renounced all delights
then, before she knew them, before they had
come within her reach, Philip had been
right when he told her that she knew nothing
of renunciation; she had thought it was
quiet ecstasy; she saw it face to face now
- that sad patient loving strength which
holds the clue of life - and saw that the
thorns were for ever pressing on its brow.
The yesterday, which could never be revoked
- if she could have changed it now for any
length of inward silent endurance, she would
have bowed beneath that cross with a sense
of x»est. 1
This hard judgment on herself is, in fact, a clear
ibid. . pp. <523-323.
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example of a self-renunciation in which she found
peace and strength. Despite Stephen's strong ar¬
guments and good reasons, she refuses to listen to
his project which might have brought her happiness.
But remembering Maggie's high principles, one can
never imagine her stepping consciously on Lucy's or
Philip's happiness to build her own enjoyments. At
last, after a long and vehement spiritual struggle
with Stephen, she returns to St. Ogg's,where she is
considered a social outcast not only by society but
by the closest person to her; the person who has
had the strongest influence on her since her child¬
hood, Tom. He turns her out of his house for the
disgrace she has brought on the family by her un¬
pardonable breach of the law of morality. He even
refuses to believe her accounts of the deed. He
has no longer any tolerance for his sister's con¬
tinuous shameful actions of which this last forms
the climax. Society is not less hard on her. All
her world is shut against her. After some more
time full of agony, repentance, lamentation and re¬
proachful memories, Maggie faces her end with a re¬
markable bravery, when she is carried away in the
flood. Her last action and thought are directed
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towards her brother Tom, to save him, v<ith this
noble motive guiding her, when she and her brother
are unable to resist tee strong hand of nature,
manifested in the floating fragments of some wooden
machinery which had given way on one of the wharves,
Maggie faces her end with Tom. These fragments,
rushing with the force of the current on the little
boat, gave them their sad end: drowning.
Seeking beyond the autobiographical mo¬
tive in this work, one can see embodied in the char¬
acter of Maggie, several teachings which permeate
the book. Firstly, George Eliot shows how an in¬
nocent life can be destroyed through the infringe¬
ment, even unintentianally, of rigid conventions
and inflexible moral standards, by the exercise of
an individual and Independent will.
Maggie holds our sympathy throughout the
book. Me may at times of difficulty and crisis
wish that we could make her act otherwise, to avoid
the inevitable consequences; but this is only a
wish, for we remain fully convinced of her nature
and her spiritual needs. To be true to herself
she could not act otherwise.
Like her creator, Jag ie must act natu-
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rally. There Is nothing wrong in her unconvention¬
al attitudes. Rather she is crushed by the limita¬
tions of her artificial surroundln s. Had she been
differently situated, in surroundings in which she
could be understood and appreciated, her strong per¬
sonality would have led her to develop into a most
useful and helpful member of society. Her sympa¬
thetic nature, her love for the poor, the weak and
the deformed, might have penetrated their inmost
secrets and satisfied their need for the affection
of which they wex*e deprived. with her enormous
appetite for learning, a systematic education suit¬
able to her needs could have made her most able and
efficient in the task of bringing education to the
illiterate. Her childish attempts at teaching
Luke, and later on, the gipsies, while still a
child of nine, are evidence of her burning desire
to share her knowledge.
A girl of such high intelligence and
sensibility, therefore, argues George Eliot, should
have her chance to develop her gifts and personal¬
ity. This can only be done through granting her
freedom and recognizing her as an indivluual.
Furthermore, Maggie shows us that women
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are not the brainless creature? of contemporary be¬
lief, without aspirations and without important
functions in society. The contrast between her
and Torn gives the lie to the prevailing belief in
the intellectual superiority of men.
How can we be harsh with Maggie for the
independence and sincerity of her actions, against
the background of her psathetle life, both in her
own home ana autsi ,e it? Can we be harsh with
George Eliot herself for acting according to her
own progressive views as fudged from biographies
and her letters?
The individuality of Maggie's character
is more vividly emphasised by her creator through
her environment, typically Victorian in its strict
attachment to convention and traditions, regardless
of the drawbacks these may have. She traces the
spiritual significance of this environment on her.1
In spite of exaggerations in conception and behavi¬
our, the Aunts Glcgg, Pullet and Deane are all ex¬
amples of the prosperous middle-class women of the
time, in their artificial attitudes and peculiar
1. See Clarence R.Decker, The Victorian Conscience.
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ways. The way in which the aunts, the DodBon sis¬
ters are introduced to up prepares us for their re¬
actions in different situations.
We know that the
Dodsons had always been thought to hold
up their heads very high, and no one was sur¬
prised the two eldest had married so well -
not at an early age, for that was not the
practice of the Dodson family. There were
particular ways of doing everything in that
family: particular ways of bleaching the
linen, of making the cowslip wine, curing
the hams, and. keeping the bottled gooseber¬
ries j so that no daughter of that house
could be indifferent to the privilege of hav¬
ing been born a Godson, rather than a Gibson
or a v.atson. Funerals were always conduct¬
ed with peculiar propriety in the Dodeon fam¬
ily: the hat-bands were never of a blue
shade, the gloves never split at the thumb,
everybody was a mourner who ought to be, and
there were always scarfs for the bearers.
"When one of the family was in trouble or sick¬
ness, all the rest went to visit the unfortu¬
nate member, usually at the same time, and
did not shrink from uttering the most disagree¬
able truths that cox»rect family feelln dic¬
tated: if the illness or trouble was the suf¬
ferer's own fault, it was not in the practice
of the Dodson family to shrink from saying so.
In short, there was in this family a peculiar
tradition as to what was the right thing in
household management and social demeanour,
and the only bitter circumstance attending
this superiority was a painful inability to
approve the condiments or the conduct of fam¬
ilies ungovcrned by the Dodson tradition.
A female Dodson, when in 'strange houses',
always ate dry bread with her tea, ana de¬
clined any sort of preserves, having no con¬
fidence in the butter, and thinking that the
preserves had probably begun to ferment from
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want of due sugar and boiling. There were
some Godoone leas like the family than others
- that was admitted; but in so far as they
were 'kin*, they were of necessity better
than those who were 'no Kin*. And it is re¬
markable that while no Individual Dodeon was
satisfied with any other individual Dodson,
each was satisfied, not only with him or her
self, but with the Godsons collectively, 1
we know that in the nineteenth century
the wave of a romanticism, which had swept Europe,
had penetrated English domestic life, and ordinary
wives and mothers were reproducing the behaviour of
the heroines of Byron and Chateaubriand. Since a
rigid respectability governed their behaviour, their
emotions had to be expended on the commonplace
events of everyday life. The naughtiness of a
child, a misunderstanding between friends, the non-
arrival of a letter, called forth tears, explana¬
tions, faintness. News of the death of a distant
and aged cousin, the engagement to marry of a friend,
necessitated smelling salts, a darkened room, a
soothing draught. Women prided themselves on be¬
ing martyrs to their excessive sensibility and
"delicacy" was universal."'
1. George Eliot, op, cit., Vol. I, pp. 62-3.
2. C.W.Smith, Life of Florence Nightln-rale,
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We have a typical manifestation of this
when Mrs. Pullet comes to the Tullivers, her man¬
ners all constrained to show that sane unfortunate
thing has happened.
lira. Pullet brushed each doorpost
with great nicety, about the latitude of her
shoulders (at that period a woman was truly
ridiculous to an instructed eye if she did
not measure a yard and a half across the
shoulders), and having done that, sent the
muscles of her face in quest of fresh tears
as she advanced into the parlour where lire.
Glegg was seated. 1
The dialogue between her and her sister Mrs. Giegg
is a most interesting example of this emotional
hypocrisy which prevailed in that society then.
Mrs. Glegg said:
"well, sister, you're lafcej what's
the matterV rather sharply, as they shook
hands.
Mrs. Pullet sat down, lifting up
her mantle carefully behind, befozvs she ans¬
wered, "She's gone," unconsciously using an
impressive figure of rhetoric.
"It isn't the glass this time, then,"
thought Mrs. Tulliver.
"Died the day before yesterday," con¬
tinued Mrs. Pullet, "an' her legs was as
thick as my body,' she added, with deep sad¬
ness, after a pause. "They'd tapped her no
end o' times, and the water - they say you
might ha' swum in it, if you'd liked."
1, George Eliot, os. cit.. Vol. I, .... 84.
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On hearing the name of the pernon,
"Well, she's no kin o' youro, nor
much acquaintance as I've ever heard of,"
eaid Mrs. 01egg, who always cried just as
much as was proper when anything happened to
her own "kin", but not on other occasions.
Then she continueei
"Sophy, I wonder at you, fretting
and injuring your health about p apie as
don't belong to you. Your poor father
never did so, nor your aunt Francis neither,
nor any o' the family as I ever heard of*
You couldn't fret no more than this, if we'd
heard as our cousin Abbott had died sudden
without making his will*"
It was not everybody who could af¬
ford to cry so much about their neighbours
who had left them nothing: but Mrs. Pullet
had married a gentleman farmer, and had
leisure and money to carry her crying and
everything else to the highest pitch of
respectability. 1
Mrs. Tulliver, a foolish, simple woman,
Is an equally good example of this hypocrisy. Yhen
the aunts remark on the naughtiness of Maggie in
cutting her hair, she, after hearing all her sis¬
ters' hard judgments on Maggie's behaviour, cannot
help saying, "She's a naughty child, as'11 break
p
her mother's heart," " with the tears in her eyes.
1* Ibid., pp. 84-86
2. Ibid.
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VJhen Mrs. Pullet chows are, Tulliver
her bonn ts, and remarks that the latter should ra~
member them after Mrs, Pullet dies, Mrs. Tulliver
felt that she ought to be affected, but
she was a woman of sparse tears, stout and
healthy - she couldn't cry so much as her
sister Pullet did, and had often felt her
deficiency at funerals, 1
Even to the silliest and most trivial
thing, each act of everyday life is performed with
a view to public opinion,
Mr, Pullet keeps all his wife's physic-
bottles,
"He says it's nothing but right folks
should see 'em when I'm gone," said Mrs. Pul¬
let. "They fill two o' the long store-room
shelves a'ready - but," she added, begin¬
ning to cry a little, "it's well if they ever
fill three " 2
This also represents her selfishness which centres
in an exaggerated care for health,
..hen Mrs, d-legg quarrels with Mr, Tulli¬
ver, Mrs, Pullet worries, not for either aide's sale,
but because "it would look ill .n the neighbourhood
1. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 137.
8, Ibid., Vol. I, p. 144.
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if people should have it in their power to ray that
there was a quarrel in the faaiilj,." 1
At the time of the Tullivera' bankrupt¬
cy, the aunts' attitude is certainly uoet peculiar,
even, perhaps, to a true Victorian lady. Instead
of helping their sister and Keeping her household
things out of the sale, they argue and consider
this selling-up as a disgrace, less because of its
causes than because of its result - the workhouse
for th ir sister, Mrs. Tulllver - at least if her
sisters were not sufficiently benevolent to save
her from it.
What the Dodeons clung to when explain¬
ing th attitudes they took up was their "moral
notion". 3ut "their moral notions, thou h held
with strong tenacity, seem to have no standard be-
p
yond hereditary custom'.
It is interesting to see how Mrs, Pullet
reacted when she heard of Maggie's disgraceful ac¬
tion. She
could do nothing but shake her head and
Ibid., p. 198.
2. Ibid. , Vol. II, p. 5.
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cry, and wish that cousin Abbott had died, or
any number of funerals had happened rather
than this, which had never happened before,
so that there was no knowing how to act, and
Mrs. Pullet could never enter St. Oggrs again,
because 'acquaintances' knew of it all.
And Mrs. 01egg
only hoped that Mrs. Wooll, or anyone
else, would come to her with their false
tales about her own niece, and she would
know what to say to that ill-advised person 1
It was at such a time with these moral
questions in vogue, that Maggie faced her unfortun¬
ate lot with such boldness. "She must be very
bold and hardened to wish to stay in a parish where
she was so much stared at and whispered about." ^
Turning to see the reaction and the judg¬
ment of contemporary Turkish society to Maggie's be¬
haviour throughout her life, one finds that it would
be no less harsh, indeed rather more so, than that
of her aunts and of St. Ogg's society. This con¬
clusion has been reached after listening to the many
inciaents related by my grandmother. All these in¬
cidents deal with the profound importance attached
Ibid. , pp. 365-6.
2. Ibid. . p. 377.
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to the morality, purity and chastity of Turkish wo¬
men. Purity and virtue, my grandmother used to say,
are something sacred, not to be joked about. They
are the capital, and the whole end of a woman's ex¬
istence, In fact, it is infinitely interesting to
see how meticulous women were about these sacred
words. Their whole lives could be judged and shap¬
ed by them. Their extremely high sense of morality
would not only express itself in their behaviour or
feeling towards each other, as in the case of the
conventional 'lady* of George Sliot'e works, but in
their very appearance.
My grandmother would criticize the times
after this fashions "..hat a time we are living inJ
homen cut their hair like men, and parade in front
of them without * charshaf and yashmak*i This
*alafran -a* - westernization - has turned woman
into a shameless creature nevoid of all morality!
If a woman wishes to preserve her purity and virtue
sh must confine herself to her house, to the harem,
where no one will see her or hear her voice. I re¬
member that within the house even, we wore shapeless
dresses which effectively hid the contours of the
body, and our heads were covered with the beautiful-
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ly embroidered silk scarves, as it was considered
immodest even for men to go bare-headed." Then she
would relate with great pride an incident which em¬
phasised their strict sense of virtue and purity.
"When we saw that my brother had come to the stage
when he should marry, my mother, aunts and myself
began to look for a suitable girl for the match.
After inquiries and recommendations by many * kila-
vuz' ♦ we heard of a certain girl. V.e went to see
her. She appeared to be what we wanted, a pretty,
tall girl, very timid and quiet. She definitely
was very well brou ;ht up because throughout our vis¬
it, apart from 'Yes, ma'am', she did not utter a
word. It was a sign of respect that she wouldn't
open her mouth in front of her elders. Her family
was one of the best, and well known in Istanbul:
rich, noble, and very respectable. Everything was
simply perfect. Accordingly we decided to ask for
1. The kilavuz were professional women who used
to go to practically every house in search of
suitable 'matches', to recommend them to the
families with eligible sons. They were al¬
ways received with warm welcome and :reat in¬
terest, as a favourable report by a kilavuz
was decisive in most cases. Srcument Ekrem,
Du'nden Hatiralar, Memories of Yesterday, chap¬
ter on "The Marriage-Broker", "Gorucu71"?
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her hand officially. do ay father and some elderly
male relatives* and friends gathered to decide the
day on which they should ;o to the irl's male rela¬
tives to ask for their permission. It was just
then that we heard that this girl had opened the
door to a beggar and handed hits some food instead of
ordering one of her many slaves. e gave her up be¬
cause, who can tell, if she opened the door to a beg¬
gar today and showed her face, she might open it to
someone else tomorrow and even talk, with him, thus
bringing the family into danger of disgrace. -e
started then to look for a more suitable girl."
This end to the incident need not be at¬
tributed to stupidity on the part of my grandmother
or h r like, as many a love tale of this period
would show that there were genuine grounds for such
fears inasmuch as lovers had found it a convenient
expedient to visit the houses of their beloveds in
the guise of a beggar.
ith such a concept of morality, virtue
and purity, my gran .mother's reaction to Maggie's be¬
haviour would be bound to be one of great horror and
shock. 8he might quote our proverbs 1 ay . atan's
ears be pierced by bullets!' 'his is a wish that
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Satan should, not hear this instance of deplorable
conduct, and accordingly influence other weak-winded
people to uo the same.
Then she would continue, WI knew that
this girl daggie would one day be an object of last¬
ing disgrace for her family. her early rebellion,
encouraged by her father's attitude towards her, was
a portent of this disaster. I am surprised that
her father remained unmoved and did not take any no¬
tice of the protests and warnings of her respectable
aunts and uncles. He should have played the r6le
of a man and should have corrected the erratic be¬
haviour of the girl with a firm hand. Pushing Lucy
into the pond, running away to the gipsies, her in¬
sistence on seeing hilip ..akern even when opposed by
her family, are outstanding situations demanding cor¬
rection. Then for some strange i.,.eae of indepen¬
dence, she takes a situation to earn her own living.
Then, to cap it all, she brin e on her family the
ignominy and disgrace of her running away with Step¬
hen Guest* may God the merciful spare our children
from going astray through the evil of SatanJ It
passes comprehension why Tata, if he is really the
courageous and good boy he is said to be, contents
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himself with turning her out of his house after this
degrading occurrence! he should have killed her to
redeem the honour of the family; thus proving to
the world that he, at least, was a worthy man and
could restore to the family its injured nana and re¬
putation. However it is just as well that she was
drowned to save the family further troubles. I
must add that the irresponsible actions of this girl
are the result of getting ideaB from reading books.
Here, indeed, is an example of the danger which
books have in store for a girl."
The aunts, on the other hand, would cer¬
tainly earn my grandmother*s approval by their ever
critical attitude towards ..laggie. Their concept of
propriety in family matters gave the family a sense
of satisfaction on a collective basis as Dodeone,
even though they remained dissatisfied with one ano¬
ther individually. She would, readily agree and
even applaud the efforts of the dodson family in try¬
ing to conform with the accepted code of convention¬
al morality, although she would regret that they did
not follow the example of their socially equivalent
contemporary Turkish girls in marrying at an early
age, such as twelve or fourteen. Their attitude
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towards their sister Tulliver, after the Tullivers'
bankruptcy, might even not seem to her peculiar, as
their minds were preoccupied with the sense of dis¬
grace that the family might be faced with if their
sister were obliged to go to the workhouse. But
at the sane time, my grandmother would have express¬
ed her regret that Mrs, Tulliver had no male rela¬
tive of her own to stand by her in hard times. She
would not be so charitably disposed to the uncles
Glegg and Pallet, for in her opinion their pains¬
taking efforts in attending to their wives in pub¬
lic would be servile and unmanly. However, she





Vhcreas in the previous novels, George
Eliot's purpose and teachings permeate the stories
through the actions and the spiritual struggles of
the characters with their environment, in Middle -
march one finds in addition, open statements of the
subject and aim of the story. The eloquent preface,
clearly indicating the subject, could be summarized
in the words of Henry James.
An ardent young girl was to have been
the central figure, a young girl framed for a
larger moral life than circumstance often af¬
fords, yearning for a motive for sustained spi¬
ritual effort and only wasting her ardour and
soiling her wings against the meanness of op¬
portunity. 1
In the closing paragraph of this fictional master¬
piece George Eliot's aim in presenting this story is
clearly evident.
Certainly those determining acts of
her life were not Ideally beautiful. They
1. nineteenth Century Fiction. 1953-4, Vol. 8,
p. 163, ''George Eliot'o Middleaiarch", review¬
ed by Henry James.
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were; the mixed result of youn and noble im¬
pulse struggling aaidst the conditions of an
imperfect eociai state, in which great feel¬
ings will often take the aspect of error, and
great faith the aspect of illusion. i-or
there is no creature whose inward being is so
strong that it is not greatly determined by
what lies outside it. A new Theresa will
hardly have the opportunity of reforming a
conventual life, any more than a new Anti¬
gone will spend her heroic piety in daring
all for the sake of a brother's burial: the
medium in which their ardent deeds took shape
is for ever gone. But we insignificant
people with our daily words and acts are pre¬
paring the lives of many Dorotheas, some of
which may present a far sadder sacrifice than
that of the Dorothea whose story we know. 1
Therefore George Eliot offers us an obvious example
of the cramping effect of social conventions on the
individual and shows how they limit energy and dimi¬
nish the power of service to society. She success¬
fully presents Dorothea Brooke to us as a vivid ex¬
ample of a victim of these restrictions and limita¬
tions imposed upon her by her situation in a society
which thinks the only purpose of women's existence
is to be good mothers and \vives within the accepted
social conventions. Hence a close study of her
character in relation to these influences may enable
us to understand how George Eliot achieved her pur¬
pose and consequently influenced public opinion.
1, George Eliot, ^iddlemarch. Vol. Ill, pp. 464-5.
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Dorothea, the niece of Mr, Brooke, a
bachelor landowner who is the guardian of herself
and her sister Celia, is a young woman of high as¬
pirations. Her blind seekings after a higher type
of life than was open to her in her limited sphere,
resulted in many disappointments. Her ideals and
aspirations were far above those of an average girl
of her class. She is presented to us as thirsty
for more learning and knowledge. Her ambition is
to learn and know more about religion, not for its
doctrinal or devotional aspects, but for the sake
of its principles which lead to all forms of activ¬
ity and which have their origin in the commandments
of charity and love for one's neighbour.
Dorothea knew many passages of Pas¬
cal's Penaeeo and of Jeremy Taylor by heart,
and to her the destinies of mankind, seen by
the light of Christianity, roade the solicitudes
of feminine fashion appear an occupation for
Bedlam. Bhe could not reconcile the anxieties
of a spiritual life involving eternal conse¬
quences, with a keen interest in guimp and
artificial protrusions of drapery. Her mind
was theoretic, and yearned by its nature af¬
ter some lofty conception of the world which
might frankly include the parish of Tipton
and her own rule of conduct there; she was
enaiaoured of intensity and greatness, and
rash in embracing whatever seemed to her to
have those aspects; likely to seek martyr¬
dom, to make retractations, and then to incur
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martyrdom after all in a quarter where she had
not sought it. 1
Therefore she thinks that
.....the really delightful marriage must be
that where your husband was a sort of father,
and could teach you even Hebrew, if you wish¬
ed it. 2
For this r-eason. she looks down upon the country
gentleman, Sir «Tames Chettaia, and thinks that she
would like to marry the Judicious Hooker or Milton
in hie blindness. This intellectual ambition, mis
taking pedantry for true learning, makes her marry
the pedant Casaubon in whom she sees
.....something beyond the shallows of ladies'
school literature: here was a living Bosauet,
whose work would reconcile complete knowledge
with devoted piety; here was a modern Augus¬
tine who united the glories of doctor and
saint. 3
i.hen she receives Casaubon's stilted letter of pro¬
posal, her Joy is beyond everything.
How could it occur to her to examine
the letter, to look at it critically as a pro¬
fession of love's Her whole soul was possessed
!• Ibid.. Vol. I, p. 8
3. Ibid., p. 12.
Ibid., p. 33.
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by the fact that a fuller life was opening
before her: she was a neophyte about to en¬
ter on a higher grade of initiation. She
was going to have room for the energies which
stirred uneasily under the dimness and press¬
ure of her own ignorance and the petty peremp-
toriness of the world's habits.
How she would be able to devote her¬
self to large yet definite duties: now she
would be allowed to live continually in the
light of a mind that she could reverence.
This hope was not unmixed with the glow of
proud delight - the joyous maiden surprise
that she was chosen by the man whom her ad¬
miration had chosen. All Dorothea's passion
was transfused through a mind struggling to¬
wards an ideal life; the radiance of her
transfigured girlhood fell on the first ob¬
ject that came within its level. 1
In order to make herself of use to him in his great
work on "Comparative Mythology", she was "getting
down learned books from the library and reading
many things hastily". V.ith this Intellectual am¬
bition in mind, Lydgate thinks of Dorotheas
.....she is a good creature - that fine girl
- but a little too earnest,....it is trouble¬
some to talk to such women. They are always
wanting reasons, yet they are too ignorant to
understand the merits of any question, and usu¬
ally fall back on their moral sense to settle
things after their own taste.
The sincerity of Dorothea's aims makes
Ibid., p» 68
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her a devoted, wife to Casaubon. She does her beat
to stake things comfortable for him, and doea all
those things which no secretary, however efficient,
can do. Yet her husband's work is a failure, and
no matter how much she has done, she cannot find
satisfaction in it.
..e have here a clear statement of George
Kliot's view as to the tasks which a woman should
undertake. A woman may indeed contribute towards
the work of the intellect if only she Is born with
the capacity for that. Otherwise her true outlet
will be in works of philanthropy, calling for sym¬
pathy, tenderness, and a sensitive understanding of
the sorrow and misery of those in affliction. These
are the qualities which give women their unique func¬
tion in society. It would have been better for
Dorothea had she continued with the work she had
undertaken before her marriage, among the schools
and cottages of her uncle's estate, instead of de¬
voting her life to an ambition which could not be
realized.
With her remarkable simplicity, straight¬
forwardness and goodness, and with a nature ardent,
heroic, striving towards some lofty conception of
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this world which in to be made into a living truth,
Dorothea could have been of infinite help to her
society. But she, herself, did not know where to
use these rare qualities. She, who was "enamoured
of intensity and greatness" and "likely to seek, mar¬
tyrdom", became a victim of her misunderstanding of
her real vocation.
when ./ill Ladislaw has shocked her loyal¬
ty to Casaubon by some slighting remarks upon his oc¬
cupation, she reproves him with dignity and pathos.
She, who wrestled with herself all through the long,
lonely evening, after her husband had rejected,
"with unresponsive hardness", her aid and sympathy
in his illness and finally went out to meet him as
he came upstairs, was a greater woman than she who
accepted him at first. hhe who had found "that be¬
lief of her own which comforted her",
... .that by desiring what is perfectly good,
even when we don't quite know what it is, and
cannot do what we should, we are part of the
divine power against evil, widening the skirts
of light and making the struggle with darkness
narrower.....
was nearer to the light than in the days when her
yjung heart was filled with vague longings for some
larger purpose, some vast ideal good.
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Combined with these yearnings is her
disdain Tor the small things of life and her readi¬
ness to sacrifice material comforts for the attain¬
ment of a higher ideal. The will to higher things
is not to be restrained by Rate rial circume lances.
She comes to the highest nobility in her life when
she goes to Rosamond Vineey, although she thinks
Rosamond has been flirting with Ladislaw, and kisses
her, winning her even for a short time to a nobler
way of thinking.
Dorothea not only does not mind the
lack of small material things, such as her mother's
jewellery, secured by her sister Celia for herself,
but is ready to sacrifice large property as well
for the sake of her principles. >vhen her husband,
Casaubon, dies, It is found that he has made the in¬
sulting provision in his y/ill that Dorothea shall
forfeit the property he leaves her if she marries
Ladislaw, hie young cousin, who shows great interest
in Dorothea, Her sister and brother-in-law, the
Chettaius, wish to get rid of Ladislaw, as might be
expected of certain people of that period, but he
remains to help air. Brooke in his candidature for
Parliament. Eventually Dorothea gives up her
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money and social poeition to marry him. Such atti¬
tude and action wei'e unforgivable at that time and
became a subject of scandal. The author describes
the effect of Dorothea's marriage by saying:
Sir James never* ceased to regard
Dorothea's second marriage as a mistake; and
indeed this remained the tradition concerning
it in Middlemarch, where she was spoken of to
a younger generation as a fine girl who mar¬
ried a sickly clergyman, old enough to be her-*
father, and in little more than a year after
his death gave up her estate to marry his
cousin - young enough to have been his son,
with no property, and not well-born. Those
who had not seen anything of Dorothea usually
observed that she could not have been "a nice
woman", else she would not have married either
the one or the other. 1
George Eliot speaks of the sacredness of
marriage, and the renunciation it demands at all
times, but especially in periods of difficulty and
in critical situations, through her mouthpiece Doro¬
thea who intercedes with Rosamond on Lydgate's be¬
half. Dorothea says:
Carriage is so unlike everything else.
There is something even awful in the nearness
it brings. Even if we loved some one else
better than - than those we were married to,
it would be of no use, I mean, marriage drinks
up all our power of giving or getting any
i» Ibid., Vol. Ill, p. 464.
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blessedness in that sort of love. I know it
may be very dear - but it murders our mar¬
riage - and then the marriage stays with us
like a murder and everything else is gone.
And then our husband - if he loved and trust¬
ed ua, and we have not helped him, but made a
curse in his life..... 1
It is gratifying to see that Dorothea
at last attains happiness among her own family and
people. Once more we realise George Eliot*s em¬
phasis on the natural duties of woman and on the im¬
portance of conforming to, rather than denying them;
while at the same time she re-affirms the need for
education and for recognition as an individual be¬
ing, which alone can enable a woman to fulfil those
functions in society for which she is destined.
Thus we see Dorothea in the light of George K1lot's
teaching, which was stimulated and inspired by her
own unhappy personal experiences in a society which
hampered her with its rigid conventions.
Turning now to look at Dorothea through
the eyes of contemporary Turkish society and asking
my grandmother how she would see Dorothea, I realize
her* answer would certainly not be a pleasing on© to
George Eliot* No doubt she would shake her head
Ibid., pp. 404-405.
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in shocked surprise and exclaim, "God forbidi May
God protect us from the evil influence of Satan.'" *
She might then go on to relate her reaction to Doro¬
thea's "strange and queer" behaviour as shown in
the novel, in some such vein as thiss
"This girl Dorothea," she might say,
"is no doubt a peculiar and abnormal girl, What
does it mean that she is so fond of reading and
learning? This Is a man's sphere, not a woman's.
But then it is all her uncle's fault. He should
have the authority which rightly belongs to a man,
instead of sitting and listening helplessly to his
nieces and trying to fulfil their wishes. First
of all Dorothea gives up all her mother's jewels to
her sister Celia who is a very much wiser and more
normal girl. Surely it is sufficient evidence of
her foolishness that she refuses the very things
which will most adorn and add to her own natural
beautyj"
"Her marriage is a more shocking busi¬
ness still' How any girl, supposedly of good fam¬
ily, could so far lower herself is beyond ray under¬
standing, What business has she to decide whom
1, This is a quotation from the Koran and is usu¬
ally used when a disaster or untoward event be¬
falls anyone.
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she should marry'.- It is none of her business; it
is for her parents or next of kin to choose a hus¬
band for her. As if her unusual behaviour before
this were not enough, she refuses a brilliant mar¬
riage with Sir James Chettam, a man of wealth who
could give her a life of endless pleasure; jewels
and ornaments, a house like a palace, clothes of
silk embroidered with gold, silver and geras, nume¬
rous Slavic to attend her - all that is needed to
make a wife happy. She wants to marry Casaubon. for
some fanciful reason such as hie great intellectual
capacity, a reason that nobody understands but her¬
self. What is even more odd is the way in which
Gasaubon proposes. Instead of sending his sister
or mother, and some female friends of the favaily to
Dorothea's female relatives, he actually writes her
a letter! And her happiness on getting the letter
is both degrading and shameful - the result of all
her learning and reading, of course! And her
uncle's attitude is hardly that of a person worthy
of being called a man. lie does not wholly approve
of the marriage, yet makes no attempt to stop it;
he, who is supposed to be in place of her father
and whose duty it is, therefore - not hers - to
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choose her a husband. He snould have rcmeabcred
our proverb that if a ;;irl is left to choose a
husband for herself she marries either a drummer
or a bagpipe player." *
"She marries Casaubon, but is she happy
with hi.nv MoJ Certainly not. If she really
has an intellectual ambition as one might call it,
why doesn't she then use it to urge her husband to
produce some useful work for society and the world
2
as our Safiye Sultan did'? She neither does this
nor does she behave like a normal girl and sit in
her home satisfied to make sure that it will always
be a pleasure for her husband to look at her. In¬
stead of spending her time reading and learning
what is meant only for wen, she should have done
1. In old times in Turkey, these people were con¬
sidered as from the lowest class, earning their
living through playing their instruments at
the doors of the rich, especially in the even¬
ings of Ramozan and religious Festivals,
2, Safiye Sultan had had a tremendous influence
on her husband Sultan iurad III, and then on
her son, Sultan Mehaet III, in the tenth cen¬
tury, for nearly twenty years. This in¬
fluence was not only in the political but
in the social field. Refik Ahmed, Yeni
■ ec.aua. The Hew magazine, 1918, Ho. G&.
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some embroidery or played some sort of music to
please her husband and whoever lives with them,
Naturally, therefore, she is unhappy, especially
when 'the sheep are left to the wolves'. Instead
of being put into the harem, Dorothea is left free
to meet young men like Ladlelaw, and her behaviour
becomes even more shameless. She sees thin young
man often. He cannot be blamed for this, for it
is the woman who lowers herself by showing her face
and talking to any man who is not her husband or a
relative of some kind. Then, once her husband is
dead, and has left a will, the provisions of which
we all know, she behaves as strangely as ever, and
gives up all her riches to marry this penniless
Ladlelaw. All one can say is that God made all
sorts of creatures, silly and stupid like Dorothea,
or just the opposite, like her sister Celia, Lhe
at least has the intelligence to see that her mar¬
riage with Lir James will bring a woman all she
yearns fori Yet even she decides for herself that
she will marry him, instead of being guided by her
uncle's choice, God preserve our children from
such disasters!"
As we read of my grandmother's disopprov-
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al and reproach for Dorothea and her behaviour, we
can at the same time see Rosamond Vincey,the eldest
daughter of a Middlemarch manufacturer, gaining her
sympathy and affection.
George Eliot's aim in depicting Rosamond
is to show the great influence of environment and of
parents upon character. Her "rare psychological
penetration is lavished upon this veritably mulish
domestic flower*'.1 Being "a rare compound of beau¬
ty, cleverness and amiability", Rosamond is given by
her parents a degree of freedom which spoils her and
makes of her a selfish rather than a helpful person.
Moreover, George Eliot shows how the complete econo¬
mic dependence of a daughter on her parents can lead
to the wreck of a marriage which might have been
happy had she but known the limits of expenditure.
*
Through Rosamond's life after her marriage, and her
management of her* household, one sees this selfish¬
ness destroying the noble endeavours and faculties
of others, who might have been of immense help to
society.
Rosamond's exquisite taste does not al-
1. nineteenth Century Fiction, 1953-4, Vol. 8,
p." 167. "George Eliot's "hiddlemarch", re¬
viewed by Henry James,
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low any of her aany ndairers to correspond to her
ideal of a husband, till a yovng physician, Tertius
Lyagate, settles in 41dhleiaarch. Impressed by Lyd-
gate'e being the nephew of a baronet and by his re¬
fined manners, she marries ui;a hoping for social ad¬
vancement with no idea of any higher aim, ..hen
considering the subject of her marriage, she re¬
flects, "It always makes a difference, though, to
be of good family". Then she
.....felt that she might have been happier
if she had not been the daughter of a Middle-
march manufacturer. She disliked anything
which reminded her that her mother's father
had been an innkeeper. 1
Her dream is now being realized. Cap¬
tain LycLgate's visit creates enormous pleasure for
her.
She was so intensely conscious of
having a cousin who was a baronet's son stay¬
ing in the house, that she imagined the know¬
ledge of what was implied by his presence to
be diffused through all other minds; and
when she introduced Captain Lydgate to her
guests, she had a. placid sense that his rank
penetrated them as if it had been an odour.
The satisfaction waa enough for the time to
melt away some disappointment in the condi¬
tions of marriage with a medical man even of
good birth. 2
1. George lliot, ou. clt.. Vol. Ill, p. 72
2. Ibid., p. 73,
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Not having been self-supporting before
her marriage, and her expenditure having been direct¬
ed by her parents, she has no idea of the value of
money even after she marries. She squanders what
her husband gives her, like a heedless child. Her
egoism wrecks Lydgate's usefulness in his profession,
through her extravagance and her complete indiffer¬
ence to her part in the management of their affairs.
Her selfishness indeed paralyses the noble faculties
of her husband, v"hen it gradually appears that the
husband cannot afford to support an expensive house¬
hold, Rosamond will be 'the fine lady1 and will not
adapt herself to any humbler mode of life. the op¬
posed to her husband, a quiet but inflexible obsti¬
nacy, before which he was helpless, bhe believed
that it would be unladylike to quarrel, so she never
used heated language.
Thinking of helping her husband in a "way
that will not injure their social status, she medd¬
les in things she has no idea how to deal with.
Her husband suggests that they should
let their big house in . iddlemarch so that their ex¬
penditure will be reduced. Rosamond takes measures
that prevent the realisation of this suggestion.
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Moreover, without hydrate's knowledge, she writea
to his uncle for money, despite her husband*f> al¬
ready expressed decline that they should not do so,
ae he is certain that such an appeal will be fruit¬
less. .iith her selfish obstinacy she makes life
even more difficult for her husband when the latter
borrows money from Mr. Bulstrode and. becomes un¬
justly involved in a scandal. Instead of trying
to help hiro she urges him to leave Mid ilemarch to
avoid hearing the unpleasant remarks that were be¬
ing made; especially .-.hen Mrs. Uprague suggests
that people must 'go and live abroad some-where.
That is what is generally lone when there is any¬
thing disgraceful in a family". Rosamond is, in
fact, just as were Hetty sorrel and Gwendolen Har-
lefch, one of those characters who bring about their
own downfall and the unhappinese of others through
the selfish gratification of their own impulses.
Although to hurt tie feelings of others was beyond
their intention, yet the chains of circumstance set
in motion by their choice of action and intensified
by an "unwillingness to meet their difficulty square¬
ly1' was such that they "found themselves entangled
in n v.ob that led inevitably to their own disaster
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and to that of thoee closely associated with thera"• ^
However, George ;iiot wants to show that
if girls are tau Jut how to be devoted wives, practi¬
cal and. considerate, and how to deal with down-to-
earth matters, they perform their natural duty suc¬
cessfully. If Rosamond, with all her accomplish¬
ments, had been taught in her upbringing the real
meaning of wifely devotion, to make sacrifices with¬
out regret when necessary, to think .more of other
people's happiness and misery instead of concentrat¬
ing on her own pleasures, then Lydgate, with hie
qualities, could have re nee red tremendous service to
humanity. In this way Rosamond would have been the
indirect source of at least a part of the welfare of
the sick people,
George Eliot blames both parents and
society for not implanting useful and proper ideea
in a girl's mind so that she might be more helpful
and more serviceable. The lesson she gives to her
contemporaries by presenting this sad picture of
egoism and, ae Henry James puts it, this "tragedy-
based on unpaid butchers' bills, and the urgent need
1. Anftlia. 1930, Vol. 54, p. 346. "The Purpose
in George Eliot's Art'.
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for small economies",1 is stronger than any appeal
for the liberty and equality of women with men.
In contrast to George Eliot's disapprov¬
al of the attitude of Rosamond and her parents, we
have the probable opinion of ray grandmother, "Poor
Rosamond! that the marriage of a girl of such beau¬
ty and endowment should come to such an end! Her
parents should have been stricter and more careful
than to let her marry Lydgate, who had birth but
not wealth. They should have, chosen her a wealthy
man, one who could have given her every comfort, so
that in turn she might have become a precious orna¬
ment in her husband's life, adorning hie home with
her beauty, and being a comfort and happiness to him.
People blame her for her extravagance and failure to
limit her expenditure, but it is the husband, surely,
who is at fault! He might easily have chosen ano¬
ther girl to marry him. A girl of Rosamond's beau¬
ty was bound to spend more! It is not as if she
were spending it on someone else, she is only trying
to make herself the more charming and attractive for
the pleasure of hie eyee."
1. Nineteenth Century Fiction, 1953-4. Vol. 8,
p. 167. "George Alio?''s"-iiddlemarch''« re¬
viewed by Henry James,
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"Nor can I blame her for urging him to
leave Mi&dlemarch when she hears of the scandal in
which he is, justly or unjustly, involveu. It is
better to die than to lose prestige and be lowered
in the eyes of the world. She acted wisely in re¬
turning to her family after' the scandal in order to
show her disapproval of hie shameful action. It
is a sad eight to see rjuch a flower wither for lack
of the necessary care and attention on the part of
its gardeneri"
<hatever may be our own reaction to
these reflections, this high valuation of the mate¬
rial aspect of marriage together with a virtual dis¬
regard of the spiritual, was the general and unques¬





FELIX HJLT AND ROMOLA.
It is tx'ue that George Eliot's later
novels, Silas Earner, Felix noIt and Daniel Deronda.
like her others, are all permeated with the same re¬
curring themes: a belief in the necessity of a re¬
ligious faith as a support, accompanied by a high
moral tone; the necessity for* renunciation; her
belief in marriage as the crown of a woman's life,
for which at the same time she is fitted by the fe¬
minine gift of sympathy for works of noble philan¬
thropy; and her demand, that, in order to fulfil
these tasks, alike in the family and in society, a
woman must first of all be recognised as an indivi¬
dual and given the right of a higher education
which will fit her for them. Yet a remarkable
change in the presentation ana treatment of these
female characters is noticeable.
Certain conflicts emphasized in, for ex¬
ample, the characters of Dinah, Maggie and Dorothea
have no counterparts in Eppie of Silas Marner. Mrs.
Traneome and Esther Lyon of Felix Holt, or Lirah
Ill
*
and Gwendolen Harleth of Daniel Deronda. In these
novels there Is no dramatisation of those problems
from which George Eliot had greatly suffered in her
personal life and which she so sincerely and success¬
fully reflected through the heroines of her earlier
novels. This change in attitude may, as already
suggested, be attributed to the change in her per¬
sonal life. By the time she came to write Silas
darner and her subsequent novels, her fame as a nove¬
list had been firmly established and had reached its
height, and her social position as Mrs. Lewes had
been recognized by almost everyone. Her life now
became more stable, and she had more self-confidence
and reassurance as to her personality and position.
Therefore no further grounds for personal vindica¬
tion were left for reflection through novels. For
this reason we suggest taking Felix Holt as an ex¬
ample of the later novels, and studying its two main
female characters, Mrs. Transom© and Esther Lyon,
from the point of view of George Eliot's moral teach¬
ings.
Through Mrs. Transom© one may read several
of these teachings, although she is an entirely dif¬
ferent woman in her outlook and ambition from those
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we Have so far dealt with.
Bhe had that high-born imperious air
which would nave marked her as an object of
hatred ana reviling by a revolutionary mob.
Her person was too typical of social distinc¬
tions to be passed by with indifference by
any one; it would have fitted an empress in
her own right, who had had to rule in spite
of faction, to dare the violation of treaties
and dread retributive invasions, to grasp af¬
ter new territories, to be defiant in despe¬
rate circumstances, and to feel a woman's
hunger of the heart for ever unsatisfied. 1
Her pride is partly due to her natural egoism, pre¬
sented as ambition, and partly to her consciousness
of her social status. She "had not the feminine
tendency to seek influence through pathos; she had
been used to rule in virtue of acknowledged superi-
2
orit.y". Consciousness of superiority blinds her
to the extent that she refuses to see and accept
changes which might have developed in her son Har¬
old's attitude towards her, after his fifteen years
in Smyrna. She expects a great deal from him.
In this new acquaintance of theirs she
eared especially that her eon, who had seen a
strange world, should feel that he was to come
home to a mother who was to be consulted on
all things, and who could supply his lack of
1. Georg< Eliot, Felix Holt, Vol. I, p. 40.
2. Ibid., p. 22.
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the local experience necessary to an English
landholder. Her part in life had been that
of the clever sinner, and she was equipped
with thr views, the reasons, and the habits
which belonged to that character: life would
have little meaning for her if she were to be
gently thrust aside as a harmless elderly
woman. 1
Her first disappointment occurs when her
son declares that he will not be a Tory candidate.
■•illre. Transooie felt something like an
electric shock.
"What thenv" she said, almost sharply.
"You will not call yourself a Whig'/"
"God forbid! I'm a Radical." 2
Even her great love for riches is outpaced by her
strongly conservative political view. She regards
conversion in politics as being worse than reli ious
conversion.
Here was a distinct confirmation of the
vague but strong feeling that her son was a
stranger to her. Here was a revelation to
which it seemed almost as impossible to adjust
her hopes and notions of a dignified life as
if her son had said that he had been converted
to Mahometan!sm at Smyrna, and had four wives,
instead of one son, shortly to arrive under
the care of Dominic. For the moment she had
a sickening feeling that it was all of no use
that the long-delayed good fortune had come at
last - all of no use though the unloved Dur-
1. Ibid.. pp. 22-23.
2. Ibid., p. 24.
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fey was dead and buried, and though Harold
had come home with plenty of money. There
,ere rich Radicals, she was aware, ae there
were rich Jews ana Dissenters, but she had
never thought of them as county people. 1
Her conservatism affects not only her political
view but even the household management. She hard¬
ly changes the style of their furniture or adapts
their way of life to the contemporary requirements.
She reminds her son, "You must remember you have
come back to a family who have old-fashioned no¬
tions". Mr. Jermyn, the lawyer, discloses this
conservatism in her to a great extent when he tells
Harold about the condition of his estate.
She objects to changes; she will not
have a new style of tenant; she likes the old
stock of farmers who milk their own cows,and
send their younger daughters out to service:
all this makes it difficult to do the best
with the estate. I am aware things are not
as they ought to be, for, in point of fact,
an improved agricultural management is a
matter in which I take considerable interest,
and the farm which I myself hold on the es¬
tate you will see, I think, to be in a supe¬
rior condition. But Mrs. Transom® is a
woman of strong feeling and I would urge you,
my dear sir, to make the changes which you
have, but which 1 had not the right to in¬




For all these strong traits in Jra. Traneo.ue' s char¬
acter, she is a woman haunted by a fear, a fear
which is at some times stronger than at others -
the consciousness of her past guilt in breaking the
marriage rule - for Harold is not, as is publicly
believed, the son of Mr, Transome, but of the law¬
yer, Jermyn.
If we go back to her earlier days before
her marriage, we know that
..hen she was young she had been thought
wonderfully clever and accomplished, and had
been rather ambitious of intellectual superi¬
ority - had secretly picked out for private
reading the lighter parts of dangerous French
authors - and in company had been able to
talk of Mr, Burke's style, or of Chateaubriand's
eloquence - had laughed at the Lyrical Bal¬
lads and admired Mr, Sou they's Thalaba. She
always thought that the dangerous French wri¬
ters were wicked and that her reading of them
was a sin; but many sinful things were agree¬
able to her, and many things which she did
not doubt to be good and true were dull and
meaningless. 1
Her sin, once committed, is irrevocable
and its punishment, as revealed by George Kliot, is
most severe. Proud, selfish and with political am¬
bitions, she has concentrated her alms and happiness
on her son and on the estates of which he is to
Ibid., pp. 40-41,
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assume the charge. .hen her son, eagerly awaited,
returns from abroad, her disappointment is bitter.
Not only has he undergone a political conversion,
but he has no mind to follow family tradition or
the course which his mother had mapped out for him.
Her fear prevails throughout her life as
she herself tells her maid Denner, "I have been full
of fears all my life - always seeing something or
other hanging over me that I couldn't bear to hap¬
pen".1 When Jermyn threatens Mrs. Transoms that if
she and Harold continue to quarrel, he will dis¬
close who Harold's real father is, the author tells
us that
It was this that had always frightened
Mrs. Transome: there was a possibility of
fierce insolence in this man who was to pass
with those nearest to her as her indebted
servant, but whose brand she secretly bore.
She was as powerless with him as she was with
her son.
This woman, who loved rule, dared not
speak another word of attempted persuasion.
They were both silent, taking the nearest way
into the sunshine again. There was a half-
formed wish in both their minds - even in
the mother's - that Harold Transome had
never been born. 2
Ibid.. p. 39.
2. Ibid.. p. 175.
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This wish on her part is another punishment in the
shape of guilty conscience.
In Mrs. Transoms's sufferings George Eli¬
ot teaches us that no one who has sinned can escape
his punishment, and living with a companion little
better than a beast, the; consciousness of one's own
guilt is the worst punishment that can be experien¬
ced. The final punishment of this unfortunate wo¬
man is her shame that her eon knows his real father,
and her fear of her deprivation of the estates when
the real heiress, Esther, appears as the legal heir¬
ess to Transoae property.
while Mrs, Tranaome brings us her crea¬
tor's message and moral teachings, Esther not only
faithfully reflects her aspirations and tendencies,
but also embodies the author's lesson of renuncia¬
tion, giving up riches and the fine life of which
she has dreamed, when she is forced to choose be¬
tween secular wealth or an honest, decent life with
a poor man that she loves.
Esther shows also how a woman, when ac¬
quiring good education and consequently proving to
be an influential individual, could render ser-
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vices to her fa.uily and society by the practice of
what she is able to contribute. In her case, she
proves her usefulness by undertaking teaching and
helping her family instead, of being a burden on
them. The conflict between her ideas and those of
her conventional society is a ;ood demonstration of
the triumph of the new ideas attached to women's
efficiency over the rigid and unpractical laws of
society in its changing conditions.
Ssther, a daughter - or rather foster-
daughter - of Rufus Lyon, an Independent minister,
is a beautiful and fastidious girl. She has been
educated abroad in order to become a governess, and
she is greatly fond of the refinements of life.
She thinks that
A real fine-lady does not wear clothes
that flare in people's eyes, or use importu¬
nate scents, or make a noise aa she moves:
she is something refined and graceful and
charming, and never obtrusive. 1
Her sense of independence, as a result of the edu¬
cation she has gained in France, is objected to by
the society in which she is placed.
She was not much liked by her father's
Ibid., p. 105.
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church and congregation. The less serious
observed that she had too many airs and
graces, ana held her head much too high;
th< stricter sort feared greatly that Mr,
Lyon had not been sufficiently careful in
placing his daughter among God-fearing peop¬
le, and that, being led astray by the melan¬
choly vanity of giving her exceptional ac¬
complishments, he had sent her to a French
school, and allowed h< r to take situations
where she had contracted notions not only
above her own rank, but of too worldly a
kind to be safe in any rank. 1
This is, in fact, a genuine reaction of this reli¬
gious circle to a woman's claim for independence.
She, herself, is aware of the claims of this world
and of the conditions of life which are hers.
Esther's own mind was not free from a
sense of irreconcilableness between the ob¬
jects of her taste and the conditions of her
lot. She knew that Dissenters were looked
down upon by those whom she regarded as the
most refined classes; her favourite compan¬
ions, both in France and at an English school
where she had been a junior teacher, had
thought it quite ridiculous to haye a father
who was a Dissenting preacher; and when an
araently admiring school-fellow induced her
parents to take Esther as a governess to the
younger children, all her native tendencies
towards luxury, fastidiousness, and scorn
of mock gentility, were strengthened by wit¬
nessing the habits of a well-born and wealthy
faatily. Yet the position of servitude was
irksome to her and she was glad at last to
live at home with her father; for though,
throughout her irlhood, she had wished to
avoid this lot, a little experience had
Ibid., p. 110.
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taught her to prefer its comparatlve inde¬
pendence, But she wae not contented with
her life: she seemed to herself to be sur¬
rounded with ignoble, uninteresting condi¬
tions, from which there was no issue; for
even if she had been unamiable enough to
give her father pain deliberately, it would
have been no satisfaction to her to ;o to
Treby church, and visibly turn her back on
dissent. It was not religious differences,
but social differences, that Esther was con¬
cerned about, and her ambitious taste would
have been no more gratified in the society
of the .aces than in that of the Muscats,
The daces spoke imperfect English and played
whist; the Muscats spoke the same dialect
and took in the "Evangelical Magazine", Es¬
ther liked neither of these amusements. She
had one of those exceptional organizations
which are quick and sensitive without being
in the least morbid; she was alive to the
finest shades of manner, to the nicest dis¬
tinctions of tone and accent; she had a
little code of her own about scents and col¬
ours, textures and behaviour, by which she
secretly condemned or sanctioned all things
and persons. And she viae well satisfied
with herself for her fastidious taste, never
doubting that here was the highest standard.
She was proud that the best-born and hand¬
somest girls at school had always said that
she might be taken for a born lady. Her
own pretty Instep, clad in a silk stocking,
her little heel, just rising from a kid slip¬
per, her irreproachable nails and delicate
wrist, were the objects of delighted con¬
sciousness to her; and she felt that it
was her superiority which made her unable to
use without disgust any but the finest cam¬
bric handkerchiefs and freshest gloves, Ker
money all went in the gratification of these




..hen by a curious concatenation of acci¬
dents it is discovered that Esther's real father
was a certain Bycliffe, and that consequently she
herself is now the rightful owner of Traneotne Court,
about which there had been much previous litigation,
Harold suggests that in order to keep the estate in
their hands, he should marry Esther, Knowing Es¬
ther's natural longing for luxury and refined so¬
ciety, her acting the fine lady and visiting fine
people, one expects that she would be happy for ev¬
er with this sudden prosperity to bi'ing her yearn¬
ings to reality. But here comes George Eliot's
triumph, Esther lives in the Court with Mrs. Tran¬
soms and her son for a while, and tastes the life
of luxury and refinements. But out of real per¬
sonal experience she prefers her former life with
her so-called father, and a faithful, honest and
affectionate lover to the luxuries and social life
of Transome Court. She would rather marry the
poor watchmaker Felix, and help to support her fam¬
ily with her own earnings in the knowledge that her
peace of mind will compensate her for the material
gain which she forgoes. Marriage to Harold, with
his different views and outlook on life, would
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have brought only misery.
Her imaginary mansion had not been in¬
habited just as Transome Court was; her ima¬
ginary fortune had not been attended with cir¬
cumstances which she was unable to sweep away.
She herself, in her Utopia, had never been
what she was now - a woman whose heart was
divided and oppressed. The first spontane¬
ous offering of her woman*a devotion, the
first great inspiration of her life, was a
sort of vanished ecstasy which had left its
wounds. It seemed to her a cruel misfor¬
tune of her young life that her best feeling,
her most precious dependence, had been call¬
ed forth just where the conditions were hard¬
est, and that all the easy Invitations of
circumstance were towards something which
that previous consecration of her longing
had made a moral descent for her. It was
characteristic of her that she scarcely at
all entertained the alternative of such a
compromise as would have given her the lar¬
ger portion of the fortune to which she had
a legal claim, and yet have satisfied her
sympathy by leaving the Transaaes in posses¬
sion of their old home. Her domestication
with this family had brought them into the
foreground of her imagination; the gradual
wooing of Harold had acted on her with a
constant immediate influence that predomina¬
ted over all indefinite prospects; and a
solitary elevation to wealth, which out of
Utopia she had no notion how she should man¬
age, looked as chill and dreary as the offer
of dignities in an unknown country. 1
Once again George Eliot shows that the natural vo¬
cation for a woman, which jives perfection to her
life ie home and marriage. She says:
1. Ibid.. Vol. II, p. 285-286.
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In the dark ages since Adam's mar¬
riage, it has been good for some men to be
alone, and for some women also. But Es¬
ther was not one of these women: she was
intensely of the feminine type, verging
neither towards the saint nor the angel.
She was 'a fair divided excellence, whose
fulness of perfection' must be in marriage.
And like all youthful creatures, she felt
as If the present conditions of choice were
final. It belonged to the freshness of
her heart that, having had her emotions
strongly stirred by real objects, she never
speculated on possible relations yet to
come. It seemed to her that she stood at
the first and last parting of the ways.
And, in one sense, she was under no illu¬
sion. It is only in that freshness of
our lives that the choice is possible which
gives unity to life, and makes the memory
a temple where all relics and all votive
offerings, all worship and all grateful
joy, are an unbroken history sanctified by
one religion, 1
The effect of this marriage is shown in
the reaction it created.
It was a very simple wedding; but
no wedding, even the gayest, ever raised
so much interest and debate in Treby Magna.
Even very great people, like Sir Msximus
and his family went to the church to look
at the bride, who had renounced wealth, and
chosen to be the wife of a man who said he
would always be poor.
Some few shook their heads; could
not quite believe it; and thought there
was 'more behind'. But the majority of
honest Trebiane were affected somewhat in
!• Ibid. , p. 286.
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the same way ae happy-looking Mr. .ace was,
who observed to his wife, as they walked from
under the churchyard chestnuts, "It's won¬
derful how things ;o through you - you
don* t know how I feel somehow ae if I be¬
lieved more in everything that's good".
lire. Holt, that day, said she felt
herself to be receiving 'some reward', im¬
plying that justice certainly had much more
in reserve. Little Job 'fudge had an en¬
tirely new suit, of which he finger d every
separate brass button in a way that threat¬
ened an arithmetical mania; and Mrs. Holt
had out her best tea-trays and put down her
carpet again, with the satisfaction of
thinking that there would no more be boys
coming in all weathers with dirty shoes. 1
In -elix Holt one can also perceive some
of the prevailing opinions and customs among con¬
ventional women and their society. The planned
marriage of Harold to 'ether in order to keep the
estate in the Tranaoiae family has already been dis¬
cussed. Felix Holt himself expresses his view
about women when he tells sther
If a woman really believes herself to
be a lower kind of being, she should place
herself in subjection: she should be ruled
by the thoughts of her father or husband.
If not, let. her show her power of choosing
something better. You must know that your
father's principles are greater and worthier
than what guides your life. You have no
reason but idle fancy and selfish inclination
1' Ibid.. Vol.II, pp. 357-358
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for shirking his teaching and giving your
soul up to trifles. 1
Esther, despite her sense of comparative indepen¬
dence, thinks that "A woman must choose meaner
things, because only meaner things are offered to
2
her". The author joins with her and says:
After all, she was a woman and could
not make her own lot..... Her lot is made
for her by the love she accepts. And Es¬
ther began to think that her lot was being
made for her by the love that was surround¬
ing her with the influence of a garden on
a summer morning. 3
On the other hand, Esther in her renunci¬
ation reminds us of Eppie in Silas Earner, through
the final choice that both consciously make. In
Eppie, too, we see the triumph of George Eliot's
principles.
Eppie, Silas's foster-daughter, hardly
#
knows of a higher world than the village circle in
which she moves. Her affection for the man who
brought her up and whom she calls father, is in¬
deed deep and great. This quiet old man with
whom she has lived so long and who has represented
1. Ibid., P. 84.
2. Ibid. , Vol. II, p. 252.
3. Ibid.
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to her all that is simplest, truest and best in
life, has a profound Influence on Eppie. This in¬
fluence is nowhere more strongly shown than in the
scene where Godfrey Cass and his wife visit Eppie
with the intention of taking her fro a her home.
He now wishes to recognize the daughter of the aban¬
doned first wife who had died frozen in the snow.
He draws an attractive picture of the grand life in
his home, that Eppie iaay be enticed away from the
poverty of her life with Silas. His offer, how¬
ever, is like a poison both to Eppie and her foster-
father, and here comes George Eliot's victory.
From the beginning she has prepared us to know what
her heroine would choose. Eppie answers:
Thank you, ma'am - thank you, sir.
But I can't leave my father, nor own anybody
nearer than him and I don't want to be a lady
thank you all the same.
(Here Eppie dropped another curtsey.)
X couldn't give up the father I've
been used to. 1
But Godfrey, still dissatisfied 'with the failure of
his first attempt, tries a more forceful approach.
1. George Eliot, Ellas earner, p. 253.
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But I've a claim on you, Eppie -
the strongest of all claims. It's my duty,
Marner, to own Eppie as my child, and pro¬
vide for her. She's my own child: her
mother was my wife. I've a natural claim
on her that must stand before every other. 1
It is here that Eppie's supreme sincerity is proved,
dhe refuses to step out of the lowly life to which
her so-called father belongs, in order to possess
riches and dwell in grand houses. e have no re¬
grets that she does so and this, in itself, proves
that the spirit of the book has prepared us sufflci-
r
entiy for the choice, without lingering regrets for
the luxuries and bright, society she loses thereby,
we do not even think that Eppie behaved nobly; she
seems only to have acted naturally in refusing rich¬
es: hence th^ triumph of George Eliot's principles.
Eppie's profound and yet natural simpli¬
city saves her from the humility of surrendering to
the actual good things of a sphere above h r own.
She has proved that her moral position is superior
to that of greater people. She has no desire even
for outward appearance such as theirs. Her dress,
her style of living, the chance of having a well
furnished home, do not for a moment embarrass her
1. Ibid., p. 354.
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clear mind or suggest a shadow of shame. -Vhy
should she feel discomposed because she has not that
polish of speech which she could only have Obtained
by neglecting her actual duties'* why should she
blush to be without things which it would be wrong
for her to getV She is the right woman in the
right place and it would have shown folly, not in¬
telligence, to feel remorseful because she would not
prove the right person in another place which was
not her own.
However, let us leave aside these char¬
acters, moulded according to their creator's aim,
and turn to their contemporary society in Turkey, to
see how women there, again represented by my grand¬
mother, would regard their behaviour.
Seeking my grandmother's opinion of dre.
Transoms, we should find in it an amazing similar¬
ity to Harold's own opinion of his mother. Yet
when we are reminded of the considerable time he
had spent in Turkey, we can well understand the ex¬
tent to which Turkish views, customs, ways of life,
must have influenced him. Particularly his marri¬
age to an Easterner shows hie implicit approval of
the statue of women in that part of the world. And
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this is an Indirect reflection of the male sense of
superiority to which he could not be an exception.
When he returns to England, hie mother
upbraids him for marrying a foreigner. He answers:
Would you have had me wait for a con¬
sumptive lackadaisical Englishwoman, who would
have hung all her relations round my neck? I
hate English wives; they want to give their
opi .ion about everything. They interfere
with a man's life, I shall not marry again, 1
This would exactly conform to my grandmother's
views. She would soy: "Once a girl marries, she
must always remember that she is an alien to her
parents. Now she belongs to her husband and hie
family, and must adapt herself to their way of life,
accepting everything with complete obedience and
without objection, as she formerly behaved towards
her own parents and brothers. She must invite her
own relatives only at the suggestion of her husband.
If she did otherwise, It might be thought that they
were starving or in need, and she would thus put
them in a humiliating position. To assure a dig¬
nified and respectable position for their daughter
in the husband's family, the girl's family must
1. George Eliot, Felix Molt, Vol. I, p. 26.
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regularly send presents in the fom of the produce
of their farms and gardens to the house of their
son-in-law. This keeps the son-in-law obliged,
and contributes towards a greater consideration
and respect for his wife. moreover, if he should
think of marrying again, he will be more careful
if he knows that his wife's family could support
their daughter if she were to quarrel with him
and leave him. Mot that any ;irl of decent family
should dream of quarrelling with her husband and
leaving his house. She should, on the contrary,
tolerate everything, in fact co-operate to maximise
her husband's happiness rather than return to her
family as a consequence of his second marriage''.
•:y grandmother would certainly approve
of Harold's strict attitude towards his mother's
management of their estate-, riding about it continu¬
ally, busying herself with accounts and acting as
th' hea -bailiff of th vacant farms. All these,
she would suggest, show the foolish and futile at¬
tempts of women to play the rdle of a man. She
would, however, appreciate his behaviour as a duti¬
ful eon inasmuch as he did not say anything to an-
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nay her, but "was only determined to let her under¬
stand, as quietly as possible, that she had better
cease all interference". Moreover, she would sym¬
pathise with Harold for his mother's domineering
attitude towards him. "'.Irs. Transome," she would
say, "must remember that Harold is, after all, a
man who has travelled a lot. She must leave him
to do what he thinks beet. She, herself, should
accept his opinion on things. Or, if she thinks
so hi hly of herself and her political views, why
doeen't she influence her son in the same way as
our Kevsem Sultan did with her son Sultan Ibrahim
and then viith her grandson Sultan MouhammedV" 1
My grandmother would definitely think
that Harold is a dutiful son when he saysr
1. Ahmed Reflk, Kadinlar Saltanati (Role of Wo¬
men), Vol. 3, After the death of her son,
Sultan Murad IV, in the first part of the ele¬
venth century, Kevsern Sultan pushed her next
son, Sultan Ibrahim,to the throne. As she
was well no n for her great wisdom and judg¬
ment, the ■ >ara.v - the Palace - accepted
her interference in matters of government.
Later, because of Ibrahim's weak character,
endless extravagance, tyranny and feeble
mind, she, together with the Grand Signior
and the rest of the government, sentenced
Ibrahim to death and proclaimed the child
Mouha aned as a Sultan.
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I will gratify any wish you choose
to mention. You shall have a new carriage
and pair of bays all to yourself; you shall
have the house done up in first-rate style,
and I am not thinking of marrying. But let
us understand that there shall be no further
collision between us on subjects on which I
must be master of my own actions. 1
Another touch of the influence of his stay in Tur¬
key on Harold might be seen when he suggests to his
mother that in order to keep the Transome estate in
the family, he should marry the new heiress, Esther.
Although marriages of convenience were in vogue
even in England at that time, it is quite reason¬
able to suspect that Harold's mind had come to ac¬
cept this way of thinking as normal in view of his
long stay in Turkey.
Yet, hard as my grandmother's judgment
of Mrs. Traneome might be, for behaving like a man
and takin care of the estate, instead of sitting
in her house and receiving ladies of her own rank,
and passing her time as such women do, it 'would be
still harder on Esther dyon, as the latter's story
is unfolded. The idea of a girl's attending a
French school would be the first shock to my grand¬
mother. She would say, "Isn't it shocking that
1. George Eliot, op. cit.. Vol. I, p. 56.
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this girl's father insists on linking an idiot of
himself by exposing hie daughter to the dangers of
education, and in a foreign country too! A girl
all alone going to a place like France! God for¬
bid! The very idea overwhelms me with a sense of
shame that sends cold ripples down my spine. This
so-called education in a French school succeeded in
nothing but stuffing her head with nonsense that
rendered her unfit for her feminine r5le in life.
Knowledge is bad for a girl. The more she knows
before marriage the less she will be able to adapt
herself to the new life she enters. If her mind
is unformed, she will naturally accept the views
and opinions of her husband, as she ought to do."
"Harold Transome is, by all standards,
a perfect man. Yet Esther, proving the dangers of
book-learning, refuses to marry him, and prefers the
penniless Felix, a watchmaker! All these English
girls, Dorothea, Dinah, Maggie, Esther, and like her,
Eppie, are peculiar creatures, each in her own way.
I have indeed heard from my father that English¬
women behave like .men and make their own decisions,
but I never dreamed that they would make decisions
of such a delicate nature as choosing their hus-
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bands.' Esther, whose behaviour is rightly censor¬
ed by society, is the most foolish of all! - per¬
haps even more than Eppie who behaves in a similar
manner by refusing to go to her wealthy father for
the sake of some queer idea of attachment to the
old, poor man who brought her up. Esther, like¬
wise, gives up what legally belong® to her, the
Transoms estate, and then takes a situation as a
teacher to support her family! Her husband Felix
should feel ashamed and degraded at the very idea
of her working!"
"Of course she had no mother to teach
her anything of virtue and propriety. All she
learned was from those dangerous books. Ho, I'll
never in my life approve of a girl's knowing more
than the basic minimum which equips her to say her
prayers from the Koran. !
Before ending the discussion of George
Eliot's various female characters in the light of
her moral teachings, we should note one in the
series, more prominent than the rest, who bears
perhaps the finest testimony to renunciation with
a view to a nobler purpose in life: Romola.
We can appreciate the importance of Ro-
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mola in regard, to George Eliot's teachings if we
isolate her from externals of time and place in the
novel - Florence in the late fifteenth century
- and concentrate on the moral conceptions of her
creator which she embodies,
Romala, in fact, reminds us of Dorothea,
Maggie, and hence of George Eliot in her combina¬
tion of intellectual power, emancipation, inherent
piety and hunger for exaltation. Having been
brought up in a learned seclusion from the interests
of actual life, Romola knows neither heart-breaking
sorrow nor overflowing joy and happiness; she is
completely ignorant of everything outside the books
of her father, a blind scholar. Her noble, unsel¬
fish nature is well illustrated in her conversation
with her father. She says,
father, it is a great gift of the gods
to be born with a hatred and contempt of all
injustice and meanness. Yours is a higher
lot, never to have lied and truckled, than
to have shared honours won by dishonour.
There is strength in scorn, an there was in
the martial fury by which men became insen¬
sible to wounds. 1
Her devotion to her father and her altru-
1. George Xiot, Romola, Vol. 1, p. 85.
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isfeio nature are best realized when she says to him,
I will study diligently I v?ill become
as learned as Cassandra Fe&eles I will try
and be as useful to you as if X had been a boy,
and then perhaps some great scholar will want
to marry me, and will not aiind about a dowryj
and he will like to come and live with you,
and he will be to you in place of my brother
and you will not be sorry that I was a
daughter. 1
Through this unselfishness, together
with the sequestered life she has led, she mistake©
Tito delema, a young Greek, for a true scholar and
hence, as Dorothea did, she cherishes for hlin the
great love and esteem which results in their marri¬
age. Her immense love for Tito makes Homola, so
proud and self-controlled to everyone else, simple
and unreserved before him. Her devotion, on the
other hand, to her father and his wishes is extreme.
Consequently her love arises for anyone who shows
respect to any of her father's feelings and wishes.
She tells Tito that her godfather Bernardo
is prejudiced and narrow, but yet he is
very noble. He has often said that it is
folly in my father to want to keep his lib¬
rary apart, that it may bear his name; yet
he would try to get my father's wish carried
out. That seems to me very great and noble
that power of respecting a feeling which
Ibid.. pp. 81-82.
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he aoes not share or understand. 1
Therefore when Romola sees that
Tito had even been the .neons of
strengthening the hope in Bardo's mind that
he might before his death receive the longed-
for security concerning his library* that
it should not be transferred to a body of
monks, and be called by the name of a mona¬
stery; but that it should remain for ever
the Bardi Library, for the use of Floren¬
tines, 2
she tells Bernardo,
Tito has always known that my life
is bound up with my father's, and he is
better to my father than I am; he delights
in making him happy. 3
Moreover, she tells Tito, "You have crowned ray poor
4r
life." But when Tito Bays to loraola, "You are
always right, except in thinking too well of me,"
we wish that Romola could i...mediately see the ut¬
most truth of this. It is not until their marri¬
age, after a short happiness that Romola becomes
aware of the baseness in Tito's character. Her
faith and confidence in Tito is completely shaken
1. Ibid. , p. 275
2. Ibid., P. 291
3. Ibid. , P. 292
4. I b id., P. 305
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when he touches upon the disposal of her father's
library. The fulfilment of her father's lifelong
ambition for his library, that it should bear his
name, was a sacramental obligation for Hocnola. And
now Tito's suggestion that they should leave Flo¬
rence and deliver the library somewhere where it
could be preserved in a better condition comes as
a shock to Homola. She answers him,
it was a trust. He trusted me, he
trusted you, Tito. I did not expect you
to feel anything else about it - to feel
as I do - But I did expect you to feel
that. 1
Vie can clearly see the effect of Tito's revelation
on Romola in the following passage.
Homola was still too thoroughly
under the painful pressure of the new reve¬
lation Tito was making of himself, for her
reelstance to find any strong vent. As
that fluent talk fell on her ears there was
a rising contempt within her, which only
made her more conscious of her bruised, des¬
pairing love, her love for the Tito she had
married and believed in. Her nature, pos¬
sessed with the energies of strong emotion,
recoiled from this hopelessly shallow readi¬
ness which professed to appropriate the wid¬





It is after this incident that continuous disap¬
pointments flow over her. Her individual and sepa¬
rate life dies when her husband reveals his treach¬
ery to her and surreptitiously parts her from "aer
dead father's library. But this death is only to
herself and to Tito; she rises again for humanity.
She says,
You talk of substantial good, Tito!
Are faithfulness, and love, and sweet grate¬
ful memories, no good'? Is it no good that
we should keep our silent proaiises on which
others build because they believe in our
love and truth? Is it no good that a just
life should be justly honoured? Or, is it
good that we should harden our hearts against
all the wants and hopes of those who have de¬
pended on us? What good can belong to men
who have such souls? To talk cleverly, per¬
haps, and find soft couches for themselves,
and live and die with their base selves as
their best companions. 1
Her joy for which she once was thirsty
has died.
She could never join hands with
gladness again, but only with those.whom
it was in the hard nature of gladness to
forget. Romola had lost her belief in the
happiness she had once thirsted for; it was
a hateful, smiling, soft-handed thing with
a narrow, selfish heart. 2
1. Ibid.
2. Ibid., Vol. II, p. 41
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Even, her self-controlled spirit leaped up in wild
rebellion against her fate. Joy was dead. dhy
should, she stay by its grave; she should go away;
she would hide herself; she would not re.an in to
have her old hopes .nocked by the constant and de¬
grading presence of Tito. "Her life could not be
happy any more, but it must not, could not be ig¬
noble." And sh' writes to him, " :y love for you is
dead," and goes out in the grey dawn to face the
world alone. But as she rente under the cypress
tree outside the walls of Florence, Savonarola comes
to her, speaks to her, and looks into her face with
that wondrous gaze in which "simple human fellow¬
ship expressed itself as a strongly felt bond".
She is to go back, he tells her: she is not to fly
from her sorrow and her debt; The debt of a Flo¬
rentine woman; the debt of a wife....,'' Empha¬
sising the bond of marriage, he says to her,
I know enough, my daughter; my mind
has been so far illuminated concerning you,
that I know enough. You are not happy in
your married life; but I am not a confessor,
and I seek to know nothing that should be re¬
served for the seal of confession, I have
a divine warrant to stop you, which doee not
depend on such knowledge. You were warned
1. Ibid.. p. 102.
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by a message from heaven, delivered in my
presence - you were warned before marriage,
when you might still have lawfully chosen to
be free from the marriage-bond. But you
chose the bond; and in wilfully breaking it
I speak to you as a pagan, if the holy
mystery of matrimony is not sacred to you -
you are breaking a pledge. Of what wrongs
will you complain, ray daughter, when you
yourself are committing one of the greatest
wrongs a woman and a citizen can be guilty
of - withdrawing in secrecy and disguise
from a pledge which you have given in the
face of God and your fellow-men? Of what
wrongs will you complain, when you yourself
are breaking the simplest law that lies at
the foundation of the trust which binds man
to man - faithfulness to the spoken word?
•, • • • 1
Through these words one can easily perceive the im¬
portance George Eliot attached to the bond of mar¬
riage in its social and religious form, even though
love has lost its place as one of the fundamental
bases in the marriage bond, Romola, no matter how
unhappy she is in her marriage, is to go back to
her husband only for the sake of this bond. In
fact one wonders how far this emphasising by Jeorge
Eliot of the bond of marriage was compatible with
her own conduct when she disregarded the social law
of marriage in her personal life. However, havona-
rola's words provide concrete evidence to show how
!• ibid., p. 103.
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very deeply George Eliot thought of marriage.
Savonarola, furthermore, pointing to the crucifix
which Romola's dead brother had given her, seals
his words
There, my daughter, is the image of
a Supreme Offering, made by Supreme Love, be¬
cause the need of man was great Con¬
form your life to that image, my daughter,
make your sorrow an offering: and when the
fire of Divine charity burns within you, and
you behold the need of your fellow-men. by the
light of that flame, you will not call your
offering great. 1
Here one can see that every word which Savonarola
utters as a Christian, as a Catholic, as a priest,
expresses George Eliot's convictions. It was in
the strength of those words that Romola laid down
herself: she rose up and retraced her steps to
her home. "She was going to thread life by a new-
clue. " Both her hands, now emptied alike of joy
and sorrow, are ready for lifting the heavy burdens
of that vast family of brothers and sisters who
could never let her be lonely again, Yhen we find
her two years later, at the time of the pestilence,
in the streets of Florence, when "there was hardly
a turn at which, she was not greeted with looks of
Ibid., p. 106.
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appeal or of friendliness," she had ceased to
think of happiness at all; the one end of her* life
seemed to her "to be the diminishing of sorrow".
The grandeur of her noble soul was not comprehended
even by Savonarola when she pleaded in vain with
him to rescue her godfatner Bernardo. Deceived at
every turn by Tito, disappointed in Savonarola and
left alone by the death of Bernardo, she enters in¬
to one of those black spaces, the gloom of which is
proportionate to the depth and height of the soul
that suifers in them.
Romola felt even the springe of her
once active pity drying up, and leaving her
to barren egoistic complaining. Had not
she had her sorrows toot And few had cared
for her, while she had cared for many. She
had done enough; she had striven after the
impossible, and was weary of this stifling
crovrded life. 1
She leaves Florence, end eight days afterwards she
stands on the shore of the Mediterranean. The
temptation to sail away on that blue sea comes over
her. She buys the old fisherman's boat, and as
night comes on she drifts away into the darkness.
The cry of the little suffering child calls her
back to life. The people dead, and dying of the
1. Ibid.. p. 323.
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pestilence, whom she tonus and viho be lieve that
the Madonna herself has come to their aid, as she
moves about with the little brown, motherless baby
in her ax-ma, are among situations all serving to
illustrate her noble nature and huge sympathy for
the sorrow-stricken.
At the outset of the novel, one might
think that a spirit of renunciation was revealed
in Roiaola's devotiun to her blind father and in
her deprivation of all tluj more usual joys of youth.
Renunciation, too, would appear to be revealed in
obedience to Tito and in her oft-repeated state¬
ments that she would give up anything for her hus¬
band's sake. Yet, when she ia disappointed in his
faithlessness to her father's memory, she decides
to run away. Although never put into action, this
decision reveals a hidden selfishness in seeking
her own happiness and leaving the people who need
her help. It is only when the years have passed
and she has gained experience of the duties requir¬
ed of her for her fellow-men that she renounces all
earthly happiness and says,
It was mere baseness in me to desire
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death. If everything elre is doubtful, this
suffering that I can help is certain; if the
glory of the Cross is an illusion, the sorrow
is only the truer. While the strength is in
my arm I will stretch it out to the fainting;
while the light visits my eyes they shall seek
the forsaken. 1
It is not necessary now that any priest
should ux*ge her to ;o back to her home. She had
shaken herself free from all earthly support. She
no longer needs a human hand to lift her up or to
point to the highest. The eternal voice had spok¬
en to her own heart, she is face to face with the
Infinite. She has come "out of darkness into light,
through the shadows". Again she goes back to Flo¬
rence, but already 'she has lost her crown" by her
escape from Florence and her husband, although their
marriage in their final days together bore nothing
more than the formal bond, as Tito himself was a
faithless husband, Che goes back to Florence but
her husband is dead and Cavonarola is confessing un¬
der torture. Her elevated soul bide her stay by
him in the hour of his death.
•fhe climax of her renunciation is beet
perceived when she draws Tito's children into her
1. Ibid.. p. 413
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arms,
She never for a moment told herself
that it was heroism or exalted charity in her
to seek these beings; she needed something
that she was bound specially to care for;
she yearned to clasp the children and to make
them love her. This at least would be some
sweet result, for others as well ap herself,
from, all her past sorrow. 1
Thus vie see that the doctrine of renun¬
ciation, which has been presented again and again
in George Eliot's other novels, forme the central
thecae in Romola. Romola renounces selfishness for
the sake of humanity. This life of devotion to hu¬
manity is, to George Eliot, the true interpretation
of the Christian doctrine of self-sacrifice. In
fact, George Eliot's identification of the altruis¬
tic impulse to live for others with the Christian
doctrine of the Cross is nowhere ae obvious as in
Romola. Moreover there are several examples sup¬
porting her great belief in the importance and ir¬
revocability of actions, and her emphasis on the de¬
generation that follows from acts committed with
selfish motives. Romola painstakingly warns Lillo,
the child of Tessa and Tito, in the epilogue to
Ibid. , p. 420.
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Romola, not to follow the footsteps of his father
when he grows up because hie father took the easiest
path which led to destruction. She says:
There was a man to whom I was very
near, so that I could see a great deal of
his life, who made almost every one vary
fond of him, for he was young and clever
and beautiful, and hie manners to all were
gentle and kind. I believe when I first
knew him he never thought of anything cruel
or base. But because he tried to slip away
frara everything that was unpleasant, and
cared for nothing else so much as his own
safety, he eatna at last to commit some of
the basest deeds - such as make men in¬
famous. fie denied his father and left him
to misery; he betrayed every trust that was
reposed in him, that he might keep himself
safe and get rich and prosperous. Yet ca¬
lamity overtook him. 1
Perhaps George Eliot's emphasis on the consequent
disasters of acts committed with selfish motives
accounts for the weighty sense of gloom
and depression that marks the greater part of
her work, a depression arising from a portray¬
al of the disastrous effects that overtake a
wrongdoing which frequently has its inception
in some seemingly harmless although selfish
trait. 2
However, once more we are witness of George Eliot's
elevated moral teachings carried out through her
!• Ibid., p. 446.




We have studied George Eliot's gallery
of various female characters, and heard my grand¬
mother's verdict on them. As we have seen above,
her attitude, that of an elderly woman whose life
had been contentedly spent largely within the con¬
fines of the home, and whose range of knowledge and
education were limited to what she had inherited
from a centuries-old Turkish culture, was revealed
in characteristic outbursts of indignation at the
behaviour of some of the feminine characters and in
a frank and wholehearted acceptance of her own posi¬
tion in Turkish society. It aiay now be wondered
whether the views my grandmother expresses are genu¬
inely representative of the views of Turkish women
of her time. To this end an appraisal of the pro¬
gressive and unconventional contemporary Turkish
woman's views as represented in the novels of
Huseyin Rahrui would greatly help to complete the
picture which has thus far been painted with ortho¬




HU3EYIII RAMI IN HIS PERIOD.
However interesting we may find the age
in which George Sliot wrote, we cannot but find
yet further interest in the age of Kiiseyin Rahtal;
for, while both writers throw light on the process
of the emancipation of women in their respective
countries, in Turkey, through Byzantine influence,
women were traditionally considered to be inferior
to men.
The various history and travel books of
the nineteenth century 1 reveal a very full pic¬
ture of their conditions of life at that time.
But as their positioix, prior to their emancipation
when the Republic was declared in 1923, will be con¬
sidered from various standpoints in the following
chapters, we may leave this matter on one side for
the present. Yet we must not disregard the fact
1. For example, Enver Biya Karal, Qsmanli Tarihi;
' History of the Ottomans, Vol. VI; Yusuf'Hik-
met Bayur, Turk Inkilap Tarihl; History of the
Turkish Revolution, Vol. II, part IV, pp. 441-2,
448-452; G. White, Three Years in Constanti¬
nople.
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that towards the end ox tfr. nineteenth c ntur, , ow¬
ing to the penetration of .eetern ideas into Otto¬
man society the status of women began in some meas-
ure to Improve. It became fashionable to allow
them a certain amount of education, ana a number of
cultured women of letters appeared. In 1908 with
the Second Constitution - I kind .g gru tiye t -
their education was considered "necessary", and a
group of women tried to enter the- Parliament build-
2
lag as observers. The reaction to this venture
was reported in the foreign press.° Although the
initial step towards recognition of their status
was in 1916, when their position with regard to
marriage, polygamy and divorce was seriously <lecusa-
4
ed in the Parliament, no vital remedy was pro¬
duced to save them from th ir inferior status.
Their problem, hov. ver, was discussed, among other
1. Oee Ziyaeddin Fahri Findikoglu, Tgnzimatta
A lie ve Kadin rclakPis Inae Pebeddulii ^'he
Change in the Concept of omen and FnaTiy in
the iiei^omatlon, "p. 648.
S. dee r,a Tnruuic. January 1908 edi tion.
3. nee Ahmed Ihaan, 4atbuat •Mtlvaaii memories
of the Press, p. 27.
4. Ziyis ulgen, Zlya ftokalp ve Yaailarii wiya
■ okalp ana his .'Hinge, pi 12».
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social problems, in Roue periodicals of the time 1
and their position war compared dlsadvantageooely
wit t at of women in uropean society.
However, in the first orId ..ar, disre¬
garding every artificial social law set around them
from the ancient part, Turkish women played their
part, and in Turkey's ar of Independence (1919-23)
they founded their ov.n units and even took part in
the fighting.
From the earliest days, of the Republic
the rights of woman were established as part of the
social revolution. But the change could not, of
course, be immediate and th< constitution which was
adopted in 1924 did not :ive women the right to
vote. In 1926, however, the Holy Law was replaced
by the Civil Code which prohibited polygamy, made
divorce a matter for the law courts, and ;nve women
the right to demand divorce equally with men, Car¬
riage became a civil eer mony, women were allowed
to become legal guardians and were given equal
1, For example, i:rrakl cmuaai. 1669, Nob, S,
13: Hanlmlara hsue i-azete, 'Kadin . Terbjyesi '*
''Education of Women1', 1899; Ifami k Kemali
"Aile iakalrsi'', "An article on Family", Ibret
O-azeteoi," 1877, Ho. 50.
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rights of property tenure and independence of in¬
heritance, as well as equal pay for equal work.
Their political i ;hts came before long in a pro¬
gramme of reform which allowed women themselves and
public opinion in general to become adjusted to the
f.imease changea it involved. In 1930 women secured
the right to vote and to be candidates in municipal
elections. In 1935 they secured full political
rights in national elections,
In view of the apparent suddenness with
which they ultimately received full emancipation
and recognition of their status, it must be noted
that the seeds of this tremendous change had been
sown almost a century earlier with the "Tanzlmat"
- Reformation - of 1839, of which the aim was
to make vital and essential reforms in the whole
cou .try, taking th< .est as a model.
The "Reformation", or vesternization move¬
ment in Turkey, was in fact initiated by Sellra III
(1789-1808) and fostered by dahmud II (1808-1839)
and his son, Abdulraeclt (1839-1861). In the begin¬
ning the movement affected external matters only,
modifying the machinery of the administration and
revolutionizing titles an. costumes, as a result of
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political and commercial relations and greater fa¬
cilities of communication with astern states.*-
Gradually its influence penetrated the thick vrnlls
of the Sultans' palaces, the konaks and yalis of all
classes* The change in household objects and fur¬
niture in accordance with European styles was per¬
ceived and recorded by C.v*hite.
In proportion as intercourse with
Europeans extends, fashions and customs vary,
00 that an important change is rapidly taking
place in the furniture of houses. Thus, in
those of wealthy persons, chairs, sofas, tables,
consoles, mirrors, wardrobes, chandeliers and
a variety of -western essentials may be seen.
Indeed, the Sultan's private day-apartments, at
Tcherghari and Beshiktash, are furnished more
in the European than Oriental style. Fire¬
places or stoves alone are wanting to give
them the appearance of the most commodious
French or German saloons. The middling class¬
es are also making some progress.,... 2
European fashions of dressing, manners
and customs, received warm welcome, from Turkish
women especially, who for centuries had lived modest¬
ly between the four walls of their houses.'5 They
1. Enver Mya Karal, op, cit.. Vol. VI, pp. 214,
279.
2. C. White, op. cit., Vol. Ill, pp. 174-3.
3. Enver Siya~Karal, op, cit.. Vol. VI, p. 279.
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began to imitate the European women in their out¬
look and ways. This imitation had first started
among men and only later affected the world of
women in harems.
However, the Tanzimat leaders, Ziya G-okalp
says,
recognized that to save the Empire from
its external foes, reforms had to be intro¬
duced in the military organization, judicial
system, economic structure and methods of edu¬
cation. But they never tried to make clear
to themselves what should be taken from the
national tradition. One of the most serious
deficiencies was that they did not fully under¬
stand western civilization. Most of them
derived their knowledge of it from their inter¬
course with the Levantine population of the
Beyoglu (Pera) quarter of Constantinople.
They therefore imitated mainly the external,
and often inferior aspects of European civi¬
lization, without penetrating to its philo¬
sophical and scientific foundations. In the
economic field they introduced a number of
new fashions in dress, food, building, fur¬
nishings and other articles of consumption,
but did not adopt Western methods of produc¬
tion. The result was that the traditional
crafts decayed without even the nucleus of
a modern industry being formed. 1
Such an intercourse, too, naturally gave
rise amongst intelligent Turks to a desire to form
1. U. Heyd, The Foundations of Turkish national¬
ism. p. 75. ~ ~ ' ~ "
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Rome acquaintance with a civilization which enabled
its possessore to achieve such brilliant success in
so many different directions. This desire in its
turn led the Turkish educated class to undertake
the study of the French language as the key to the
new treasure house of knowledge.1 In the some way
as the writers of their periods in Europe, they made
use of the newly acquired fre* dora of thought and ex¬
pression in order to try out the rational approach
to every subject. Being teachers of the masses,
this modern intelligentsia undertook to deal with a
great number of different subjects, translating and
2
popularizing the ideas of the ;«est. At the same
time, they took care to expose the ridiculous con¬
temporary aping of the ..est, which showed itself
mainly in the social field.
To this class belongs Huseyin Rahmi, fight¬
ing with his pen for the fundamental social reform
which his ever observant eyes saw to be the necess¬
ary cure for the disease destroying the life of the
1. E. J. V*. Gibb, A History of ottoman 'oetry.
Vol. V, pp. 4-5."™"
S. U. Heyd, op. clt.. p. 75.
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nation.3" He saw that the ultimate roots of this
disease lay in the position of wocaen, with all the
personal limitations and restrictions with which
they were hedged about, and which deprived them of
the fundamental spiritual freedom already enjoyed
by "Western women.
One perceives that, at the time when
Huaeyin Rahmi wrote his first novel in 1686, the
emancipation of women was something thought of only
by a few intellectuals such as Hamik Kernal, Ahmed
Mi that and their kind. The special characteristic
of his novels is, therefore, his consideration and
advocacy of the social, economic, and educational
emancipation of women, long before this was achieved.
Perhaps what Theodor Menzel wrote about
him in 1987 will bring a fuller picture of the posi¬
tion he holds in Turkish literature. Theodor
Menzel says that Huaeyin Rahmi is
a notable representative of the modern
school of Turkish Literature, one of the
most widely read if not the most popular
1. H. Be rices, iliiseyin ahmlnin Sosyal doruslerl '.
"The - ocial Views of liueeyln Rahrai '. "Journal
of oil ve Tar1 h-Cografya rakultesl, (1945)7 "
Vol. Ill, p. 1.
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Turkish writer of the present day. He Qv.es
his eminence to his remarkable sketches of
the life of the populace which he reproduces
in masterly fashion, in vivid colours, in
lifelike snapshots which reflect the whole
freshness and artlessneae of the surround¬
ings. In his work there is a certain con¬
nection with the popular art of the story¬
tellers (meddahj, and their masterly skill
in imitating the real, rough everyday life
of the people, which Rahmi was the first to
introduce into Turkish literature. His
scenes from everyday life reproduce the ver¬
nacular and form a regular mine for linguis¬
tic and ethnographic research with their
idioms, the exact wording and meaning of
which seems sometimes even to escape the au¬
thor himself and which will be sought in
vain anywhere else. In striking contrast
with this natural, realistic style, which
assures Rahmi an abiding importance, is his
other style, supposed to be distinguished
and professing to be cultured, which is a
hybrid of the language of journalism and
the Intolerably involved Turkish official
language, the notorious bab-i-ali n'slubu,
and lowers him to the moot ordinary medioc¬
rity. In his novels one cannot help re¬
ceiving the impression of seeing before
one's eyes a collection of splendid pic¬
tures with a very poor explanatory text.
In spite of his polemical theorizing
of rr-cent years, Rahmi does not take his
work as an author very seriously. His easi¬
ly won reputation prevented a strenuous, pro¬
fitable development of his talent and a tho¬
rough and artistic working up of his usually
licentious themes. The construction of the
plot almost always leaves everything to be
desired, The plots are too obvious and
awkwardly developed. The endeavour to be
didactic in the secondary episodes not in¬
frequently destroys the artistic effect of
the scenes borrowed from the life of the
people.
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Rahmi, who had studied French models,
professes to be a realist, although he con¬
demns Zola as too extreme. his humour, his
choice of subject and his method have earned
him the not inappropriate name of "the Turk¬
ish Paul de Kock". 1
If we consider the introduction to his
work Son Arzu - The Final V.'ish - in the light of
these remarks, a clearer perception of his concept
of the word "art" begins to emerge. Like George
Eliot, he believes that art should strive as nearly
as possible to represent the truth. Yet while he
tries to draw examples from life which are in per¬
fect accord and "true to Nature", he departs from
his conception of "art" whenever the desire arises
to be didactic through the actions, feelings or
spiritual struggles of his characters. This goes
some way towards explaining the exaggeration of
many of the characters in his novels, and the ten-
2
dency to conceal their defects.
Having recognized this, we are now in a
position to examine these characters. The immense
bulk of his work, consisting of over seventy novels,
1. Encyclopaedia of Islam, Vol. II, E-K, p. 376.
2. See The Journal of Dil ve Tarih-Cografya
Fakultesi, 1945, Vol. iif , liuseyin Rahminln
Rotnanciligi", "Huseyin Rahml as a Novelist",
Pertev N. Bortav.
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precludes our studying each novel separately as we
did in the case of George Hot. «e shall, there¬
fore, confine ourselves to a study of those fecaale
characters, together with a few men, who are most
suitable for our purpose, and most in accord with
the recurrent themes of all his work; the educa¬
tional, economic and social emancipation of women.
..hat we must emphasize is that, although the pro¬
blems which he treated were similar to those dealt
with by George Sliot, they differed greatly in de¬
tail from those expressed in her novels. This
difference naturally stems from the contrasting tra¬
ditions, customs, social concepts, and above all,
religions of the two countries. For the same rea¬
son, in addition to the topics common to both wri¬
ters, Huseyin Rahmi deals with two other fundamental
problems which have no parallels in the society of
.. .. i
which George Eliot wrote. They are those of Bu.vu
and Blind Westernization.
V.e shall in this way become acquainted
with his raaeterly sketches of various types of char¬
acters who yet stand out as individuals, and with
1, This word has no equivalent in nglish. It in¬
cludes the practice of sorcery, black magic
and faith healing, and the use of charms.
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his views on the contemporary status of women.
One must not be surprised to find in his novels
some educated, unconventional and progressively-
minded women, used as foils to the more conservative,
of whom my grandmother may be considered a fairly-
typical example. Through such contrast he could
emphasize his point and reveal more clearly the ad¬
vantageous and disadvantageous qualities of the two
types. It must, further, be borne in mind that
such progressive women formed only a small fraction
of the contemporary female population. when they
appear, therefore, they do so for a purpose of their
author's, and should not be considered as represen¬
tative of Turkish womanhood of that time. Another
point to be remembered is that while Huseyin Rahmi
successfully diagnoses the causes of the inferior
position of women, the remedy he suggests is not
so clear-cut and specific. This is particularly





n-mmoR PosmoE OF \,Jakh.
Pith his keen eyes, Jluseyia Ratal distin¬
guished the fundamental causes of the inferior posi¬
tion of women out of his own experience, by visit¬
ing all kinds of Turkish families in different quar¬
ters and places,1 The evil consequences of their
restricted lives were not, however, limited to
women but touched the whole life of the nation,
since women as the mothers of families held respon¬
sibilities in the education of citizens. He there¬
fore attacked this important subject in no uncertain
way by an outright appraisal of the multifarious
ways in which women were maltreated. Perhaps it
will not be out of place if a few representative
extracts from Ratal's novels are quoted here for
clarity of exposition and better perception of the
general status of women. v,e may then examine sepa¬
rately the themes already mentioned, by means of
which he portrayed and analysed the implications of
the prevalent practices, and through which his
1, Refik Ahmed Sevengil, Iluseyln Ratal Gurpinar.
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teachings emerge.
Huseyin Rahni creates educated and en¬
lightened female characters, aware of their inferior
position to men, and of their inequality. The edu¬
cated girl, Feriha, complaining in her letter to
Irfan Rey of the statue of women, says:
.....In our country whenever a woman tries to
be liberal in her behaviour, all eyes turn to
her censoriously and suspiciously This
is because women are considered to be created
merely to please men! 1
Then, later, she eaye:
Our customs deprive us of many things,
but Nature does not. It bestows on us active
minds, nerves and muscles . . * these we must
use, 2
One can find an open, clear cry for equality between
men and women and a recognition of women's individu¬
ality in The Pursuit of Desire. Sesa, again an
educated woman, fully aware of the disadvantageous
and unfavourable position of women, says to her hus¬
band concerning the accusation of disloyalty which
he makes against her best friend, Ayn-l-Nur:
1. Huseyin Rahmi, Kuyruklu Yildiz Altinda Bir
Izaivae: .iarrla-te under the deteor. p. 176.
2. Ibid.. p. 179.
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In our country men have a great many
privileges as far as this (matter of marriage)
is concerned. First, a man is allowed to
marry as many women as he likes. Secondly,
whenever he is tired of his wife he pays her
dowry and divorces her by saying, *Let your
will be in your hand' If he finds any
drawbacks in divorcing her, he leaves her
bound to hira and, himself, marries sevez'al
others. Fourthly, he gets as many odalisques,
mistresses and so on.....under various names
as his wealth allows him..... Sixthly,
there is no limit to the privilege© men have
over women. If it is the woman who forms
an illegal relationship of the heart, then
see the catastrophe! .hat a disaster! If
this unlucky woman can not keep her crime as
a secret, she has no longer anywhere to turn
in this life..... She must die...., She
must be killed..... This black stain must
be covered with sand..... Bo you understand
now, Sir? 1
Then ©he says:
The conditions are changing every day
,,,..the contemporary free thoughts, the out¬
come of civilization, are growing and increas¬
ing in strength and penetrating into the old
rotten minds and turning them upside down
just like strong storms affecting old towns
..... This cause of equality and indepen¬
dence will take even more terrific shape
among our saiall daughters when they grow up
. . •. • 2
Later, Seza asks her husband,
1.
2.




If a man ooimil ts the same crime as a
woman, what will his punishment be? No¬
thing...., Because a man can stop all goo-
sip by marrying whomsoever he loves as hla
second or third wife
whereas
• ••..women in ouch cases must die.,... Even
the laws permit husbands to kill their wives
if they are found in illegal relationship
with men..... 1
Inequality in the exercise of this right is also
admitted by a man like Bermet Bey. He says:
Despite my extreme love for my wife,
I have deceived her several times since our
marriage. Perhaps she herself has guessed
several of these disloyalties..... But I
am fully convinced that she has never thought
of such a wild and crazy action of revenge
as to kill me. I was sure, but then I had
to encourage myself and remember that after
all she is a woman and I am a men. For such
a common crime she can never kill me, but I
should have to kill her. Our forebears have
made such a law To act against it is
lowness, crime. 2
We hear him saying, " in regard to cases of
crime between husband and wife, the husband's hon¬
our requires the death of the wife, her lover and
then the husband himself.
Ibid., p. 41.
2. Ibid., p. 85.
3. Ibid.. p. 87.
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This statement reminds one of Lady ,ary Montagu's
let .er, written about a century before Huaeyin Rahai
started to write, in which she mentions the same
solution to a wife's disloyalty. Sennet Bey,
arguing with his wife deza about the great shame
and dishonour that women bring on their husbancs by
being disloyal to them and deceiving them in such a
mean way as did »yn~i~iiur, says, ' whereas men
would never go so far in similar situations'. To
this eza answers;
Yes, it is tx*ue. Because women and
men do not hold the same social rights. If
any such disloyalty is brought against a man,
no action need be taken against him. But,
is it the same with women'; If anything like
this is heard about a woman, the world turns
upside down 2
debahat, in hen omen are as .en. states another
argument for equality with men. In outlook, an
educated, modern woman, she believes that when women
begin to earn their living they can contribute to
the family budget. Thus men will no longer have
grounds for their superiority, their dominance in
1. Lady ary ortley on tagu, Letters and .orks.
Her letter to the Countess of Bristol. Vol. II,
p. 48.
2. iliieeyin ahmi, on, cit. . p. 174.
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exercisin0 complete control of the fatally finance.
Therefore there must be- full equality.^"
Huseyln Rahmi, through hie mouthpiece in
The Pained iu.ile, describee the great struggle for
the emancipation of women in the western world, and
shows the complete contrast in the attitude of Turk-
p
ish women. Thus he stimulates these women to awa¬
ken ana claim their rights as individuals. Now
and then he puts forward a few statements and ques¬
tions to show the drawbacks in the attitudes adopt¬
ed by certain people on the important question of
the liberation of women. Kenan Bey, theoretically
a champion of women and their cause, is an idealis¬
tic young man who wants to see men and women work¬
ing hand in hand and co-operating for the welfare
of the country. But when the time comeo to materi¬
alize hie ideal, hie actions directly contradict
his imaginations. Here Hueeyin Kahili stops and
reflects:
How could the Turks progress if every¬
one was like Kenan, who sees progress and ad-
1. iluseyin Rahml, Kadin Rrkekleeinoe: >»hen «omcn
are as men, pp. 73-74.
2. Ibid.. '"ebeseum-i-Kle.m; The Pained, mile.
3. ftlffTp. 830.
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vancement in theory only, without any sei'ious
attempt or great exertion to put those theories
into practice* His entire concentration is
on his own pleasure and interest. 1
Then we hear a complaint about the pre¬
vailing inequality in Turkish society. Faika says,
''In this country men art forgiven for their rakish-
ness but women never are; and moreover, their in¬
fidelity and extravagance are regarded as a black
stain which can only be cleaned by divorce. 8
Then Vaelat talks of the unlimited privileges that
men enjoy in Turkey but which women never do.
In this country, a man can marry as
many as he likes besides his first wife. lie
may have odalisques and mistresses..... There
is no limit to this. No one interferes in his
pleasure. Why then.should your wife, Ragiba
HanIra, be annoyed if you do what is commonly
done by your countrymen - what has been ac¬
cepted by the wives of all these raenV 3
In The Final -ash. Buseyin Rahmi sets
forth these questions.
It is all very well that women must
behave themselves: but why mustn't men do
the saraeV Are the disasters, which face
human beings because of the dishonesty of
1. Ibid. , p. 232
2. Ibid. . p. 302
3. ibid., P. 311
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men, lese important than those caused by
women? If a man does not obey a certain
rule, by what authority aoes he ask a woman
to obey that rule?
will there ever be happiness in a
marriage not based on equality? 1
An interesting conversation in The -itch,
between Mo§it Kfendi and his wife §okriye Hani,a,
throws a clearer light on this "inequality"' of the
two sexes, besides showing the extent to which men










Firstly you are a woman and I am a
man..... Secondly, you are a wife
and I am a husband.
Yes. Thirdly?
I am the ruler and you are the ruled.
How funnyl
Jon't fret. This is what our law
says.
Doesn't the present law give any¬
thing to women?
Yes; only a few superficial things,
if I may say so. But the founda¬
tion of a family is in the hands of
men.
Can I not get rid of you, if I want
that?








Yes, but if I leave you, you will
be under your father's jurisdiction.
If you have no father, then you are
subject to your brother. Or, you
will even be subject to your son,
whom you yourself have brought up.
But I hear that we have many reli¬
gious rights'
Let people say so..... Listen, let
me name one of the rights that men
enjoy above those of your sex, and
then compare the rest.
hell, what is it?
After you had married me, could you
marry another man at the same time?
As for me - yes, 1 am allowed to
marry as many as I want.
All right, all right, I am convin¬
ced that we are subject to men. ...1
The assumption that men are at perfect
liberty to marry as often as they wish was derived,
mistakenly, from a statement in the Koran that a
man may marry up to four women on condition that he
p
treats them justly and equally. ' Many men ignored
these significant words "justly and equally" as it
Ibid., Cadi: The hitch, pp. 161-2.
2. The Koran, chapter of "The Women". "If ye
fear that ye may not act with equity in re¬
gard to the orphans, marry such of the women
as seem good to you, double or treble or four¬
fold - but if ye fear that ye may not be
fair, then one (only)...,." The Qur'an, Vol.
I, p. 69, tr. Richard Bell.
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suit d their purposes.
Society forgives a man who has an equal
share or responsibility in a crime committed by a
woman. Lamia is strictly punished by her society,
which considers her an outcast and refuses to ac¬
cept her because of her relationship with Behcet
Bey, who is forgiven on the ground that he is a
man! * Even her parents reject her firmly.
An interesting conversation regarding
drinks and the privilege men hold over women in
their use, is presented in How my iothcr-ln-Law
Lent ,^ad.
I drink, but my mother with her old age
must not drink.
Funny..... If drinking is bad, why should
there be this distinction according to whe¬
ther it is men who drink or women? After
all, this distinction makes it neither better
nor worse.
Yes, yes; but we must remember that if women
are seen drinking, the shame and the sacri¬
lege are increased.
Nonsense. Although you are younger than I
am, your mind has the old, rotten conceptions!
Up to now, we have been used to consider women
as inferior creatures to ourselves, and to
1. Hueeyin Rahmi, Tutuemug Gonuller; The Burning
Hearts, pp. 270, 470.
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aflBume that whatever was forbidden for them
was allowed to ub by God's decree. But nev¬
er now..... 1
All these extracts indicate the unfavour¬
able and rigid conditions which broadened the gulf
between men and women, putting women in such an in¬
ferior position, and these cane into existence only
after the capture of Constantinople,through the
O
M
adoption of the Byzantine customs. Huseyin Rahml,
by reflecting them through true and sincere pictures
to his contemporary society, strongly opposed them
in order to secure for women a position suitable to
their nature and duty, and to restore them the free¬
dom and emancipation they had enjoyed centuries be¬
fore.3
Accordingly we intend to study this
"Inequality'1 in the various aepeets which Huseyin
Rahml examined and exposed, and a few of the as¬
pects of "blind westernization" which affected the
world of women. The latter, however, together
1. Ibid., Kaynanam Rasil Kudurdu? Ho v. my Mother-
ln-Law ..ent Mad, p. 50,
2. Ereument Kkrem, Memories of Yesterday, "The
Baths of V>omen • (Kadifilar riamamiK
G. Ziya Gokalp, Turk'cu 1 ugun~Rsas 1ari: The Foun-
datione of Turkism. p. 155.
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with the problem of Bu'yu* will be treated in ap¬
pendices as they have no counterparts in the soci¬





Hueeyin Rahmi, like the social reformers,
considered that at the foundation of progress in
the nation's life, as the corner stone of the build¬
ing, women needed their share in education that
they might render good and useful service to their
country, a service which could be obtained only
when women understood their own potentialities and
their duty towards society and their country, and,
not least, to their families.
The first school for girls was opened in
1866 in Istanbul and was called "Klz Rugtlyesi" -
"Girls' School", The aim of this new venture was
published in the contemporary government papers as
follows:
Women should be educated in the same
way as men with a view to enabling them to
help and comfort their husbands on whose
shoulders rests the responsibility of earn¬
ing the family's living, Moreover, educa¬
tion will greatly help women towards a bet¬
ter understanding of religious and secular
considerations, and encourage them to obey
their husbands, to refrain from going against
thf ir wishes and, above all, will protect
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their honour. 1
As it is apparent from this official
statement, which regards the aim of women's educa¬
tion solely as a further contribution to male wel¬
fare, the scope of female education was extremely
narrow. It was commonly and by custom considered
improper and 'infra dig.' for well-bred girls to
attend these schools. Therefore the number of
their pupils was very small indeed." The moneyed
classes, to endow their daughters with a little
reading and writing for religious purposes, and to
facilitate their marriages to equally wealthy men,
px'ovided private tutors for these purposes. The
overwhelming majority of women were illiterate.
Huseyin Rahrni had thoroughly studied their
situation and knew the contribution which educated
women might make towards the solution of the many
social problems which characterised the nation's
life. In his works, he contrasts two points of
view - that of the young generation of women,
curious and eager for learning, and that of the old,
1, linver ,iya Karal, History of the Ottomans.
Vol. VI, p. 172.
2, Ibid..
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with its traditionalist beliefs, strongly disapprov¬
ing, and. prepared, to stand out against all change.
He presents the case for both sides, and states the
probable results if the views of either side were
carried to their logical conclusions, giving his
vote for such education for women ae will save them
iron the unfortunate, sometimes sad and unhappy,
situations into which they and their families might
fall*
The mother-in-law in The Divorced assumes
that education turns women into unbearable crea¬
tures as well as into "infectious worms", so ulti¬
mately and inevitably she brings about misunder¬
standings and causes troubles.1 She shouts at
her daughter-in-law scornfully on seeing her read¬
ing.
WhatJ At it again? Are you read¬
ing a book? Before doing this, you should
see the deplorable mess your room is in!
No one? would believe that that room belongs
to a woman! They would take it for a read¬
ing-room! One finds all the books and
papers which are published in Istanbul here!
In our ,olden times young women used to have
their looms; nowadays they have their lib¬
rary, ink and pen! We used to weave clothes,
1. iuseyin Rahmi, Tutallaka: The Ji vorced.
pp. 12-13.
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you read novels' Only the other day you
v/ere arguing with your husband about the
spelling of a certain word. He insisted
that it was wrong. In the end you had a
bet of a gift of two liras' worth. Then
you looked in a book, I don't remember what
it is called, perhaps a dictionary or I don't
know what. You were the winner. It was
just then that I got frightened of your
mischief. If you were so clever, why did
you ever get marriedv You should have
taken a job. (1) Ahl Now I knowr why my
friends and acquaintances warned me not to
choose an educated woman to marry my son.
They were right to tell me that such girls
will have the upper hand of all of usi
All they foretold has proved true, word
for word ... 2
Listening to this attack on women who
are fond of reading, one cannot but recall At. Tul-
liver's attitude towards the desire for learning
of women in general and Maggie in particular, in
solving these tense troubles between Akile and Mail,
Huseyin Rahmi shows how useful it is at least to
be able to do a little reading and writing. Akile.
through her letters, could clearly and effectively
convey her thoughts, express her feelings about the
whole cause of misunderstanding between herself and
the mother-in-law, and so ask for reconciliation
1. For women to take work was regarded as an in¬
sult to the older generation.
2. Huseyin Rahmi, The -Divorced, pp. 12-13.
3. George Eliot, The Mill on the Floss, Vol. I,
p. 20.
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with her husband after suggesting a successful way
of bringing her mother-in-law round.1 If Afelle
had been unable to write or read, she might have
persuaded her husband to be reconciled with her,
but she definitely could not have expressed herself
in such an excellently Influential way! Her rea¬
sons and .judgments are all those of a very well-
grounded young woman. Here, Huseyin Rahmi also
proves that women are not the "mentally deficient"
2
creatures they were commonly thought to be. ' This
family might have been ruined if Akile had not lit
upon the solution of finding a husband for her
mother-in-law, so that she, herself, returning to
her own husband and child could lead a happy and
contented life.
In Iffet, Hueeyin Rahmi touches on one
of the vital problems of his tine: the problem of
an educated young woman in an environment which has
no value of any kind for women as individuals or
for their education. This problem bears a resem¬
blance to that of ..aggie Tulliver. Iffet, an ex-
1. Huseyin Hahiai, op, clt.. p. 44.
2. Necmettin Baulk, Ila.vat: hifq, Vol. 1, No. 10,
p. 184.
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tremely beautiful young woman of twenty, has been
left to take care of her sick, mother and young
brother ox" eleven, after th* death of their father
and the burning of their house."5* The good educa¬
tion she has received in a French school makes this
2
intelligent," curious-minded girl susceptible to
every item of knowledge. This true, scientific
attitude towards knowledge helps her in understand¬
ing her .other's illness and ao in co-operating
with the physician to support and cure her spirits-
3
ally as well as physically. Her knowledge of
4
French, Arabic, Persian, geography and mathematics"
rentiers her perfectly fitted to teach theee to her
younger brother.0' Her analytic and scientific
6
mind encourages her to write a more suitable
7
book for the purpose of teaching him. All these
accomplishments are good insofar as they enable
Iffet to be useful, to share her 'wide knowledge and
to bring peace and consolation to her unfortunate
mother, pacifying her understandingly and gently.
1. iiueeyin Rahmi, Iffet (i.e. purity), p. 85.
2. Ibid., p. 50.
5. Ibid. , p. 49.
4. Ibid., p. 46.
5. Ibid. . pp. 86-87.
6. Ibid., p. 170.
7. 1 b'i d., p. 87.
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On the other hand, Huseyin Rahul contemplate© the
use of such an education In an environment which
has no appreciation or value for such girls. This
education, instead of being a source of welfare and
a means of earning a living, as it was, for example,
with Esther Lyon in Felix Holt, turns back on Iffet
when she finds herself among tough, harsh and pro¬
saic realities that bind women hand and foot with
their ri id, inelastic social codes and values,
Iffet cannot find work while such laws are hung
round the necks of womenJ She, as a young girl,
rightly thought, "1 wonder whom my father thought
of marrying me to, when he was so particular about
my educations" * Perhaps she might better have
thought, ,:I wonder if ray father knew of all the
disadvantages such meticulous care might bring me,
through our unfavourable and rigid social values
for woaienV . . ,"
fiuaeyin Pahmi himself says:
The parents are responsible for the
disasters that befall their children] Be¬
cause they are unable to choose for their
children a suitable education which will
1. Ibid,. p, 176
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be useful in the kind of life they will
lead ... 1
This clearly illustrates Huseyin Rahai'e
belief that education was not merely a natter of
reading and writing, language and science. A
child's education could only be decided on in re¬
lation to the probable nature of the life awaiting
her, and her own capabilities and endowments.
Otherwise, the results would be as tragic as in the
case of Iffet, who found her exceptional education,
owing to the existing circumstances, useless to her.
hen reading ^ohret'e story in Coincidence,
one is reminded of Hetty Borrel In Adam Bcde. A
rich, aristocratic man, with the false hope of mar¬
rying yohret, seduces her, then leaves her alone
with her guilt, which could never b'-> forgiven by a
society so extremely conservative, especially in
matters regarding the purity, chastity and innocence
of a girl. Hot sufficiently well educated to be¬
come a governess or to take any other work on the
sarje level which society would approve, she had no
p
alternative but the usual fate of fallen women.
1. Ibid., p. 176.
2* Ibid., Tesadu'f: Coincidence, p. 125.
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If she had had any education, Hussyin Rahmi pre¬
sumes, §ohret alight have been a useful member of
society instead of ruining happily married families,
and creating constant conflicts and misunderstand¬
ings between husbands and wives, mothers and fath¬
ers, and friends.
In marriage under the ...etc or. we are
shown the necessity of education for women in oruer
to found a successfully happy family which may form
an important unit in the structure of society.
.hen Irfan Bey reflects that his elder brother's
marriage is unsuccessful because, among other rea¬
sons, of the lack of education on his wife's side,"8"
we understand the important r51e education plays in
making married life happy and easy. Feriha, an
unusually well-educated and open-minded young woman,
constantly complains of the limitations which ham¬
per women in Turkey, and which afford them no op¬
portunity to use their "active minds, nerves and
p
muscles . , Moreover, she is extremely un¬
happy because she is not allowed to write articles
in papers and so prove that women are not "mentally
1. Ifrltl.. Marriage under the Meteor, pp. 47-48.
2. Ibid. . p. 179.
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deficient". But such a wish coul only be fulfil¬
led when a girl was married and if her husband did
1
not object. Therefore, what is the purpose of
education, Huseyin Rahrni asks, If it is not to be
p
used in some way'/ Peri ha, still with a complain¬
ing and crying attitude, says, "They allow me no
3
opportunity to use the capital of my education,..."
In this story, Huseyin Rahmi makes it ob¬
vious that educated girls by gaining experience,
even if only from books, could use what they had
learned in the choice of their husbands as, for ex¬
ample, Periha does. He also shows that if such
girls as Feriha are allowed and encouraged to make
use of their education either by writing articles
or by taking suitable work, particularly of a kind
which would help to enlighten other women, a great
many social troubles and diseases which are the
outcome of illiteracy could be avoided.
Has. rained Umile provides us with another
example of the sufferings an educated girl goes





Ibid. . p. 135.
Ibid..
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temporary valuation and inferior status of women.
Thus deplorable conditions arise from the common
belief for the existence of women in this world*
to provide a materialistically happy life for men
in their houses ae wives, daughters and mothers.
Raglba is an example of the refined young lady with
a school education, a knowledge of languages and
social etiquette, with her 'alafranga' outlook and
dresses, her mademoiselle he coropagnle. plus her
father's wealth.1 Yet she is unhappy.' All these
"qualifications" make it difficult for her to choose
a husband for herself under the 'arranged marriages'
O
system." If she had not had all these acquirements,
she wouldn't have been so particular about the spi¬
ritual qualities of her future husband and so, like
the majority of girls at that time, she ai ht have
been resigned to lad's wish in giving her a husband
and thus could have happily and satisfactorily sett-
3
led down. Huseyin Ratal shows that such girls as
Raglba and Periha should not sit passively complain¬
ing of the conditi>ns in which they live. They
must take active steps. To make the appeal strong-
1. Ibid., The Pained maile, p. 214.
2. Ibid., p. 210,
3. Ibid..
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er, he brings examples from the Western world show¬
ing the contrasting attitude with which women there
fought for their rights,1 Education must awaken
in them the desire to be individually rceo ;nized
with all their rights.
In The Final *iah, we hear what was then
commonly the ''good reason" parents gave for not al¬
lowing their daughters to read and write. '.Ye hear
that
Feyzullah Efendi has a national con¬
servatism, He didn't want to leave Huri-
yezdan illiterate but he was equally afraid
of bringing her up with an entire 'alafranga'
education . . . 2
He thou ht that once she knew how to write, she
3
would start writing love-letters. Therefore
Feyzullah Efendi thinks that
before giving a girl a pen and a piece
of paper to write, she must be morally and
ethically well equipped in order to be pro¬
tected from dangers. 4
He believed in the strict supervision of her eduea-
1. Ibid.. p. 220.
2. Ibid.. The Final Wish.
3. Ibid..
4. Ibid.. pp. 25-26.
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tion. So h<= sent her to school, but never without
a lala 1 or a chaperon. As her grandfather, he
performed his duty of supervision so well that he
"always searched duriyezdan's school-bag and chose
the proper books that she should read outside her
Q
study books'. ' But Huseyin Rahmi, with an ironi¬
cal anile, wonders if this strict control was of
any use. Nuriyesdan exchangee love stories with
3
her friends and learns what these books are
meant to teach. The grandfather's point of view
is that
it is sufficient for women to know the
meaning, the loftiness and the holiness of
the words purity and innocence and no more. 4
These must be what a girl should learn from school.
Vicdan, Muriyez&an's closest, friend, answers,
Sir, but one could learn the meaning of these words
thro u gh rea cling•" He re pi i e s:
Your mothers, grandmothers and great-
grandmothers didn't learn their meaning by
1. There is no English equivalent to the Turkish
lala. who is a male slave or man-servant to
whom the care of a child is given, in short
ajeind of male nursery-governess.
2. Huseyin Rahsai, The Final ,ish. p. 26.
3. Ibid. , p. 29.
<^em 1 b i o'», p. 90.
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reaaingi And their advancement did not
come through learning! They were very
much more valuable and precious even than
our present scholar women The world
is full of men philosophers...,. There is
no need for a woman to be a judge, she must
be a wife. You don't know what you will be,
neither ao you understand what Mature has
assigned to you, I haven't sent my grand¬
daughter to school to become a poetess, an
eminently brilliant authoress, or to object
to our Islamic resignation before God.,... 1
As reflected through the grandfather, this
argument puts us in a position to see what the old
generation understood and expected from the word
"education": whereas Murlyezdan, with the advan¬
tages of reading anci writing, and a rather skilled
hand in transcribing love-letters, could understand
the man she lovecu But owing to the hard social
rules, Ragib geyda's mother refuses to accept Muri-
yezcian as her daughter-in-law because of the love-
letters she has written to her son. Such a thing
could never be forgiven - a shameful and degrad¬
ing action, lowering a girl and depriving her of
2
her prestige. This, in itself, is a tragic situ¬
ation; yet on the other hand, a good lesson and
example to parents, to open their eyes to the reali¬
ties of the day, and to natural incidents in the
Ibid.. p. 91.
2. Ibid. , pp. 164-168.
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lives of human beings. To act against them so
ridiculously means disastrous consequences, as in
Murlyezdan's case. Therefore education must be
used to lessen misunderstanding, to exchange ideas
on a sound basis and so to lead to 'happy endings',
A similar attitude towards the education
of girls is expressed in the lamenting reproach of
Lamia's father to his wife in The Burning Hearts.
He regretfully says:
I haven't shown any strictness in
Lamia's education. X allowed her to learn
languages and whatever I thought might be
useful from contemporary science, Today
I am faced with results which I had never
expected or thought of . . . How wrongly
our daughter has understood what she has
studied! I thought that by education she
would learn and understand the real social
position of women! Her honour, duty, and
her chastity! But no. It seems we have
allowed her to learn writing in order to
write love-letters which in.iure her purity.
We have put a telephone in the house so that
she has love-conversations with rakes!
r^adam..... what is your daughter writing?
What is she reading? ,.lth whom is she
conversing for hours on the 'phone? Where
does she go in such peculiar attire, and
whenever she likes? Do you know anything
about all this? What kind of mother are
you , . •? 1
With this strongly put point of view, one
1. Ibid., The Burning Hearts, p. 127.
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is able to realize how seriously and regretfully
the old generation considered aspects of life
that are nowadays taken for granted. Also it
shows what education could do to a girl brought up
amongst people with such strict and conservative
values. It is an extremely important factor in
making anyone, not least a woman, a recognized in¬
dividual, as was manifest in Lamia, and also in
Maggie Tulliver, Dorothea Brooke, Esther Lyon and
their like.
In his work The mistress, Huseyin Rahmi,
amon many other teachings, shows with lifelike ex¬
amples the necessity of equality in education. If
the husband only is educated, and the wife so il¬
literate as not to be able to distinguish the alpha¬
betic letters, the result will be ultimate unhappi-
ness, constant conflicts, and then the neglect of
the wife by her husband, as happened in the case of
Saffet Hanirn. Her husband, Harai Bey, though unin¬
telligent and dull, has changed in his outlook tre¬
mendously because he has been to a?is for four
years. Therefore what he asks from his "illite¬
rate, too-fat and dull" wife is not fulfilled by
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what he finds in marriage.* He turns his back on
his wife and geta himself a French mistress who
2
satisfies him. The result ia the unhapplneas
that encourages Saffet Hani,a, too, to deceive her
husband.
Thus the family bond Is loosened and
everyone concentrates on hie or her own pleasure
without trying to discover the reasons of the fam¬
ily crises. If Saffet Hani® hod been educated,
then in practical experience, she could have avert¬
ed the root-cause of this family misunderstanding.
The roots of all social diseases of the
time, Huseyin Rahrai shows, lie in illiteracy and in
entire dependence on men. The extracts also in¬
dicate his sense of the importance of a correct and
useful education for women, not necessarily as a
means of qualifyin ; them for work, but in order to
enlarge the horizons of their minds, so as to help
them to understand troubles and conflicts and. to
solve family problems. This emphasis recalls
George Eliot's insistence on the same point in the
eaee of Rosamond Vineey. At the same time, should
1* Iblu.. detres? The mistress. p. 13.
2. Ibid., p. 280.
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the need arise, education will be of advantage to
a girl seeking a post.
One must not be misled into thinking
that Huseyin Hahmi demanded an education in accor¬
dance with the contemporary values, and the current
conservatism and restrictions on feminine freedom.
For he was above all a critic of the social system.
He wanted, first and foremost, social reforms, giv¬
ing women their due status in society. This
would lead to a creative, useful and helpful edu¬






Just as Huseyin Ralmi found, ©quality in
education to be vital, he also saw the necessity
for equality of opportunity to ..Jake use of that edu¬
cation, «Ve have seen the tragic fate of educated
girls, unable to practise what they have learned,
or in constant collision with an environment where
their needs and difficulties are not understood,
The family system with its long-inherited concept
of male superiority auded to the sufferings of
such girls.
As the husband and father was recognised
as the head of the family, he was responsible for
all its affairs, not least the management of its
economy, Women, whether wives or mothers, daught¬
ers or sisters, were almost entirely dependent on
men, especially as regards finance. It was com-
S
raonly accepted, as Lady nary Montagu testifies,
1, Enver Ziya Karal, History of the Ottomans.
Vol, VI, p. 172.
2. Lady mary wortley Montagu: Letters and orka.
Vol. II, p. 46.
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that in her time men earned eimply in order that
their wives might spend. If we consider thin idea
today, it appears peculiar, not to say exotic. Yet
when one remembers the social position of Turkish
women at that time, one realizes how natural it was
for men to monopolize all authority in the family
kingdom. Sven the religious law of inheritance
stipulated that a female inheritor should receive
only half of the portion due to the rnalo,^ This
law had prevailed through centuries, and thus, to¬
gether with the superior rights it granted men with
regard, to marriage and divorce, it kept women in an
O
inferior position. There were no opportunities
for earning open to women, except as governesses or
as teachera in private families, and this only to¬
wards the end of the nineteenth century, Women,
therefore, when left alone in the world, had no
means of earning their living. It was the duty of
the father, husband or brother to take such women
under their protection and support thorn financially.
The Koran, "Women". "The male receives the
portion of two femalee," The ,ur'an. Vol. X,
p. 69, tr. Richard Bell.
2. U. Ileyd, The Foundations of Turkish National¬
ism. p. 35.
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This was so much the rule ■ that the male's duty to
look after his close female relatives was taken for
granted* We find a similar concept hehind Tom Tul-
liver's attitude after his father's bankruptcy and
death. As far as the strong family ties and affec¬
tion brought about by such conscious and voluntary
dependence were concerned, this was all well and
good. In fact, one even reads admiring accounts
of these strong family ties. C. Unite says:
Nowhere are the ties of blood and re¬
ciprocal affection between parents and chil¬
dren, brothers and sisters, more intensely
felt, or mora faithfully maintained. Amidst
the many contradictions and caprices that
mark the Turkish character, those of defy¬
ing the precepts of nature and bursting the
bonds of filial or fraternal attachment are
not included. devotion of children to
parents, and mutual solicitude for the wel¬
fare of brothers and sisters, are not to be
surpassed. 1
These characteristics are doubtless praiseworthy,
but no account 13 taken of those women who were
left alone without any male relative to afford
them financial support, a position especially de¬
plorable when the woman had received no inheritance
whatsoever.
1. C. White, Three Years in Constantinople,
Vol. II, p. 234.
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Pear of desertion by their husbands, or
that their fathers or brothers mi ;ht die before them,
evoked such an inferiority complex in women that
they were willing to resort to any means to please
their husbands rather than face the prospect of di¬
vorce, the frequency of which was a sign of its
X
easy fulfilment. It was usual for women to pre¬
fer polygamy to divorce. Indeed, quite apart from
the scanaal and the gossip among relatives and
friends as to the reasons for the divorce, the di¬
vorced wife might well be left to starve.
One might ask "what of the divorced wife's
own parents?" But, divorce being considered the
worst kind of shame which a girl might bring on her
family, it was usual for the parents to receive her
reluctantly.
Altogether, religious and social laws and
conventions combined to place women in a dependent
and inferior position in society compared with their
hi£h status in ancient or contemporary Turkish so-
p
ciety. Hueeyln Rahul, therefore, in advocating
equality in education, made no separation between
1. U. He yd, op. cit., p. 95,
Ibid., p. 94.
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education ana economic opportunity. Economic op¬
portunity was to be achieved in two ways, by a
sweeping reform in the law of inheritance, that it
might be s?jitcd to contemporary requirements, and
by the creation of opportunities for women to earn
their own living if necessary.
Before all this, he demands the formation
of philanthropic societies and institutions as an
immediate remedy for the position of those women
who were left alone to struggle for their living
and whose place, usually, in face of existing re¬
strictions and rigid conventions, was among the
fallen women. This being achieved, hie next de¬
mand was for an equality in economic matters through
which women, instead of being a potential source of
evil, might become useful and helpful human beings.
In order to set his noble message before the public,
to reveal the frightful and horrible results of the
existing economic dependence of women and the op¬
portunities denied them, Huseyin Rahmi once more
drew from society examples of catastrophic effects,
even on women of education, who suffered more per¬
haps than women whose minds and spirits had not
been quickened by learning to a sense of their own
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disadvantages. Iffet Is a clear example of the
tragedy of an educated and extre.mely beautiful girl,
who has been left to support her mother and younger
brother after the death of her father. when their
inheritance has been spent, Iffet's struggle to
earn her living within an unkind, monstrous envir¬
onment is indeed heart-breaking. Her burden is
not only the financial difficulties which she faces
ana their results. Hers is a spiritual problem.
Her society does not understand or appreciate her
extreitie sensitivity, intelligence and kind-hearted¬
ness; and it was not common for a woman to be so
accomplished intellectually ae Iffet. This was
hardly to be thought of, let alone appreciated.
uith her thorough and sound knowledge of
languages,"®" science and the arts, Iffet could have
been a most productive, useful and beneficial mem¬
ber of society. Had she been living with all the
rights and advantages we en^oy in present-day Tur¬
key, Iffet might have found enviable work as an in-
p
terpreter, secretary, school teacher ' or a social
worker, to name only a few of the opportunities
1. Huaeyin Eahmi, Iffet. p. 48.
2. Ibid., pp. 86-87,
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open to one with such qualifications. Her earn¬
ings coula have been equal with those of men under-
takin ; similar work. Her ability, understanding,
intelligence, sincerity and honesty would have
made her a most suitable person to undertake philan¬
thropic work for those in need of auch kindness and
affection as she sho?;ed to her sick mother and
younger brother; as Dinah morris comforted and
restored the afflicted, so might Iffefc have done.
But what opportunities did she have with all the
ties and limits then set around womenv Who would
take care of or pay attention to her inner con¬
flicts and troubles, the outcome of her strong
principles anu high valuation of her purity, inno¬
cence, chastity and honour? These qualities, as
Iluseyin Rahmi always emphasises in his characters,
p
are the national inheritance of Turkish women.
These are the capital of a Turkish girl, without
which she is not worthy of being called a Turk,
She must, as always, fight for the triumph of these
Ibid., p. 50.
2. mediha Rerkee, "Huse./in iarui Romanlarinda
Aile ve Kadln'': "Women and Family in the
Hovels of iuseyin Rahmi." Journal of Dil
ve Tarlh-Cowrafya Faku'lteoi. Vol. Ill, p. 19.
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principles. Having no other way to earn her liv¬
ing and look after the two people for whom she is
responsible, Iffet starts embroidering day and
night.* But this work does not meet the cost of
their living, especially when the amount spent on
medicine increases enormously. By what means can
she earn more'/ There is only one alternative, the
common recourse of illiterate, weak-principled,
weak-willed, and helpless girls, whenever a misfor¬
tune befell them. That was to go amon the fallen
women! Yet, Iffet, with her exceptionally strong
will, supported by ethical teachin ;s and principles
implanted in her soul since childhood, defies all
the temptations to be the mistress of a certain
Q
wealthy man, Herat. She prefers to die, rather
than sell her purity. The ardent and tempting
letters which Nermi sends her have no success in
persuading Iffet to change her principles,'' When
she has read one of hie letters full of attractive
proposals, she cannot help saying,
What sweet lies! These common words
1. Huseyin Rahmi, op. cit.. p. 69.
2. Ibid.. p. 215.
3. Ibid. . pp. 230-232.
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must have been written hundreds of times to
seduce helpless, innocent women! In most
cases these words prove successful in ful¬
filling their aim, though! 1
Her resistance at one point becomes weaker when her
mother's illness takes its hardest and most grievous
form. She wants to buy medicine immediately to
save her mothexg With this in mind, she accepts
Bemi's proposal. But her guilt troubles her con¬
science, her strong moral and ethical principles
revive within her and as a result of this conflict
she falls ill. Yet, though not fallen in reality,
she thinks that she has actually fallen, and so a
2
constant self-reproach haunts her. The long and
vehe-ment argument, the strug le for Iffet's high
principles, her lofty sense of the holiness of chas¬
tity, lead her to death where she finds eternal calm
and peacefulnees. This incident recalls the spiri¬
tual conflict undergone by Jlaggie Tulliver after
she had gone rowing with Stephen Guest.
In the character of Iffet, Huseyin Rahmi
has successfully presented the great necessity for
reform of the existing economic situation. He
Ibid., p. 233.
2. Ibid.. pp. 228, 237.
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shows that women are, after all, human bein ;s and
individuals, who must be recognized and accorded
their rightful place in society, as well as the
right to make use of the education th-y have re¬
ceived. There must be opportunities and facilities
which would enable and encourage them to exercise
their knowledge and their abilities to the fullest
degree. What, he asks, is the use of an education
which cannot be turned to account when necessary?
Abqve all, women such as Iffet might
make an invaluable contribution to the welfare of
their country, raising the standard of living by
their honesty, sincerity and loyalty to their work.
Apart from this, there was a clear demand for in¬
stitutions and social organisations which v/ould take
care of young children and sick women who were hope¬
lessly abandoned, or, otherwise, their hard struggle
for a living must prove in most oases to be fruit¬
less.
On the other hand, Huseyin Hahmi equally
successfully presents the tragedy of the woman who
falls because of necessity. §ohret, in Coincidence,
being an illiterate and rather weak-principled girl,
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cannot bear the insults and shame with which her
monstrous husband upbraids her for the crime of
which she is accused. §ohret had to face the re¬
sult of her seduction alone; the other party to it
had disappeared. Be ing a woman, she could not hide
its fruit and so was an outcast by the social laws
of propriety and chastity. The husband she marries
constantly reminds her of her guilt not only by his
words, but by beating her as well. She chooses,
therefore, the same fate as that of all unfortunate
1 M
girls. If §ohret could have found decent work to
earn her living, society could have saved her and
avoided the disastrous consequences which she brought
about. Huseyin Rahai says:
If there were jobs open to women, she
might have taken one and earned her living
despite her illiteracy, it is necessity,
ignorance, or wild monstrous treatment by hus¬
bands, which lead to such disasters, 2
By the same reason of economic inequality,
the doors to respectable work were closed to women,
and so the number of women who faced the same ulti¬
mate fate as §ohret increased. Once again, one
1. Ibid.. Tesaduf; Coincidence, p. 125.
2• Ibid., p." 1*J6.
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sees the necessity for social institutions, which,
if given a chance to work profitably and fruitfully,
would rescue lonely and socially outcast and conse¬
quently destitute women, and fit them for suitable
occupations which would enable them to render a ser¬
vice to their nation, instead of leaving them to be
a source of evil.
It was not only girls such as these two
who faced disaster because of the unfavourable eco¬
nomic position women were in then. There were equ¬
ally unfortunate cases within marriage, and through
divorce. The economic superiority of men had al¬
ways played a big part in marriages arranged by
parents against the wills of their daughters, as was
the case with Ayn-i-Nur and Nezihi Bey,1 gahinde
2 3
andRefi Bey, Cazibe and Hasan Perruh Efendi.
Other disasters could also have been avoided if
wives, relying on their own income and depending on
their own ability to earn their living by finding
respectable occupations, could have asked for di¬
vorce as Saffet Hanim in The Mistress.
1. Ibid., The Pursuit of Desire.
2. Ibid., Hazan Bulbulu; The Autumn Nightingale.
3. ibid. , Cehennemlik: ""The Hell-Bound.
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To support his case with more vivid pic¬
tures, Huseyin Hahmi brings us examples to show how
advan ageous it is for women to be financially in¬
dependent. In The Burning Hearts, fo;' example, if
Lamia had had no education and no opportunity to
earn her living by taking a Job in a factory,^ she
might have fallen to the same level as, perhaps,
vOhret. Her family rejected her because of her
love-affair with Behcet Bey, while he returned to
2
his wife as if he had had no share in the crime
3
he had committed with Lamia. Her brother, Bururi,
knowing and seeing this shame brought on the family,
4
means to kill Lamia to save the family honour.
But the independent young woman with her free thoughts
does not give him the chance to fulfil this wish.
Here is not the only part in this crime. why
should the other part be forgiven? 5 Why should
she be punished on the ground that she is a woman?
She goes off and earns her living and thus saves her
family and consequently her society from a great
many disasters that might have come about if she had
1. Ibid., The Burning Hearts, p. 397.
s* Ibid., p. 271.
3. Ibid.. pp. 270, 470.
4. Ibid.. pp. 381-383.
5. Ibid.. pp. 270, 470.
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been in a completely dependent position,
»omen could be of great help, too, to the
faaily budget if they had opportunities to use their
abilities for money as in the case of Nebahat in
■ hen nOirien are as Men«
Hooeyin Rahmi uses all these examplee to
establish the necessity of economic independence for
women, not simply as a source of income, but to fos¬
ter a feeling of confidence and assurance of their
ability to face life by themselves in its sad as
well as in its brighter aspects - a feeling which
leads them to realize their own importance in soci¬
ety, Once they believe in their high and vital
position, the inferiority complex from which they
have hitherto suffered, will turn to self-assurance
and a belief in the tremendous contribution which






ARRANOKD MARRIAQ-KSg MARRIAGES OF \>JA1,VH J
GRRAT .DIFFKRKHCRS IH AGR.
The majority of Oemanlls - Ottomans
attach so much Importance to the early
marriage of their children, that they some¬
times discuss and arrange these matters before
the birth of the destined spouses. Mothers,
whose eone have scarcely attained their fif¬
teenth year, can neither sleep nor eat, until
the latter are suitably disposed of; and the
same anxiety is felt by those who have mar¬
riageable daughters. This is the natural
result of the retired life led by Turkish
women.....
Supposing that arrangements have not
been previously made between friends or con¬
nexions for the union of their children, and
that no suitable person has been pointed out
as a wife, the mother of a marriageable youth
concerts with her husband, and. sallies forth
in search of a partner for her son, accompani¬
ed by some female friend or adroit slave. In
order to attain her object, she attends pub¬
lic baths, where she cautiously examines the
persons of young girls, and inquires into
their fortunes, position, and expectations.
If she fails there, she makes crafty inqui¬
ries among the gossips of different quarters,
and causes her slaves to form acquaintance
with those of houses where eligible matches
may be found. In short, she spares no pains
to obtain indirect information or personal
knowledge of those young women whose position
justifies further proceedings.
Sometimes, indeed, mothers carry their
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artifices so far, that they avail themselves
of sundry pretexts to obtain access into
houses* Thus, at one time, they feign cud-
den illness, and, rappin at doors, earnestly
x'equeat permission to repose* At other
times, they beg leave to enter a house in or¬
der to say their prayers, their own abode or
a mosque being too distant for them to arrive
for this duty within the canonical period*
It is by these and other artifices that they
are enabled to obtain a right of young ladies,
and to examine appearances, whilst th'ir
slaves or companions are busily engaged in
obtaining information from servants 1
To the Western mind, this account of ar¬
ranged marriages in Turkey, appears like a fantas¬
tic tale* The more one thinks of marriage, one of
the most significant events In life, the .more diffi¬
cult it becomes to conceive that such a matter
should be thought of, arranged and prepared for, by
any person other than the parties to the marriage
themselves. Yet, in the light of Turkish social
history of the time, one finds such a harmonious
intermingling of social causes as to make such a
marriage system not only natural, but inevitable.
Ercumcnt Ekrera telle us that, before the capture of
Constantinople, Turkish women possessed a unique
freedom in the choice of husbands. It was only
1, C* White, op* clt*, Vol* III, pp, 197-199.
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with the coming of the conquerors, with their ac¬
quired Byzantine customs, t ,at women fell into an
inferior and servile position,1 The Sultans, back¬
ed by their officials, and followed by laymen, set
up harems originally intended only for slaves.
Thus began the imprisonment of women in the kanaka,
from which they only issued concealed under thick
veils, with an escort of servants, chaperons, and
"lalas". Under such a system it was only natural
that marriages should be arranged with recourse to
such artifices as C.White describes. Sons and
daughters remained as completely subject to the
arrangements of their mothers, their aunts and oth¬
er friends as they were to the decrees of fate.
As always, Huseyin Wahmi set about his
criticism anu demands for change by fastening on
the weaknesses of the existing system. The two
features to which he was most stron ;ly opposed were,
first, marriages arranged for the sole purpose of
financial gain, and secondly, the marriage of young
girls, despite their opposition, to old men. In¬
deed, such marriages formed the rule rather than




An excellent example of this arranged-
raarriage custom is in Coincidence, when both Gaibe'e
and Mail's parents consider a suitable match for
their children.1- When Saibe is, though indirectly,
asked about her opinion of the husband she would
like to marry, she answers, "Is a girl's opinion
considered in such a thing? It is up to the par-
ente to choose a suitable husband!" Although we
know that her parents have already decided on this
subject, her mother, when the father wonders wheth¬
er Saibe is informed of the arrangements, answers
in surprise?
So long as you and I are alive, is
the girl's opinion of any importance'? You
know? our proverb which says that if you
leave a girl to make her own choice of a
husband she marries a bag-piper 3
Thus every necessary and usual step is taken and
the marriage follows. But, is it a happy marriage?
Yes, in the first year or two. After that disas¬
ters come. Having no right to divorce, as she had
no right in choosing her husband, Salbe is obliged
to bear all the miseries of miaunderstandings, dif-
1. Huseyin Rahrni, Going i tienee, pp. 86-88.
2. Ibid., p. 84.
3. Ibid.. p. 81.
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ferences of taste and opinion with her husband, »vho
ne fleets her. So comes the tragic end,
Huseyln Rahmi wants to tell us that if
Saibe had had a genuine part in choosing her life-
cotapanion as she herself wanted, but eould not de¬
clare in the face of the strict authority of her
parents, an authority which had became a par< of
their life, ahe could have perhaps refused Mail, or
could have accepted him after reaching that mutual
understanding and love which are of the main founda¬
tions of successful marriages. In presenting her
story, Huaeyin Rahmi teaches parents not to inter¬
fere to such an extent in decisions as delicate as
marriage. If Mail himself had had his own choice,
he might have chosen a woman whom he loved, not one
whom his parents found suitable. Yet, one may ask,
"Would this have been possible when women were kept
inside the solid walls of the hareme, and were so
faithfully wrapped in their carsafs and veils when
out of doors? As Sir James Porter remarket
Soaie carry that custom (veiling the
face) to such an extreme of delicacy, that,
when they feed their poultry, if there be
cocks among them, they will not appear with-
out veils, 1
1, C, white, op, cit., Vol, III, p, 197,
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What V;as necessary here, then, Hiiseyin
liahiiil shows, was the liberation of women, not only
in the matter of choice, but in their whole way of
life.
One of the fundamental steps in this
custom of arranged marriages is the "Gorucu".
The young man's mother attires her¬
self in her holyday garments and, accompanied
by the grandmother, if alive, proceeds in
great ceremony, called ''Qeuredd.ly''. to see
and propose in form for the girl's hand, 1
In Marriage under the Meteor, Irfan Bey's
mother complains of the modern Ferlha who met them
before her mother when they came to see her accord¬
ing to -gorucu" system. She says:
It is our custom when a chair is put
in the middle of the room that the girl in
question comes with coffee and sits in that
very chair until the visitors finish their
coffee. Then she leaves the room
This is the goruouluk that I know of
May God preserve us. We've never seen such
a
^ thing ... a girl coming and meeting the
gorucuo before her mother. 2
Irfan Bey, modern in his theories and outlook, is
Ibid., p, 199.
2. liueeyin Rahml, Marriage under the Meteor, pp.
270-271.
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against tnis system. He writes to Periha:
I won't send gorucu according to our
custom. Because my mother's choice does not.
accord with, and is not a correct criterion
of mine. She might like what I don't and
vice versa. Because our tastes, outlooks
and judgment vary greatly. 1
In The Pursuit of Desire. Seza throws a
stronger li -;ht on what Huseyin Rahmi wants to show
the parents. Speaking of the future of Ayn-i-Nur's
marriage, foreshadowed in the great differences be¬
tween her taste and that of her husband, and in the
lack of mutual love and understanding, she says:
Our old way of marriage takes no
consideration of the girl's opinion; parents
choose a husband and then tell their daughter
that they are marrying her to such and such
a person and everything is finished. Is it
right to leave everything entirely in the
parents' hands without asking the opinion
of the girl? Wouldn't it be just if the
daughter's inclination towards her future
husband were taken into account? Poor Ayn-
i-Nur J With her exceptional beauty, which
I dare say is unique in the 'whole of Istanbul,
they married her to the clumsy Nezihi Bey.'
What does he have to offer her in return
for her great beauty? A few faimis , . .
This rare beauty has been made a sacrifice
to those farms . . . You know that her
father died and her mother's sole ambition
was to marry her daughter to a rich man.
Thus this marriage was brought about. She
1. Ibid..
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never returned her husband's great love for
her, because she loved someone else, whom
she was not allowed to marry. Y.hat happened
in the end? Of course, this tragedy ... 1
Here is a clear picture of an arranged
marriage, an everyday occurrence in Turkish life,
with results often little different from those of
Ayn-i-Hur'3 case: suicide. If she had been mar¬
ried to the man she loved, ae were Esther Lyon,
Sppie, Dinah morris and Jary Garth, this catastrophe
could have been avoid a. But for the sake of his
wealth, her mother married her to Kezihi Bey.
Women are not, after all, mere senseless, brainless
creatures. ?,'hy shouldn't Ayn-i-Nur'b inclination
and opinion hove been taken into account? Why
should she have had to resort to sobbing and com¬
plaining to show her- disapproval of that "chosen
p
husband"? Yet, did anyone listen to her cry?
In her letter to Sesa, Ayn-i-Nur describes the whole
state of affairs.
my mother has sold me to this man. I
always consider my mother ae a slave-trader,
my husband as a slave-buyer and myself a slave.
This selling and buying business was the eom-
1. Ibid., The Pursuit of Desire, p. 103.
3, Ibid., p. 122.
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meneement of all my subsequent disasters 1
Evidently this sort of marriage e:>lely for wealth
leads in most oases to nothing but the unhappiness
which dogged the live© of Ayn-i-Hur and Mezihi Bey.
We meet a counterpart of Ayn-i-Nur in
Ragiba who faces the same problem of a marriage ar¬
ranged by her parents. Being an educated girl
with accomplishments, Ragiba refuses to be seen by
». .. ?
"goruous She tells her mother, "da.r.an, 1e ne
suia pas une bete a vcndr-e.'" In fact, as we look
at it nowadays, this was the real position of women
at that time, to be sold ana bought simply for the
material pleasures that marriage might bring rather
than the more important spiritual values.
In The Autumn nigntingalo, one ie faced
with an even more tragic situation, commonly occur¬
ring then. Old men, relying on their extreme
wealth, do not refrain from marrying girls young
enough to be their grand-daughters, Refi Bey, a
man of seventy, wants to marry the beautiful and
young, but poor §ahin£e of twenty. The girl her-
1. Ibid., p. 167.
Ibid., The rained Smile, p. 210.
6, Ibid..
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self is in love with Burl Bey, a young, but not a
wea Ithy ma n. Her aunt, with her materialistic
values, tells Hurl Beys
.....love is a minor thing in marriage,
health is the thing. Youth, good looks
and love are all temporary • . « The on¬
ly thin , which brings ha piness is money.
Without giving any consideration to yahinde*s opln-
o 3
ion and her constant effort to oppose this scheme,
the aunt marries her to the old but wealthy man.
3ahind©'e own impression is justly related to her
lover:
£ahinde: dy aunt wants to find a source of wealth
through me after she has spent all that
my uncle had. She found a woman-guide
and asked her to look for a husband for
me. The most essential qualification
required was for him to be wealthy, re¬
gardless of whether he is blind, lame
or old. So this uide found this hus¬
band, and then they started to prepare
for the wadding.
Nuri Bey: Isn't it necessary that they should
first ask your opinion'?
gahinde: No . . . I am an orphan brought up by
them. How should they ask my opinionl?
'whatever my aunt thinks fit must be ful-
1. Ibid., The Autumn Nightingale, pp. 120-122
s« Ibid.. p. 123.
3. Ibi u. , p. 143.
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filled. They are not carrying me
but selling me like a slave. 1
This conversation is enlightening on the
point that not all girls are blind to the disadvan¬
tages of their position. But before the tyranny
and extreme authority of their parents and benefac¬
tors, especially with such coaimonly accepted and
rigid laws, they have no alternative but submission
to the 'chosen fate". Yet the end might be a les¬
son in itself to those "dictators". Although sur¬
rounded with every worldly comfort then available,
§ahinde is indeed miserable for the lack of love
and affection in her married life. Uhen, therefore,
she encounters her husband's eon-in-law, she cannot
resist his offer to fill the gap in her life. She
accepts his love. .hen her old husband discovers
her love affair, he is stricken to death.
This tyranny of decision does not apply
only to the young women. Fikriye Hanim, a widow
with a child, finds herself under the dictatorship
of her aunt when she wants to express her opinion
about her second marriage. Her aunt tells her
angrily:
1. Ibid.. p. 81.
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Thank Heaven, your uncle and I are
alive to make inquiries about the future hus¬
band. How could you have any say in the
matter? My goodness* What a time we are
living In * * . This young generation is
hopeless, They decide for themselves with¬
out even consulting their guardian. Out
of politeness we asked your opinion. But
you abused it . . . I'm sorry! We have
made a ail stake • . . Now, go to your roora.
I'll have a confidential talk with this
guide. 1
*n The Ooverness, in order to punish the
Kahya Eda for her report of the unpleasant news of
the corruption in the house, Dehri Efendi drives her
out and marries her husband to a girl frota the harem.
Such tyranny was the great privilege in the hands
of the masters,
In The Final wish, despite their mutual
love already expressed through the interchange of
letters, Nuriyezdan and Namik Be-jy are not married
to each other. The former's mother and grand¬
father impose on her a marriage with the wealthy
Ragib §eyda Bey, a man she does not love.'"' To
please his mother who strongly disapproves of Nuri¬
yezdan, on the ground of her unladylike and 'free*
1. bid., Cadi: . The 1 ten, pp. 26-24.
2- Ibid.. The Final .islu p. 194.
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outlook (shown by the writing of love-letters to
her sony, Naraik Bey does not aiarry her, but a girl
1
chosen by his mother. The result of this arrang¬
ed marriage is that Huriyezdan falls ill and even-
O
tually, to escape her unhappy life, commits suicide.
Iiuseyin Rahmi does not only reveal this
tragic end to parents. At the same time he wants
to show men in general how they themselves must de¬
cide instead of relying on their parents' choice.
Namik Semai should have married Nuriyezdan in the
face of his mother's disapproval and proved that
such marriages could succeed; as Maggie, instead
of submitting to Tom's wish, should have held her
ground and married Philip. Instead, together with
his mother, Namik Semai is the cause of Nuriyezdan's
death. His mother would have eventually consented,
as happens in When women are as Men. Ali Sureyya
rz
marries Nebahat despite his mother's objections.
But at last his mother approves.
The difference in age between a married
couple showed its results again in The He11-Bound.
The old, wealthy, but psychologically rather un-
1. Ibid.. p. 180.
2. Ibid. , p. 213.
Ibid., When Women are as Men, p. 51
2X8
stable Hassan Ferruh marries the beautiful young
Cazibe Hnnira of twenty-two. Their life is indeed
a "hell" with all love on one side.1 Cazibe finds
satisfaction in love with her step-daughter's son,
Muzaffer. On the other hand, Hasan Bey's own
daughter Perhunde Hanim deceives her old husband
with their adopted son, who is expected to marry
2
their daughter. All this dishonesty, disloyalty
to the lofty and holy bond of marriage is due to
one simple cause; the ;reat difference in age be¬
tween the couples and the consequent difference in
outlook and taste. If this was considered before¬
hand, no social diseases of this kind would come
3
about. The shameful and degrading consequence
which ruined this entire family is instructive in
4
itself.
Another illustration of the same problem
is presented in 'foreman. The wealthy §uayip Efendi,
over fifty-five, marries the young and beautiful
Binnaz of eighteen. The price which, this time
the husband pays is his constant restlessness of
Ibid.» The Hell-Bound, p. 117.
Ibid., pp. 352—353.
3. Ibid. . p. 357.
1 b 1 d«, p. 479.
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mind and his unending hesitation and suspicion of
the relationship between hie young wife and his
i
eon Toraaan.
All these examples, taken together,
show the drawbacks of the existing customs of mar¬
riage with the over-emphasis on the material side
and no attachment to the spiritual side at all.
The younger generation, with their free
ways of thinking, must make a move to change this
social law and teach the older, with their belief
o
that Iris are to be sold, ' that they are complete¬
ly mistaken and that 'selling is suitable for ani¬
mals, as it implies trade, and also because animals'
5
opinion is not asked when they are sold ..."
hereae, women are human beings, capable of per¬
forming a great many things to add to the welfare
of humanity. Why, then, should they be ignored
ana considered a "brainless lot', especially in*,
such matters ae marriage?
It is for this purpose, too, that Huse-
yin Rahmi advocates the education of women; so
that they may know in what ways they should judge
1. Ibid.. Toraman. p. 114.
2. Ibid., The Burning hearts, p. 40.
3. Ibid., p. 42.
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their future husbands and form a happy life togeth¬
er. He make a this even more obvious in The Hiving
Skeleton through the doctor, who sayst
Marriage is not like renting a house.
This is something to be founded on love, un¬
derstanding, What effect does the marriage-
contract have when miSunderstanding and cold¬
ness between the couple come about? The
most important thing is the mutual under¬
standing before marriage. There are plenty
of examples of marriages for beauty, wealth
and for many other reasons ... Is there
any everlasting thing in the world? After
marriage, these reasons lose their old power
and attractiveness, Hopes and passions get
satisfaction and what is left between the
couple is the bond of conscience, humanity
and sincerity. This ia the aim of marriage, 1
This aim, in fact, reminds us of George Eliot*s
lofty concept of the marriage-bond ae a social and
a spiritual tie.
—o—o—





At first glance one ,sight wonder whether
this two-fold topic has any parallel in the works
of George Eliot, But a little consideration shows
that although George Eliot could not write of the
subject in the same terns as Hueeyin Rahmi, indica¬
tions of her attitude towards polygamy are implicit
in her work, while her view of divorce is clearly-
evident through her belief in the sanctity of mar¬
riage as expressed for example in the cases of
Romola and Rosamond Vincey, Yet judging from her
personal life, when Mrs, Lewes left her husband and
George Eliot could not marry Lewes because of the
difficulty of getting a divorce, we may suppose
that in certain circumstances she would actually
have approved of divorce,
Where Hueeyin Rahmi uses black and white,
George Eliot paints in grey, a difference of treat¬
ment accounted for by the difference of religion
in the two societies. Whereas in Turkey, polygamy
and divorce were legal, and freely practised, in
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England, polygamy - if it may "be bo called -
could be practised only with concealment, as we
have seen from the cases of Arthur Donnit home and
Jermin the lawyer, for instance.
It is obvious that Hueeyin Rahmi devoted
as much serious thought to the problem of polygamy
as to those others we have so far discussed.
Through his experiences as he mingled with all sec-
tions of Turkish society A he was able to portray
faithful examples of the drawbacks of polygamy and
the resulting effects both in the family circle and
in society as a whole.
Since polygamy was then recognized by
religion as one of the rights of a man, it was a
law to be followed. When dealing with the problem
in his novels, Hueeyin Rahmi makes quite clear his
conviction that the system, and the privilege which
it placed in the hands of men, should be greatly
altered. He had noted abuses and misunderstand¬
ings of this privilege; he had seen it practised
indiscriminately and on mere whim; he had seen it
used by husbands as a threat against wives who
1. Refik Ahmed Sevengil, Huseyin Rahmi.
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would not oaaply with fcneir wishes.
It was not always the husband's pleasure
upon which polygamy depended, for a wife might urge
her husband to another marriage as a security
against her own divorce and loss of social statue
if she should show hostility to hie will. This
was the unfortunate but not unnatural result of
woman's dependent status, and especially of her
financial dependence. Once she had left her par¬
ents' house she was subject to the will and the
authority of her husband. Her social and finan¬
cial position depended on her ability to please
her husband. It was consequently her aim, by an
obedience unknown nowadays, to satisfy his every
wish.
In Huseyin Rahmi's novels, we see the
use of polygamy as a threat, not only by the hus¬
band, but by the mother-in-law. In The Divorced,
the mother-in-law says vindictively to her daughter-
in-law:
What will you do if he marries again'/
After all dod has allowed him four wives at
a time• V«e can afford to look after not
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only four, but even ten wives 1
This threat would certainly induce an unconscious
uncertainty in the wife as to whether another woman
would share her husbar.d with her.
The early married happiness of Mali and
Saibe in Coincidence is only blurred when another
woman comes on the scene. The sorceress, Hoca
Uefiae, who is a faith-healer at the same time,
warns Saibe.
y poor girl, my simple Sal be.'
Open your eyes It is of no importance
that your husband has rented a house for his
mis trees..... He'll marry her ~ it's only
a matter of days.
"In face of this horrible information
p
Saibe'e tears came like a flood " Her hus¬
band, when Saibe accuses him of keeping a mistress
in a private house, says threateningly, 'Yes....,
who hat the right to stop me from marrying several
others besides you?" Eventually Mail married
§ohret, hie fallen mistress. Saibe could do no¬
thing but accept this fait accompli. But the con-
1. Hueeyin Rahiai, The divorced, p. 15.
2. Ibid.. Coincidence, p. 198.
3. Ibid., p. 215.
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sequence was the death of aibe, the decent, high¬
ly sensitive, gentle and quiet woman, who could
not bear the shock, of sharing her husband with a
competitor more beautiful than herself. It is in¬
deed an instructive example to show how men with
this authority in their hands could cause trouble
in the family leading to a tragic end. ven if
Mall had not been permitted to marry a second wife
when already married to Saibe, he would still, by
the existing law, have been able to divorce her in
order to marry his mistress. This shows that the
need for change in Turkish society was deeper and
more fundamental even than the customs of polygamy.
When we come to The grateful One, we
find the polygamy question being suggested from the
first wife's side, Talat Hanlm, who loves and al¬
most worships her husband, suggests to him that he
should joarry their maid, Jferiman* Hi had-Bey, having
offered his sensual love to the pure, honest Beri-
man and having been firmly x'ejected, proposes to
marry her legally. Standing secretly outside
1. Ibid., dimet-ainas; The d-rateful One, pp.
1§14—216.
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the door, listening to her husband's confession of
his love to the exceedingly beautiful Nerlman, and
to his proposal, Talat Hanim knovie that "her life,
disaster, happliiess or family destruction all depend
on one word from Nrrimaru" ^ Moreover, there is
hia promise that if Nerlman insists, he is prepared
to divorce Talfit Hanim, though they have two chil-
dren. One can easily imagine Talfit Hanim'e pre¬
dicament and feelings in face of these bitter facts.
Any other irl than the honest, sincere, grateful
and appreciative Neriman, would perhaps have accept¬
ed this 'attractive proposal ', offering her a life
far better than that she had as a maid. But this
sensible girl refuses hie offer and says that one
day he might treat her in the same way and play the
3
same trick with another girl* A girl can never
be sure with such men who, for the sake of their
own pleasure never consider their family ties or
responsibilities* She refuses him so strongly
that he gets ill. Talat Hanim, adoring her hus¬
band, in order to save him from death and to secure
1. Ibid., P. 214,
2. Ibid., P. 217
3. Ibid., P« 870,
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her own position comas to Neriman and says, "Dear
NerimanJ I woula like you to become ay husband's
second wife . . ," ^
Indeed this is a most peculiar offer to
come from a woman. If it were not for the sacri¬
fice; that both Talat Hanim and Weriman showed, this
family with two children would have faced a pros-
pect no happier or easier than most of such cases
which end tragically.
A statement in The Pursuit of Desire by
Sessa to her husband, shows clearly to what extent
men enjoyed superiority over women. She says,
If a man sees any drawbacks in di¬
vorcing hie wife, he marries several others
as well..... besides those he gets under dif¬
ferent names: odalisques, mistresses as
many as his wealth allows him. 2
Her statement perfectly expresses the reality.1
A statement in The .-itch made by Hasit Bey confirms
Seaa's point of view of the privilege men hold over
women. He says to his wife, "Even when you are
married to me, I can marry ae many as I want . • . '
1. Ibid., p. 366,
2. Ibid., The Pursuit of nee ire, p. 39.
3. Krcument Bkrem, memories of Yesterday.
4. Huseyin ahmi, The ditch, p. 182.
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Polygamy was, therefore, the strong
destructive hammer of a happily started family life.
Huseyin Rahrai, by showing all these drawbacks and
evils of polygamy, opened the eyes and awakened
the minds of trie public. All these sad instances
of the effects of polygamy clearly illustrate the
points of the teaching of hiiseyin rahrai. At the
same time he displays hia observation and insight
into such disasters, and admirable courage in ad¬
vocating a change in the system.
On the other hand there existed several
reasons which made polygamy necessary as a purely
social safeguard. In a society where women were
extremely dependent on men from a financial point
of view, those girls who were left alone and un¬
married after the deaths of their parents and male
relatives, were dependent on the existing system
for life itself. material considerations took
precedence over the spiritual. A woman of those
days was prepared to endure all spiritual griefs,
if she were conscious that such griefs could exist,
rather than to die. So economic necessity made
polygamy useful.
829
Fur themore, since men wanted to have
children, male children especially, to preserve the
family name and inheritance, they not infrequently
took a second wife if the firet proved sterile.
This was the more usual course among men who loved
their wives and preferred not to hurt them by di¬
vorcing them.
Again, especially in the case of sultans
and men of substance, the commonest solution to an
illicit entanglement was for the man to marry the
1
girl and add her to his harem.
In sura, each social problem was in some
way linked up with the others. At the root of
them all lay the common conception of the physical
O
and mental inferiority of women to men, and the
economic dependence which sprang from it. Huseyin
Hahrai proclaimed this cause everywhere in his wri¬
tings - the necessity of recognising women as in¬
dividuals, of a change in their social status which
would fit them for a nobler part in life, and of
emancipation from the rigid artificial laws created
by men.
1. groument Ekrem, op. oit..
2, Neernettin Sadik, Kadinlar Krkeklesl.yor mu?




Huseyin Rahrai attacked so forcefully
the social evils which he believed to be destroying
the life of the nation that we are not at all sur¬
prised to find him facing with earnestness the pro¬
blem of divorce. His attitude, recurring time
after time in hie novels, is that of a highly in¬
formed critic towards a problem with dangerous
potentialities. He did not argue that divorce
should not exist. On the contrary certain situa¬
tions in his novels indicate that he regarded it
as a necessity in certain cases where family diffi¬
culties could only be solved by separation.
He argued, rather, for a sweeping reform
of the divorce law. As the law existed at that
time, in accordance with religion, only men possess¬
ed full rights to divorce their marriage partners,
in the presence of two witnesses.1 The sacred
family unit could be broken up simply by pronounc¬
ing the words "Let your will be in your hand".
The Koran. Chapter* on 'Divorce". "....call
as witnesses two persons of probity from
amongst you, and set up the testimony for
Allah." The ur'an. Vol. II, p. 587, tr.
Richard Bell.
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Many men grossly abused thle privilege and did not
hesitate to use it ae a threat to their wives -
to remind them of their inferiority to a;en, to keep
them in their control and power, and to fulfil
their own wishes and purposes when their wives were
reluctant to obey orders.
Furthermore, with his keen and observant
mind and ever-vigilant eyes, Huseyln Rahrai could
not but perceive the dangers and drawbacks of the
contemporary loose interpretation of the divorce
laws, and of the unjustifiable and over-frequent
recourse to this practice by men. Rightly, he
decided that the social status of women, governed
as it was by such unfavourable social laws, was in
great need of reformation.
This reformation could be realised only
by the recognition of women as important individu¬
als in the structure of the family, a recognition
which must of necessity be accompanied by emancipa¬
tion and the attainment of equality with men. Yet,
if woman was to be given her natural rights, she
muet be trained to exercise them. The result of
the lack of such training is shown in Huseyin
Rahml's later novels,
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His novels abound with statements by his
mouthpieces to show the great pi'ivileges that men
had through being the sole party to enjoy the right
of divorce. Edibe Hanim, the dejected wife, dis¬
gusted by her husband's dishonesty and low charac¬
ter, complains to Azize Hanira about the illegal
pregnancy and miscarriage of Sarafet and Rabia;
What could I say? May God punish
them all This bad luck was what fate
had in store for me..... It happened that
I was thrown in this house to live under one
roof with these shameless people..... Any
shameful thing which happens to them means
that we are partners in bearing that dishon¬
ourable deed ana stain What could I
do? Is there any solution? I can't divorce
my husband and say "Let your will be in your
hands," and leave the house 1
In The Living Skeleton, we come across
this sentence from the young girl Banu:
It is enough for the husband and
wife to be strangers to each other when the
husband says, "You, woman, I left you.'"
All the examples of divorce I have seen are
like this 2
Another example of the ease with which men could
1. Huseyin Rahmi, jjipsevdi; The Susceptible,
p. 382. " "
2. Ibid., The Living Skeleton, p. 249.
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divorce their wives and of how it entirely depended
on their wish can be seen in Carriage under the
Meteor, when Feriha Hanira says:
If you get along with your wife,
bo much the better But in case yon
can't, you could say "Let your will be in
your hand" ana so everything is finished.
As you said, divorce is as much a right as
marrying is 1
Akile's lamenting and despairing letter
to her husband explains how in one second all the
strong ties of marriage could be broken by one sen¬
tence from the husband, She writes:
Do you remember the day when you left
raev I shall never forget that blackest day
of ay life, that day of ill-luck for ae
when you told me "You are free.'": when in
one second you pronounced that horrible sen¬
tence which deprives a woman of all her love,
all will, happiness, and all her hopes....,
I fell in a corner, fainting. 2
Miserably unhappy and wretched, she shows how their
happy life was destroyed by this "terrible sentence".
Immediately after her divorce, Akile'e mother-in-law,
pleased at having separated her son from hia wife,
tells Akile:
1. Ibid., Marriage under the meteor, p. 296,
3, Ibid., The Divorced, p. 6.
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I can never allow an unengaged
woman to see or be seen by a roan..... You,
listen carefully] My son is no longer your
husband] He is a complete stranger to you]
Afcile answers, "How could X be a stranger to the
man with «hom I have spent four whole years of my
life'; And. what about our beloved child';" The
mother-in-law as its, horrified, 'fo you mean to say
that you dare to come against the divorce law?"
Aklle answers, "As he divorced me by uttering one
word, he could also marry me by uttering another
X
word." " So easy it was for men to divorce and
marry] Could they ever enjoy an easier and more
powerful privilege than this complete authority?
In Coincidence, hail openly tells his
wife, Haibe, "As marriage is performed with one
word, it can also be dissolved by one word." In
fact, when one studies the happy early years of this
couple, one ir almost astonished at the great change
which comes over the husband in hie attitude towards
his wife. He cannot, now, bear to see har, he can¬
not bear to listen to her or chat with her. All
because of hi a dishonest affai re with ^ohret. The
Ibid., pp. 8-9.
2. Ibid., Coincidence, p. 831,
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relationeship of husband and wife is loosened to
the extent that .fail refrains from divorcing his
wife, not because that is not easy for him; it is
his fear of the parents on both sides that hinders
him from doing so.
One might think that the tragic conse¬
quences which eventually befell this happy family
could have been avoided, even partly, if foibe had
been Independent in the full meaning of the word.
In that case, being a recognised individual, she
might nave had sufficient self-confidence to depend
on herself entirely and choose a new way of life.
If she had had the right to divorce her husband,
perhaps she would have done so without torturing
her sensitive nature. But being tied to her aus-
band'e will, and being dominated by him just as her
mother, grandmother and great-grandmother were, she
never even thought of attaining such a right to use
against his authority.
The Grateful One provides us with another
clear example of how hueoands could enjoy this right
whenever they liked, regardless of the disastrous
consequences that might follow. The only thing
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that mattered to them when exercising this privi¬
lege was doubtless to fulfil their personal hopes.
Hihad Bey, failing to form a liaison with the hon¬
est and pure Heriman, a uiaid, suggests that he is
prepared to divorce his wife and leave his children
1
xn order to marry her if Neriman insists on that.
Seza also reveals the lightness with
which divorce is practised. She says that the
husband ''by only saying to his wife, 'Let your will
be in your hands', could divorce and drive her out
o
of doors". He is free to the extent that this
privilege can he his safeguard whenever ana wherev¬
er he wishes. At times this privilege is thought
of even before marriage. §uayip Efendi, a man of
fifty-five, wants to marry Binnaz, a girl of eigh¬
teen, the pretty daughter of a well-known fallen
woman. The difference in their ages gives him no
hesitation at all. He reflects, "I marry Binnaz
and reach my hope; if this marriage does not prove
to be suitable in other respects, then I leave her.
Thank 3odI Our lofty religion allows us to do
that." §uayip Efendi's aim, undoubtedly, is
1. Ibid. , The Grateful One, pp. 214-217.
2. Ibid. , The Pursuit of £>esire, p. 39.
Ibid., Toraman, p. 57.
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solely to attain all the secular pleasures he is
looking far. If he does not reach his aim, then
is there anythin easier for men than to divorce
their wives 1 and get rid of them? "Divorce in
P
fact was easier than carriage." J Undoubtedly
this statement is not expressed only for the sake
of comparison. There must be a loftier motive for
it. To break up a family,, to destroy a holy union
in life, is so ridiculously and easily practised.
Certainly this is not a email matter, easily over¬
looked, and about which little can be done. Seri¬
ous steps must be taken to prevent and avoid the
catastrophes and disasters that follow the fulfil¬
ment of a man's wish, expressed perhaps in a moment
of anger or bad temper.
Since there was no limit to the right
of divorce, the man could marry as many as four
women at one time and divorce as many of his wives
as he wished. After Hihad Bey's first wife dies,
we learn that "he married six more times but each
marriage ended with a divorce".3 By presenting
these sincere, true examples of the abuse made of
1. C. White, op. cit.. Vol. Ill, p. 197.
2. Hueeyin Hahmi, The Autumn Nightingale, p. 157.
3. Ibid., The .itch, p. 36.
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the privilege by men, Hiise in Rahmi successfully
shoves the drawbacks of the contemporary divorce
system# Yet while he urges equality in the use of
this right, if it should be at all necessary, he
draws attention to the great danger of giving this
equality without education as a foundation for it,
Vvith the overwhelmingly prevailing illiteracy, es¬
pecially among women, equality could bring still
more ham# V.e can best see this view explained
in bis story, Hurmuz Hanim divorces her Husband,
Illiterate as she is, Hurauz Hanim misunderstands
a piece of news in a local paper and concludes that
women have acquired the right to obtain a divorce
as easily as men# She and other similarly illite¬
rate women take boundless joy in this and seek the
slightest excuses in order to exercise this right.
Their attitude towards their husbands changes and
becomes completely spiteful: "Now it is you who
are at our mercyJ" They all use this right at
the earliest opportunity they find# Yet in the
end they discover their misunderstanding; women
have not been given such a right as yet. Their
disappointment is intense. Huseyin Rahmi, while
859
relating this, cays:
Divorce could be as easily practised
by women as by men for trivial reasons once
they had the right. There must be stricter
laws to avoid such family ruin. 1
-o-o-




We have now come to the end of our study
of the process, and the problems, of women's eman¬
cipation. We chose to survey it through the work
of two novelists who, through their writings, play¬
ed a considerable part in advancing that emancipa¬
tion in their respective countries. Both sought
to educate the public and to influence social feel¬
ing towards the adoption of a more humane and reas¬
onable attitude to certain customs which tended to
condemn the women of their time to a position of
perpetual dependence on men, even at the cost of
self-respect and human dignity.
Yet, as we compare the two societies
shown to us in the works of our two novelists, we
see that while there were fundamental similarities
in their refusal to recognize women as individuals
and in considering them inferior to men, the con¬
ditions, and consequently the problems, within the
two countries, differed both in quality and degree,
Turkish women endured sufferings, limi¬
tations and restrictions unknown to the world of
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George Eliot. Their position can be gathered from
the various history-books of the period, froai the
probable opinions of my grandmother as a representa¬
tive Turkish woman of the time, and from the novels
of iluseyin dahtnl. From our present-day point of
view we can regard these Turkish woraen as the help¬
less victims of rigid social laws which prevented
them from enjoying the privileges which at that
time were held to be the prerogatives of men only.
As we have seen, the entire current of their lives
was shaped, through their dependence on men, ac¬
cording to the wishes of the masculine world.
Lack of systematic education, widespread illiteracy,
with all its attendant evils, their inferior econo¬
mic position, all tended to prevent women from de¬
veloping their latent powers and from making any
individual contribution to the needs of society.
Such regulations and conventions kept women in a
position no better than that of mere ohattels in
the masculine abode. It was these that Hiiseyin
Kahmi fought against and sought to abolish. The
spiritual struggles of Hueeyin Rahmi'e women charac¬
ters can all be traced directly to the conventional
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acceptance of the inferiority of women, by which
any attempt to leave the aacred abode, the home, in
order to become acquainted with the outside world,
was considered an offence against religion. The
result was, in many cases, tragedy. In his vari¬
ous pictures of Turkish women, one can perceive how
their status was affected by historical, social, re¬
ligious and perhaps political pressures.
Turning to English society and George
Eliot's female characters, we find a like unrest.
Yet how different in detail are their problems from
those of Turkish womenj The limitations which sur¬
rounded Turkish women were material and external;
the struggles and sufferings which made the lives
of George Eliot's heroines pathetic and at times
unbearable to contemplate, were spiritual and in¬
tellectual. Just as the social position, behavi¬
our, and outlook of Englishwomen appeared "shock¬
ing", "terrifying" and "daring" to the average Tur¬
kish woman as represented by my grandmother, the
rigidly confined life of Turkish women would have
appeared "strange" and 'intolerable ! to their Eng¬
lish contemporaries. 'why then, as they were not
hedged about with the external limitations and
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regulations which deprived Turkish women of their
freedom, did they find their position so unsatis¬
factory*/ Why were they dissatisfied with conditi¬
ons in which they were fortunate compared with their
Turkish contemporaries? I believe that the answer
can be found through observation of our present
status in Turkey.
'women are no longer deprived of legal
rights or social privileges. We are put on a com¬
plete equality with men and with our English con¬
temporaries. As can be judged from the legal
rights accorded us by the constitution, we enjoy
exactly the same amount of freedom in all things.
Yet in our actual lives, we are still dissatisfied.
It is true that with the declaration of the Repub¬
lic we c&ade a sudden break with old values and con¬
cepts which kept women in an inferior status. But
our customs and traditions, with the old sentiment
of close family relationship, still dominate our
family life and thus lead us to regard the family
as a widely-constituted unit. In this we still
resemble George Eliot's women characters, who were
moulded by family ties. This attitude of hers is
contrary to that of the modern novelists who con-
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sider their characters entirely as individuals.
Civil laws cannot undo the strong and close family
bonds which have always played a considerable part
in Eastern life. Consequently, we have now two
distinct generations. The younger generation are
being brought up in schools which teach them to de¬
velop as independent individuals and useful citi¬
zens, seeking to achieve universal aims for the wel¬
fare of humanity. The older generation give their
whole-hearted approval to the idea of national pro¬
gress and the contribution of women, equally with
that of men, to the national well-being; yet at
the same time they hold that their opinions, as
elder members of the family, must be not only con¬
sulted, but accepted. The new Independent and in¬
dividualistic attitude, taken along with a strong
belief in the obligations of family relationship
and a deep respect for the opinions of elders pro¬
duces a conflict in the minds of many of the more
intellectual women. This clash between two almost
equally balanced forces leads to a sense of isola¬
tion for intellectual women, with problems arising
for them which are more or lees similar to those of
Dorothea, Maggie, and perhaps Dinah Morris.
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After the death of her first husband,
Casaubon, Dorothea undergoes a severe spiritual
crisis, which she faces with remarkable bravery.
This struggle is the conflict between accepted con¬
vention, in accordance with which she should have
given up Ladislaw to preserve her material wealth,
and her own strong individuality, 'which led her to
folio?/ the counsels of her own heart without regard
to the strictures of society. The interference
of her relatives in their attempts to dissuade her
from a second marriage finds many parallels in our
Turkish society, whether, as in Dorothea's case, on
material grounds, or for retaining one's social
position or for the sake of the family name.
Turning to Maggie, we find that she re¬
flects in many ways a dilemma of intellectual Turk¬
ish women, stemming from their consciousness of the
importance of the family as a social unit. Allow¬
ing- for the element of caricature in the characters
of Maggie's aunts, we can recognize a similarity
between the Dodson sisters and those elder members
of Turkish families who consider it their duty to
offer gratuitous advice to their relatives, and
their right to see that advice acted upon. Inter-
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ferenee like this, extending to quite personal mat-
ttere, led to a conflict in the minds of Turkish
women between their personal Inclinations and be¬
liefs, and their sense of the respect due to the
ideas and counsels of their elders. Again, Maggie
is prevented from marrying Philip Wakera just as
many a Turkish woman faced a similar struggle be¬
cause the man whom she loved, himself innocent, was
connected by blood to one who had done her family
a wrong*
The parallel to Dinah Morris in to be
found among those present-day Turkish women who
travel around the villages in an attempt to bring
enlightenment to the peasant woraen, whose resistance
to the new concepts of individuality, equality and
independence is all the greater because, of necess¬
ity, their whole life has been spent on the land,
working together- with their husbands and sons in
the fields* They are convinced that work of the
intellect is not for them and that it is none of
their business to go beyond the bounds which Nature
has set for women's work - the upbringing of
children and their part in the cultivation of the
family's fields. Reasoning is a man's duty, and
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his privilege.
It should, not be inferred from thia that
Illiteracy Is as widespread among the peasants of
today as it was, even among townspeople, in the
nineteenth century. The Turkish peasants have al¬
ways been noted for the co-operation between men
and women in matters of day-to-day existence. Ac¬
cording to present-day lav/, primary education is
compulsory in ever.v part of the country. Every
Turk has at least this minimum of education. Cus¬
tom and tradition, however, combine to arouse oppo¬
sition to women who do what is considered to toe
man's work, public-speaking, acting as lawyers, or
seeking government offices. Many ambitious women,
therefore, face similar opposition to that met with
by Dinah, in a village community.
These examples show how Turkish society,
with its strong sense of tradition and convention,
contains, like English nineteenth-century society,
many women whose ideals run counter to custom and
tradition, and who must struggle or remain patient
in face of their environment. be should not make
the mistake of thinking that this happens in every
Turkish family. In many families, despite attach-
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merit to long-inherited customs and. traditions, the
children are free to do as they think right, al¬
though the parents retain the subconscious wish
that their opinion should be consulted and obeyed.
Even where tradition is more rigid, no conflict may
arise, because the women of the faintly are not of a
highly intellectual type,
The problems which be set Kuseyin Rahmi'e
women have, however, been steadily disappearing.
The tragi-comic superficial oping of the manners
and outlook of western civilization ^ has become a
thing of the past as the country has established
its own combination of eatern social manners with
the fine Eastern tradition of human relationship.
The problems of "Buyu " 2 which formerly ruled the
lives of the majority of Turkish women have receded
since, with the rising standard of education, buvu
has largely lost its value and popularity. The
nineteenth-century economic problems, arising out
of divorce and polygamy, have, thanks to our Repub¬
lic, completely disappeared.
Thus far, we have considered this process
1, dee Appendix IJ.
2. See Appendix I.
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of emancipation, from three of the four standpoints
selected at the outset of our study,1 those of
our two novelists and our representative of Turkish
traditionalism. The fourth, that of the writer,
remains to be briefly outlined.
Having seen in ny own country many real-
life Dorotheas, haggles, Esther Lyons and the like,
I wondered if there were still any of their kind
in the England of today. Therefore I made a spe¬
cial effort to get to know as many English women
as possible. The conclusions at which I arrived,
after travelling in various parts of Britain and
through living in large communities of women stu¬
dents, were in moot cases rather unpleasant for me,
lees because I was critical of the social concepts
and behaviour of the women I .net - as was the
case in my grandmother's attitude towards George
Eliot's women - than because I fear that we in
Turkey must eventually pass through the stage which
our English counterparts have reached today.
It v/ould not be right for me to general-
1. Introduction, p. 6.
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ize on the views of English women from the outlook
of English students, although I nave met many. I
shall therefore confine myself to comparing the at¬
titude of these with that of Turkish women students
what strikes one most is the difference
in the concept of family relationship. In Britain
for economic reasons, the family means only the
group composed of parents and children, but in Tur¬
key the family unit is much larger, extending to
grandparents, uncles, aunts, cousins and even more
distant relatives. Consequently the English girl
regards herself as responsible only to her parents,
and not always even to them, as, at twenty-one, she
is in law completely free. This legal concept of
her "independence" and "freedom" has seemed to me
most strikingly characteristic of the English woman
By taking her independence too seriously, she de¬
velops such an individualistic personality and out¬
look that, unconsciously, she ignores the opportuni
ty for the development of these qualities which on¬
ly a woman can possess. I should have liked that
George Eliot could have seen the length to which
her successors carry the concept of "individuality"
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and then to see how she herself would have reacted
towards it.
It is not, I think, narrow-mindedness
which prompts rae to dislike the almost mannish in¬
dependence of English women. I believe that woman
is the complement of, not the inferior to, man, and
that each must en^oy complete independence within
the limits which nature hue appointed for them.
Equality with men does not mean imitating them or
attempting to play a man*a part in society. Ten¬
dernose and gentleness are, of necessity, feminine
qualities, and the work which women should do should
include such as George Eliot likes her women to per¬
form, works of philanthropy, calling for affection
and the finer feminine feelings. It is true that
the requirements of present-day life and its econo¬
mic circumstances make it necessary for women to
earn their own living and to struggle with life.
It is therefore natural that they should demand in
all things the same treatment as men. Yet my view,
which will not he pleasing to my English friends,
is that man must of necessity be master of the home,
though certainly not to the extent that woman is
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his servant,, or a chattel for his welfare and com¬
fort, On the contrary, she should be "Queen of
the House" of which he is the King, but these rdles
are complementary, not competitive. In a concept
of the complementary existence of man and woman,
the two : say be likened to a single organism which
can live and. function happily and perfectly only
through the mutual co-operation of its parte; a
strife between the parts can lead to nothing but
the destruction of the two-fold body,
A® a result of these observations of con¬
temporary English women, I feel that one day, we in
Turkey, in spite of a concept of family relation¬
ship far stronger even than that of the England of
George Eliot, and in spite of the will to make sac¬
rifices for any member of the family without regret
or expectation of reward, will, as a consequence of
our Western social behaviour, become sooner or lat¬
er like the Englishwomen of today,
I hove reached this conclusion through an
analogy with what hrae gone before. We have seen
three stages of development; first, that of Turk¬
ish women of the nineteenth century, which had no
counterpart in its contemporary English society;
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secondly that of English women of the nineteenth
century, with its counterpart in the Turkish soci¬
ety of today; thirdly, the "fully emancipated"
Englishwoman of the twentieth century. Just as
the counterparts of Turkish women of today were to
be found in nineteenth century English society, so
it seems probable that in the next stage of develop¬
ment in Turkey, women will resemble the present-
day Englishwomen. I fear that, owing to economic
and material pressure we too, when we reach this
stage, will lose our fine tradition of the close¬
ness of family ties.
Yet I wonder if the study of George Eliot
and those like her, who preached to the public the
necessity of recognizing the individuality of women,
can help us to avoid the changes inherent in the
adoption of the English concept of "independence"
and "freedom". Can we in Turkey penetrate beneath
the surface of George Eliot's teaching to the philo¬
sophical basis on which her concept of woman's in¬
dividuality is built'/ Is it possible for us to
combine this lofty concept with our fine Eastern
tradition of family relationship and thus escape
the adoption of "independence' in the English sense
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of the word? If we avoid the mistake, common
enough in the fields of science and religion, of
fastening on the practical application without
penetrating to the philosophical sources and in¬
most visions which inspire it, we may be able to do
so. ..ith this hope, "e might look forward to not
becoming ,findependent" in the English sense. Whe¬
ther such n hope is justified, or whether the only
possible 'freedoV for women lies in the direction
followed out by ..astern women, only the future will
reveal.
At all events, our study tempts us to
venture a further conclusion; women will always
be dissatisfied with their position, whether or not
such dissatisfaction depends on their legal status.
Certainly the complete emancipation of women is not
simply a legal question. Judging from all the evi¬
dence and the examples which we have seen, we feel
bound to conclude that no definite limit can be set
to the process of emancipation for women* It is a
process of mental and spiritual evolution. Having
passed through any given stage, one finds fresh
cause for dissatisfaction in the newly achieved
position. This cause removed, we move on to
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another stage, and so on, throughout time, albeit
with different values and through new end varying
forms. Yet the forms that ne shall see will be





THE PROBLEM OF BUYU.
Illiteracy created one of the greatest
social diseases prevalent in Turkey at that time;
namely the Superstition and Buyii which played an
almost incredible part in the lives of Turkish wom¬
en. Their whole-hearted belief in the power and
influence of Biiyu and its consequences made them
the slaves of those who practised it - and who
were known as Hocas - to such an extent that they
frequently allowed their whole course of life to be
decided by such people. Although the Hocas also
2
practised the art of healing, their main function
lay in the handling of marriage problems, in the
marrying-off of spinsters, in helping parents in
the arrangement of marriages, in imposing states of
mind and heart on certain people, and in removing
similar effects of magic from others. Supersti¬
tion, likewise, filled the lives of women, who were
most prone to it, with hesitations which would have
1. ErcwaentJikrem, Memories of Yesterday, Chapter
on Ofurukguler; ^aith Healers".
2. Ibid..
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been ridiculous had they not been intolerable,
Hueeyin Rahml studied this deeply-rooted
social disease and considered its causes and its
consequences, and fought it in his usual manner.
Once more he drew examples from real-life situations
and reflected them with remarkable sincerity and
regard for truth.
His illustrations, taken alone, without
arguments for and against, are sufficient to show
the falsity of such beliefs. The tragic results
of buyu and the cunning tricks which the Hocas em¬
ployed in order to bleed their simple and often in¬
nocent patrons, are in themselves ample evidence of
charlatanry.
But he is not content simply to tell a
story revealing the tragic consequences of such
utter trust in the power of buyu for family life
and the lives of all who follow the Boca's advice
By contrasting various characters, Hiiseyin Rahml
makes his own opinions clear. He relates, first
of all, the steps which the Hocas took to swindle
their patients, thereby revealing how little their
art was founded on science or knowledge of any sort.
Yet we cannot deny the Bocae the mastery of what
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we today should call the "psychological approach'.
Out of their great experience, they had developed
sharp eyes, keen to understand the character and
the social background of each new patron, and could
accordingly decide on the best method by which to
treat a petient to their own advantage.
The distress, seeing how her husband's
mistress, Parnas, has extreme power in holding Kami
Bey (her husband), Saffet Hanirn cannot refrain from
confiding her suspicions and worries to Dudu, her
femuie de chnabrc. She says, "That woman Parana
must be practising buyii. Otherwise no man could
be bo strongly tied to a woman as Kami is to her."1
In The Orgstal Heart we hear this con¬
versation,
- natch your steps, Setae: you might not be
able to marry Muhlis.
Why not? Or is there anyone practising
bu'.yii on usv 2
This in fact shows that buyii was rooted in bema's
mind to such an extent that she thought of it im¬
mediately as a cause which might stop her marrying
1, flueeyin .Rahmi, The is trees, p, 285,
2, ibid., Billur Kalb: The Crystal heart, p. 492,
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Muhlis.
Bu'yu was at times practised to part a
woman from the man she loved. The following con¬
versation between Vehibe and her husband regarding
the serious, though ridiculous, love affair between
her mother, over sixty, and a young man of twenty-
six, reveals Vehibe's strong belief in the power of
buyii to part these two. The husband asks, "Why
are we supposed to see this Hoca?" His wife ans¬
wers, "We want to practise a very strong buyii to
part ray mother from Vassaf." ^
In the directions that Hoca Nefise gives
to Saibe Hanim as to what to do so that the effect
of the buyii on Mall, her husband, will be fruitful,
one can see how it was practised.
Hoca Nefise says,
Saibe Hanim, my daughter, now listen
to me. I am undertaking this business. I
shall save Mail from the love of that woman.
But you must do whatever I tell you. I
shall give you small pieces of blue paper.
Soak them in water and find an excuse to
make your husband drink of this very water
when he comes home in the evenings. (Re¬
turning the vest to Saibe.) When he changes
Ibid., How My Mother-in-Law Went Mad, p. 57.
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his vest, give him this one to put on. There
is no difficulty in doing any of these things.
Now come and sit in front of me, let rate read
something in your face too. (After reading
for ten minutes in Saibe's face, she blessed
her with her breath three times, then made
her drink some blessed water.) May health
and goodness come upon you, my daughter ...
Nov,/ go, look at the aky through the window.
Tonight you'll feel much better, your trouble
will grow less ... 1
Other forms of biiyu are mentioned in The Susceptible,
when vipsevdi's wife recites all the possible means
she tried, including buyu, in order to recover his
good sense.
I have tried every possible thing on
earth to bring you to your senses. I brought
you water to drink from Papmaki yerif; (2)
I brought you a piece of stone from Merkez
Efendi;(3) I gave your underwear to be read.....
I sewed the muska (4) I got from the bu'yucu¬
lloca between your Jacket and its lining.....
I took decanters of water to the Hindiler
TeS'kesl (5) to be read and made you
drink of it; but still you didn't come to
your senses. Assize Hanim has given me nefee.(5)
Every night I made you drink of its water,
still there was no effect on you » . . Many,
many other things I practised, but nothing was
*»• Ibid., Coincidence, p. 200.
2; 3. "These are places in Istanbul.
4. auska is a piece of paper bearing sentences
according to the purposes it will be used for.
These sentences are written by Hocas.
5. One of the Vekkes. which are places where
people (usually men) gathered at nights and
practised religious rites.
He-fee is again something like auska.
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useful or helpful to you, 1
In '-*-'he Divorced, the mother-in-law tells her daugh¬
ter-in-law, *1 don't know what kind of fruyu you
have tried on my son to make him so taciturn and
2
almost dumb," All these examples show how deep¬
ly a full conviction of the power of btivii had pene¬
trated into the minds of women,
Hueeyin dahmi also shows how a fear of
divorce and separation combined with their illite¬
racy and extreme dependence on men to give this be¬
lief its contemporary strength. Being almost en¬
tirely helpless and under the full authority of
men, women could find no means of keeping their
husbands attached to them after learning of their
relationships with mistresses. They resort to
buyii as a cure and solution. In the work Coinci¬
de noe. one finds one of the finest illustrations
ever written of the power of biiyu, with its causes
and evil effects.
Illiteracy drives Oulsum to employ bu.vu
on her husband through Hoeg Hefise, Galsum sue-
1, Huseyin Rahmi, &ipsevdi: The Susceptible,
p, 445.
2. Ibid., The Divorced, pp. 12-13.
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pacts hep husband on the ground that he has written
pamphlets to declare his love to another woman.
Although the pamphlets are in her possession* she
cannot read them. Eventually she hurries to ''iocs
Wefise, who is equally illiterate but successful at
concealing the fact. Hoca Mefiee confirms Gillsum's
suspicion* and in order to drag money out of her*
asks her to pay a certain ©mount so that she can
give a special invitation to her "fairies and
dllnns" to consult them about a solution, Gulnum
usee every means, even robbing her mother, to pro¬
vide the wanted amount of money for the party,
"be hear of no solution at all of this problem by
Hoca Neflse, What one constantly hears of is the
need for more money to please the fairies, for
them to supply good information and advice. Final¬
ly, after all the troubles, and the sleepless nights
poor Gulsuai goes through to supply Hoc© Nefiee with
the required amount of money, one learns of the
false accusation and the groundless suspicions Gul-
sum hae held against her husband. Had Guleurn been
able to read she need not have gone to such a soci¬
ally and morally dangerous woman as Hoc© Nefiee to
ask her to read the pamphlets. She herself could
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have read them and found the truth, thus saving
herself spiritual as well as material troubles.~
Hoaa Jfefiae, with her great success in
swindling, her great cunning in making people be¬
lieve in her bu'yu, is also a bringer of destruction
on happy families* By a strange trick of fate,
both Saibe and §ohret go to doca Nefiee: the first,
to make her husband, Mail, who has begun greatly to
neglect her and their child, come back to her;
§ohret, to make her lover, Mail, who through fear
of We parents will not divorce Saibe, leave hie
home and wife entirely and marry her, Saibe un¬
consciously encourages Hoca liefiee to go on with
her groundless, useless art by saying, ,fI am sorry
to give you ell this trouble, but I have no value
for money, I will sacrifice whatever I possess,
only to have ray husband brought back to aie, with
2
all our old love and understanding." lloca He-
flee employs the knowledge she gets from each of
re
these in order to inflame the other. Both women
believe in Hoop Nefise'e art and knowledge of buyp.
especially when she relates incidents and facts
Ibid., Coincidence, pp. 19-56,
s* Ibid., p. 197.
5, Ibid. •
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which only the person closest to Mail could be ex¬
pected to know# Their utter confidence in iloca
Kefifie stakee them give her generously whatever
she asks. lioca Kef1 se in her turn, to make the
most profitable use of these two women, continues
to treat their problems for months and months.
Instead of helping the wife by separating the hue-
band from his mistress, she enlarges the gulf of
misunderstanding between them. At the sane time,
instead of helping §ohret by influencing Hail to
divorce his wife, Kocs Keflea leads §ohret to say
to ail things which make him even, more afraid to
do so.1
At last, after all the tragic consequen¬
ces have come aboutr the marriage of Mail with
the unfaithful and disloyal §ohret; the evil ef¬
fect of this marriage on his first wife Salbe and
her resulting serious illness and death; his
parents' ever reproachful attitude towards his mar¬
riage to a fallen women such an J?ohret» who de¬
ceives him by her conduct with other men, Mail is
forever haunted by a consciousness of guilt which
in some way reminds one of Arthur Donnithorne'e
ibid., p. 195.
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sense of guilt in face of hie crime with Hetty Sor¬
rel# Moreover, all Mail's wealth is squandered on
§ohret. Ho doubt the great responsibility for
these disasters rests on .Hoes Hefiee. Having no¬
thing in mind beyond getting as much money as pos¬
sible from her victims, she never- refrains from
creating or widening discord between a happy couple
or in happy families.
By presenting the story of this 'buyiicu*,
Hoca Ilefise, so openly and frankly with full details
about her art, Huseyia •; steal teaches the public
that buVueuB. ae exemplified by iloca tfeflse bring
to society harm rather than benefit# The discov¬
ery of her false "art" is indeed related in a most
interesting and successful way. Saibe, §ohret,
duleuu, Mall and the rest, who have all been affec¬
ted in some way, meet, by a not unlikely coincidence,
in Hoca Hefise's house# There they all learn the
sad truth as to how this Hoca has mads use of them
as a source of wealth.1 But by then it is too
late to take any step to make up for all the devas¬
tation ehe has brought about.
1# Ibid> , PP# 270—280,
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If Saibe had been a better educated and
more independent woman with all the rights we now
en,joy, ahe could have judged, reasoned, and thus
made her own efforts to efface the cause of misun¬
derstanding between herself and Mail: she would
not have resorted to a buyucu with her assumed
power, to solve her marriage problems, she would
not have believed in the effect of this r'art" at
all, and thus would have been spared all the spirit¬
ual conflicts she went through, as well as the dif¬
ficulties she faced in providing the required money
for Hoca defies. Above all, she could have used
her own art to tie her husband to herself by under¬
standing his tastes, outlook, moods and states of
mind on different occasions. She would have had
a complete self-confidence which could have stimu¬
lated her to face whatever difficulties and pro¬
blems she met with a self-assurance and will that
would not have failed to solve her difficulties.
At times one comes across men who try
certain forme of bii.yu in order to win or influence
a certain woman. Reyiian Bey write© to hie friend,
Bey, "'I have got several love-potions from
different "buyucue" so that the Mademoiselle will
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like and approve of me."
In addition to being called upon to solve
misunderstandings between married couples, to ar¬
range or destroy carriages, to keep certain men
strongly attached to their nlatreesee, and to pre¬
vent certain events from coming to pees, iiocae were
also resorted to for help in extinguishing the in¬
fluence of love-potions,
affet Hanip thinks that, by practising
bu.vu on her husband, faunas is enabled to keep him
attached to her. So she tolls her re.ame-de-ehambre.
Dudu,
I have had reco.raiended to me a very
powerful Hoco. living in Hurioamaniye, To¬
morrow letTs go there and ask him to destroy
the effect of Furnas's love-potion . . .
I don41 care how much he asks me to pay, 8
We hear of another attempt at the same thing through
Haena Hanim when she bewails her husband's indiffer¬
ence to her.
His eyes can no more see me.' Some¬
body must have tried huyu on ray husband to
make him like this towards me • . • If
anyone knows of a powerful Hoea, let me know
1. Ibid., The distress, p» 180,
8. ibid, f p, 205.
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it, to destroy the effect of whatfs being
practised on him. 1
Just as buyii occupied a large place in the life of
Turkish women, then, other kinds of superstition
were also common. The novel, The ..itch, is built
entirely on superstition. "When the first wife
of Hagit Bey died, a black cat had run over the
o
coffin, so the dead had turned into a witch "
"Then Na§it Bey married again: this witch suffocat¬
ed the wife his next six wives were all divorced
lest the witch should suffocate them too." 3 His
third wife, §ukriye Hanira, did not believe the ru¬
mours about the witch - that she supplied her own
A
children plentifully with various kinds of food,
and that she suffocated the second wife.3 But
when one day §ukriye Hanim opened a locked drawer
which had no other key than the one in her possess¬
ion, she found that all the jewellery belonging to
the witch had disappeared, and a letter in the
very handwriting of the witch lay there Instead.
It read:
Ibid.. Toraaan, p. 37.
2* Ibid., The V-itch. p. 33.
3. Ibid., p. 3(3#
Ibid., p. 66.
5. Ibid.. p. 77.
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Necessity obliges me to take these
jewels belonging to my children. I shall
return them after a time. Isn't this suf¬
ficient to warn those who don't believe in
incarnation?
The signature:
The dead wife of Napit Bey.
Emine Binnaz. 1
After a great fuss about the witch, the supersti¬
tion is proved to be groundless. A secret passage
is found between the roof of Nagit Bey's house and
another belonging to a painter, whose mother, a
sculptress, was an extremely close friend of Emine
Binnaz. By making a mask with an extraordinary
resemblance to Emine's face and wearing it, she
has spread all the rumours in the neighbourhood
about the witch, and all the consequent fear creat¬
ed by her malicious doings. As for the second
wife, she apparently died suddenly from a heart at¬
tack. Thus it is proved that Nagit Bey's house is
not haunted, and there is no trace of any witch.
In showing this, Huseyin Rahmi tried to prove that
a great many superstitions are held without any
foundation.
All these examples successfully illustrate
the harm wrought through illiteracy. If these
!• Ibid. , p. 114.
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women had not had such a blind trust in bu'.yu and
superstition, they would not have submitted to fi¬
nancial exploitation by women who exerted a subtle
psychological influence upon then. Kith a little
education, their attitude vould have been very dif¬
ferent. For one thing they would never have
thought of referring problems so delicate as those
of marriage to women so obviously illiterate; for
another, they would not have believed in the power
of potions to rouse feelings of love or hatred.
Considering these examples one wonders
what George Eliot would have thought about "bu.vu*
and how she would have treated such a mine of sub¬
jects. Her treatment of illiteracy offers illus¬
trations similar to those of Huseyin Rahmi and it
is possible she might have used the same method as
he did; that of building up life-like characters
and showing their harmful influence, and its conse¬
quences to their victims. Yet judging from her
treatment of character, there might perhaps hove
been a difference in her way of introducing these
examples to her readers. She would have given a
more "psychological analysis" of the victims, and
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devoted space also to the spiritual struggle of
"Buyucu's", She would have shown them punished






Huseyin Kahmi was not only critical of
the traditional fabric of Turkish society that con¬
demned the woman to a position bordering on slav¬
ery; he was almost contemptuous of the trend to¬
wards aping the West blindly in every sphere of
life, regardless of the fitness of the adopted ways
in Turkish life.
The reaction of the women's world to??ards
the .e eternizing movement could not but encourage
him to carry on his fight for a real and basic re¬
form in the status of women. He set about this
by painting, again in all its details, a faithful
picture of the absurd itaitatlon of the '.est by the
superficially Europeanized Turkish snobs of his
day, or "Suooe". as they were called. Thus he
demonstrated the great harm which such people could
bring to society. Then, he exposed the abnormal
phenomenon of blind esternization on the part of
the Turkish women who in some ways surpassed men
in their undiecriminating reactions to ' estern in-
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fluence - although these were largely due to the
fundamental disadvantages of their position, al¬
ready mentioned.
Huseyin Riahmi showed the conflict between
the younger generation with their devotion to new
ways and Western ideas, and the old, with their
1
strict adherence to Turkish custom, and their
condemnation on religious grounds of everything
*alafran -a'. as they believed it sacrilege to imi¬
tate the customs of non-Moelem people. In order
to demonstrate this successfully, Buseyin Rahml
chose to depict the life of the great konaks -
the old Turkish mansions - revealing the hidden
corruption infecting the older generation even
P
while it opposed the younger, and holding up to
ridicule the blind imitation of the West of those
who disapproved, albeit rightly, of the old, rotten
ideas. Having done this, he returned to the finer
qualities of the national tradition, and invited
his people to hold fast to that which was good in
national life, always insisting that in order to
1. M. Berkes, "Huseyln Rahminln Romanlarinda Kadin
ve Aile: Women and Jamily in the Novels of
Huseyiri ,Rahmi." Journal of Dil ve Tarih-
Cografya Pakultesi."Vol.ill, pp. 19-20.
2. Ibid..
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progress, his people must strive to understand the
sound scientific and philosophical basis of western
civilization.
In his incomparable work, The Handsome
One, one is given valuable information about the
absurd yet understandable follies of a real "guppe"
§ohret Bey - anxious to be called 1alafranga'.
Hie whole aim is concentrated on his outward ap¬
pearance and his (tragi-comic) way of walking along
the fashionable centre, Seyoglu, in Istanbul,1 as
2
walking in such places was greatly in vogue. More¬
over, thinking of how Europeans walk side by side
in the streets, §ohret, unable to find a Turkish
'alafranks' woman, forms a relationship with Madame
Potiche. Studying §ohret's tremendous fondness
for Westernization, in contrast with his entire ig¬
norance of its deeper values, aline. Potiche encour¬
ages his superficial imitation of Western behaviour
to drag more money out of him. She suggests that
to complete their entire European look, a dog must
accompany them in their walks, Moreover, she takes
the responsibility of providing such a dog and gets
1. Huseyin lahml, lilk: The handsome One, p. 21,
2. Ercument Ekrem, Memories of Yesterday.
"§ehzade Bafli".
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hold of an aged, dirty, shabby dog from the street.
She dresses it so oddly with a red cap that when
they begin their 'memorable' walks in those fashion¬
able quarters of Istanbul, everyone surrounds them
with ironical compliments and remarks."*" The ac¬
count of how §ohret learned dancing is indeed a re-
2
markable piece of comic observation. The empti¬
ness of his pretensions is further revealed by the
pathetic figure he makes in trying to discuss
French literature with some Frenchmen in the Tavern.
Equipped with some bogus nataea of French writers
supplied by his malicious acquaintances, he sings
the praises of a non-existent French writer, and
supports his eulogy with some nonsensically child¬
ish quotations from his "works". The Frenchmen,
being in good humour, encourage him to give more
information about his * rench writer', laughing at
his expense while he revels blissfully In his know-
3
ledge of Feetern literature. His whole occupa¬
tion is to look after his Western attire, his stick
and monocle, his Mme. Potiche, and the dogl By
1. Btiseyin Rahtai, op. clt.. pp. 23, 24, 33.
2* ibid.. p. 162.
3. Ibid.. pp. 116-123.
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exposing this pathetic, yet not unsympathetic fig¬
ure, Huseyin Rahml, indeed, successfully presents
the excesses such people fall into, thinking of
progress and civilization in terms of clothes and
outlandish manners, while remaining a drag on a
nation with a genuine demand for progress in every
field.
In the person of Mademoiselle Anjel in
The Governess, Huseyin Rahtni shows how everything
related in one way or other to the Seat had 'a
great market' 1 in Turkey, regardless of the qual¬
ity of the import. Belonging to one of the lowest
classes of fallen women in France, Mile. An^el
finds Turkey with the great seal of its people to
ape the Meet, the very place to sell her Western
outlook at the highest pxri.ee. Her entrance to the
very conservative family of rehri Efendi as a "go¬
verness" to his children is through sheer chance.
Taking her for a well-educated French woman, Dehri
Efendi trusts her to teach his four children the
French language, French v/ays, etiquettes and man¬
ners, in a word to bring them up as 'alafranges' I




In the same yoli, the old generation with their
strict attachment to their conventions and tradi¬
tions, are horrified at the new ways brought into
the family through Mile. Anjel. The old Kahya, ^
Eda, is frightened at the quaint attitudes the
children learn from their governess. In a lament¬
ing and regretful tone she says:
How ridiculous^ How like puppets
these children are when they say *Bonjurna'
to me.' In the mornings it is bonjurna, in
the evenings sonjurna, and when handing or
taking anything, Merci. Their father, the
Efendi, almost faints with horror when he
sees his children take these funny poses,
and hears them say these ridiculous words
instead of standing straight in our own way
with crossed hands on their chest before
their father, and then bowing to kiss the
edge of his clothes. 2
A similar change in Turkish etiquette re¬
garding the signs of respect traditionally shown
to elders, male or female, affected the kissing of
hands which was the proper and required manner of
salutation. In The Susceptible,
1. Kahya is usually an elderly woman who manages
the household affairs, including finance, in¬
specting the servants and their* daily work,
a„sort of steward.
2. Huseyin Rahmi, The Governess, p. 87.
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Thinking that Meftun was going to
kiss his twisted hand, Xasim lifendi stretched
his hand towards Meftun's nose. But Meftun,
to confirm hie kind wishes, shook the hand
several times strongly in the Western fashion
then let it go. 1
"Bowing" has also come from the West; "Dudu made
this stranger walk and walk until they came in
O
front of 8affet Hanlm and then bowed before her."
Again, "These poor people, thinking themselves in
a salon in the presence of respectable people, bow¬
ed with great respect. ' 5 Also, "After putting
down the address, he returned the card with a bow.
Western table manners also found ready
access to Turkish domestic life. It was the cus¬
tom to eat with hands, but Meftun " gave a fork
and a knife to his grandmother, mother, and aunt,
despite their complaints, loathing and unwilling-
5
ness." Then according to 'alafranga*«
•••••one must sit very gently and properly
on the chair, open the napkin and put it on
the knee, not hanging it on one's collar, as
this is moat impolite. 6
1. Ibid., Tlio Su^eptib^e, p. 307.
2, X L-jd. .• The distress, p. 237.
5. Ibid.. Eskiva Ininde: In the Ben of Eakes
p. 158. i. ■
4. Ibid.. The Crystal Heart, p. 43S.
5, Ibid*, The Susceptible, p. 56.
6. Ibid.. p. 95.
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On© must riot fill his mouth either
while eating or drinking and must not utter
noises. 1
These are examples of the influence of
Western manners less severely censured by Huseyin
aahml than were others. In The dovemens, for
example, hie strong criticism of the high valuation
of everything ..©stern is clear in the way he pre¬
sents the corruption affecting the conservative
family of JJehri Kfendi, known for its great attach¬
ment to tradition. Himself noted for his dicta¬
torship, conservatism, strictness and bad temper,
especially in matters regarding propriety and fam-
2
ily honour, Behri Kfendi does not scruple to have
an affair with dlle, Anjel. He punishes the Ktlh.va,
Eda, for her discovery of the governess's relation¬
ship with the bachelors of the house, Sadri Bey,
Amca Bey and ijem' -i» fet he himself leads the
corruption - which is later disclosed with great
scandal when he is found in the wardrobe of the
governess.
In presenting this ridiculous story,
1. ibid., p. 97.
2. Ibid., The Governess, p. 114.
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Huseyin Rahmi effectually shows how easily people
may arrive at superficial conceptions of western
life, while falling to understand its essence. In
spite of his tyranny and strictness in family mat¬
ters, Dehri Efendi is snared by the fashion for em¬
ploying a French governess and fails to assure him¬
self that she is suitably qualified. Despite his
care for the family name and honour, his prestige
falls to sero when hs is found together with Anjel.
The fashion indeed of employing a French governess
had become so widespread and popular, that in most
cases it did more harm than sjood to the family unit,
hence to the whole of the nation. Huseyin Rahmi
shows that it was not as Dehrl Efendi thought, sim¬
ply the manners and language which must be learned,
but the principles behind its modes of life and
thought*
The 8nsceotlble, one finds a couple
deciding for themselves, upon marriage, in defiance
of the old system of marriages arranged through
the yorucu (marriage broker): ".....because it
was heard that Irs the .est the marrying couple
first decided between themselves and only then ask-
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ed the opinion of their parents." 1 Under the old
system the betrothed pair were not allowed to see
each other before their wedding day. But tvith the
influence of the est, they arrange all their pre¬
parations themselves, as in How -hv Mother-ln-haw
O
,.ent mad. The honeymoon had never been known
in Turkey. cetera influence showed itself in
that too. In The Living Skeleton, one sees the
shocked reaction to the deoarture of a 'honeymoon
couple': "It was so terrible, no laughing matter
indeed, that within a week of their wedding they
left for Switzerland for their honeymoon."
The old generation is frightened of the
'alafrange'.
Feyzullah Ffendi had a national con¬
servatism. he didn't want to leave Nuriyez-
dan illiterate, but at the same time he was
afraid of bringing her up completely with
'alafranga' education. 4
But then, ".....the young men nowadays don't want
c
to marry illiterate, clumsy girls.'' Therefore
1. Ibid., The Susceptible, p. 242.
2. Ibid., Hov.' .v.y other-ln-haw ucnt Mad, p. 165.
5. Ibid., The hiving skeleton, p. 277.
<« Ibid., The Final Wish, p. 25.
Ibid., p. 26.
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he decides to educate her but under a strict super¬
vision. In this example Huseyin Rabmi succeeds
in showing the misunderstanding of the word *ala-
franga1 by the old, for they certainly did think
that education must transform girls into 1alafran-
gas'. The grandfather, for the sake of finding
a good match for Huriyczdan, allows her a frill of
education. Hie concept is at fault. Education,
it is true, will give a girl accomplishments, but
these should not avail only to find a husband for
her. People must learn that education should not
be acquired for merely egoistic purposes. Huri-
yezdan and her like must foe well-educated and en¬
lightened, with a sound eetem knowledge of science
and philosophy, to be useful to their country. It
is this universal aim that should be borne in mind
when estern education is in question, rather than
the fear that 'alafranga* education will lead a
girl to dangers,
A couiment on another superficial concept
of the word 1heeternization* shows itself in The
Crystal Heart. Thinking that civilization lies
in appearance, Turkish women, without sufficient
instruction, slavishly imitate the eeterners in
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their dresses and in attending public gatherings.
Until recently the Turkish women
used to hear of balls, receptions and
dances. whereas now with their decqllet&e
dresses, they choose their partners for the
dances and write them in thair cards. 1
A comparison in The hiving Skeleton shows how Turk¬
ish women bade fair to outpace even the Western
woman in her own ways.
Our girls nowadays resemble them
(the western women) completely in their be¬
haviour and fashions. Is there any differ¬
ence between the two? They uncover their
heads, arms, chests, legs..... Is there
anywhere that has not been uncovered? ...
They not only imitate the ..estern women but
even exceed them..... they dance in balls.
Men and women swim together...,. nothing
is left to be considered shameful, 2
Another misconception ie shown in hen omen are
as -.'en. Hearing that civilization implies equal¬
ity and independence, Nebahat thinks that so long
as she Is economically independent, her husband
must a? are with her in the household management,
looking after the child, as she herself is contri¬
buting to the family budget. This is, she thinks,
Ibid*» The Crystal Heart. P* 69*
2. Ibid., The Living skeleton, p. 240.
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civilization.1 But the price she pays for her
blind misinterpretation is the death of the child,
through her own neglect on the ground that the
father should take care of it.
ViOaien are by Nature assigned, Huseyin
Rahmi shows, as George Sliot did too, to look af¬
ter their homes and children, but not in the slav¬
ish way to which Turkish women were accustomed.
They must have their position and receive individu¬
al recognition in every aspect of life so that
their endeavour in bringing up children will be
fruitful. If women think that emancipation and
civilization .mean the sharing of every task, as
did Nebahafc for example, then the result will be
as disastrous as would be the death of the child.
Another sad phenomenon of the same trend
is seen in The .omen of the Tavern. Drinking had
3
for long been a fashion among men. But women
started to drink only when they gained liberty to
do so as a sign of "Westernization", and especially
when they began to attend mixed gatherings. In
1. Ibid. t Kadin Crkeklesince: .h- n omen are as
hen, pp. 73, 88, 93. "
Ibid., p. 97.
3. Ibid.. Coincidence: The -ursuit of desire:
Toraman. * " "' -
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this novel, Huseyin Rahrai shows the deplorably
pathetic position into which women in the Tavern
fall as a consequence of their excessive drinking.
Their behaviour (for which the Turkish women have
always been praised and esteemed) becomes entirely-
different. They acquire those horrible ways of
talking as if they were almost shouting, and of
laughing carelessly without regard to where they
are. Their excuse was that "women are westerniz¬
ed": therefore they are free to do anything, any¬
where, * until the police come to tell them they
are arrested for being a nuisance, and that what
2
is meant by civilization is not this anarchy.
These are, in fact, Huseyin Rahul's words.
In all these examples he reveals the
false conception of Western civilization then cur¬
rent, People believed that by practising the man¬
ners or custoras of the .est they became 'alafranga'
or advanced. This belief was fundamentally wrong.
What civilization meant was not to be like Sohret,
Dehri or liebahat, but to penetrate to the core of
western philosophy and learning, and to draw from
1. Ibid., me.vhanede Kaainlar: omen of the
Tavern, pp. 41-42.
2. Ibid., p. 51.
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that the lessons which only then should be put into
practice in daily life.
Moreover, Huseyln Eahmi applauds those
of his own national customs and traditions which
bestow a noble bearing on women, with grace and
dignity worthy of their race.1 But he makes a re¬
grettable omission in not mentioning these much-
appreciated Turkish traditions specifically, in a
clear-cut way, and the sarae may be said regarding
the positive aspects of Western civilization;
while he loses no opportunity of burlesquing the
blind imitation of ess tern customs, and of exposing
the evil and destructive Turkish custosas and tradi¬
tions by parading them in the nude, singly and col¬
lectively.
This stress on the exposition of what is
negative in the customs of the two societies, with
an equal negligence of their positive values, leaves
the reader rather befogged and perhaps in a frustra¬
ted frame of mind. Rahmi, without giving vivid
expression to what he thinks so desirable, expects
the reader to be already familiar with the tradi¬
tional sense of morality in human behaviour. Not-
1. Ibi U. , p. d4r»
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withstanding these shortcomings, one cannot help
appreciating the contribution he has made by giv¬
ing a violent to the complacency with which
the secondary position of women in Turkey had come
to be regarded; and an equally drastic and merci¬
less assessment of the pseudo-westernization of
those Turkish women who in their endeavour to emu¬
late their Western counterparts, emerge as a ridi¬
culous combination of East and V.eet - as an
Eastern painting that has lost its charm as a re¬
sult of blind retouching carried out with brushes
borrowed from the Western paint-box.
In fact, such 'blind action' on the part
of Turkish women recalls Dorothea Brooke's 'blind'
attempts at learning and her devotion to an 'un¬
worthy' scholar; Rosamond Vincey's 'blind' at¬
tempts at solving her marriage problera; and Mrs.
Transome's 'blind' efforts to keep her son and
their estate under her thumb. All these, as in
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